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		  Datasheet File OCR Text:


		  1/3  ref. certif. no. DK-28210-M2-UL iec system for mutual recognition of test  certificates for electrical equipment  (iecee) cb scheme systeme cei d?acceptation mutuelle de  certificats d?essais des equipements  electriques (iecee) methode oc cb test certificate  certificat d?essai oc product produit switching power supply  name and address of the applicant nom et adresse du demandeur bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong gwonseon-gu suwon-si  gyeonggi-do  441-813 korea  name and address of the manufacturer nom et adresse du fabricant bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong gwonseon-gu suwon-si  gyeonggi-do 441-813 korea  name and address of the factory nom et adresse de l?usine note:  when more than one factory, please report on page 2 note:  lorsque il y plus d'une usin e, veuillez utiliser la 2 me  page bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong gwonseon-gu suwon-si  gyeonggi-do 441-813   korea    additional information on page 2 ratings and principal characteristics valeurs nominales et caractristiques principales see page 3  trademark (if any) marque de fabrique (si elle existe) none  type of manufacturer's testing laboratories used type de programme du laboratoire d'essais  constructeur model / type ref. ref. de type models cenb1100********, menb1100********,   jmw1100*********, jpw1100*********,  see page 2  additional information (if necessary may also be  reported on page 2) les informations complmentaires (si ncessaire,,  peuvent tre indiqus sur la 2 me  page  additional information on page 3 a sample of the product was tested and found  to be in conformity with un chantillon de ce produit a t essay et a t  considr conforme  la iec 60950-1(ed.2), iec 60950-1(ed.2);am1  as shown in the test report ref. no. which forms part  of this certificate comme indiqu dans le rapport d?essais numro de  rfrence qui constitue partie de ce certificat e300305-a33-cb-4 issued on 2013-01-16   this cb test certificate is issued by the national certification body ce certificat d?essai oc est tabli par l?organisme national de certification ul (us), 333 pfingsten rd il 60062, northbrook, usa ul (demko), borupvang 5a dk-2750 ballerup, denmark ul (jp), marunouchi trust tower main building 6f, 1-8-3 marunouchi, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 100-0005, japan ul (ca), 7 underwriters road, toronto, m1r 3b4 ontario, canada for full legal entity names see www.ul.com/ncbnames date:  2013-01-16  original issue date: 2012-09-24    signature: jan-erik storgaard     ( ca),   7   underwriters   road ,  toronto ,  m1r   3b4   onta fo fo f f fo f fo fo fo fo fo f f o f f o f o f f f f f f f f jan-erik sto rg aa aa aa aa aa a aa aa aa aa aa aa aa aa a a a aa aa aa a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a rd   

 2/3 ref. certif. no. DK-28210-M2-UL model details:  cenb1100 *    **   **     *    **                     (b)  (c)  (d)   (f)   (e)   (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;  (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48;  (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99;  (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.   (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii)  jmw1100 *     *   **   **   *      **                   (a)  (b) (c) (d) (f)    (e)   (a) means custom options, may be a to z;  (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;  (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48;  (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99;  (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.   (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii)  jpw1100 *     *    **   **  *    **                 (a)  (b)  (c) (d) (f)  (e)   (a) means custom options, may be a to z;  (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;  (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48;  (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99;  (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.   (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii)  menb1100 *    **   **    *     **                    (b)  (c) (d)  (f)   (e)   (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;  (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48;  (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99;  (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.   (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii)  factories:  wendeng jeil electronics co ltd  dong shou guangzhou lu kaifa-qu wendeng-shi shandong   china       additional information (if necessary) information complmentaire (si ncessaire) ul (us), 333 pfingsten rd il 60062, northbrook, usa ul  ( demko ) , boru p van g  5a dk-2750 balleru p , denmark ul (jp), marunouchi trust tower main building 6f, 1-8-3 marunouchi, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 100-0005, japan ul (ca), 7 underwriters road, toronto, m1r 3b4 ontario, canada for full legal entity names see www.ul.com/ncbnames signature:          jan-erik storgaard date: 2013-01-16 original issue date: 2012-09-24

 3/3 ref. certif. no. DK-28210-M2-UL ratings:  input rating: 100-240 vac, 50-60 hz, 2.0 a  output rating:  12.0 vdc, 7.5 a or                            13.0 vdc, 6.92a or                            15.0 vdc, 6.4 a or                           16.0vdc,  6.0 a or                           18.0 vdc, 5.6 a or                           19.0 vdc, 5.2a or                            24.0 vdc, 4.2 a or                            48.0 vdc, 2.1a  additional information:  the original report was modified to include the following changes/additions:  add class of category.  correct required clearance and creepage in table.  additionally evaluated to en60950-1:2006/a11:2009/a1:2010/a12:2011;  national differences specified in the cb test report.      additional information (if necessary) information complmentaire (si ncessaire) ul  ( us ) , 333 pfin g sten rd il 60062, northbrook, usa ul  ( demko ) , boru p van g  5a dk-2750 balleru p , denmark ul (jp), marunouchi trust tower main building 6f, 1-8-3 marunouchi, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 100-0005, japan ul  ( ca ) , 7 underwriters road, toronto, m1r 3b4 ontario, canada for full legal entity names see www.ul.com/ncbnames signature:          jan-erik storgaard date: 2013-01-16 original issue date: 2012-09-24

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  1   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         test report issued under     the responsibility of:           test report     iec 60950 - 1     information technology equipment  -   safety  -     part 1: general requirements     report reference no     ..................   :    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   date of issue    ................................ .   :    2012 - 09 - 24   total number of pages    ..................   :    11     cb testing laboratory     ...............   :    ul korea, ltd.   address    ................................ .........   :    #808, manhatan building, 36 - 2 yeouido - dong, yeongdeungpo - gu,  seoul 150 - 749, korea   applicant's name     ........................   :      address    ................................ .........   :      bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do  441 - 813 korea   test specification:     standard  ................................ ........   :    iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009   test procedure    ..............................   :    cb scheme   non - standard test method    ............   :    n/a   test report form no.     .................   :    iec60950_1b   test report form originator    ..........   :    sgs fimko ltd   master trf    ................................ ...   :    2010 - 04   copyright ? 2010 iec system for conformity testing and certification of electrical equipment  (iecee), geneva, switzerland. all rights reserved.       this publication may be reproduced in whole or in part for non - commercial purposes as long as the iecee is  ack nowledged as copyright owner and source of the material. iecee takes no responsibility for and will not  assume liability for damages resulting from the reader's interpretation of the reproduced material due to its  placement and context.     if this test repor t is used by non - iecee members, the iecee/iec logo and the reference to the cb scheme  procedure shall be removed.     this report is not valid as a cb test report unless signed by an approved cb testing laboratory and  appended to a cb test certificate issued  by an ncb in accordance with iecee 02.         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  2   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     test item description    ..................   :    switching power supply   trade mark    ................................ ....   :    none   manufacturer    ................................ .   :    bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea   model/type reference    ...................   :    models cenb1100********, menb1100********, and  jmw1100********* and jpw1100*********   ratings    ................................ ..........   :    input rating: 100 - 240 vac, 50 - 60 hz, 2.0 a   output rating:  12.0 vdc, 7.5 a or                              13.0 vdc, 6.92a or                              15.0 vd c, 6.4 a or                             16.0vdc,  6.0 a or                             18.0 vdc, 5.6 a or                             19.0 vdc, 5.2a or                              24.0 vdc, 4.2 a or                              48.0 vdc, 2.1a         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  3   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     testing procedure and  testing location:     [x]    cb testing laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :    ul korea, ltd. #808, manhatan building, 36 - 2 yeouido - dong,  yeongdeungpo - gu, seoul 150 - 749, korea   [    ]    associated cb test laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :        tested by (name + signature)   .......   :    inyoung hwang       approved by (name + signature)   ...   :    byeonguk lee     [    ]    testing procedure: tmp         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]    testing procedure: wmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          witnessed by (+ signature)   ............   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]    testing procedure: smt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]    testing procedure: rmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :        list of attachments   national differences (0 pages)   enclosures (0 pages)   summary of testing:     no tests were conducted    summary of compliance with national differences:     countries outside the cb scheme membership may also accept this report.    list of countries addressed: at, be, ca, ch, cn, cz, de, dk, es, eu, fi, fr, gb, gr, hu, ie, il, it, jp,  kr, nl, no, pl, pt, se, sg, si, sk, us  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  4   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     the product fulfills the requirements of: n/a      copy of marking plate   -   refer to enclosure titled marking plat e for copy.         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  5   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     test item particulars :     equipment mobility    ................................ ............... :    movable   connection to the mains    ................................ ...... :    pluggable a   operating condition    ................................ .............. :    continuous   access location    ................................ .................... :    n/a   over voltage category (ovc)    .............................. :    ovc ii   mains supply tolerance (%) or absolute mains supply  values    ................................ ................................ ... :    +10%,  - 10%   tested for it power systems    ............................... :    yes(for norway only)   it testing, phase - phase voltage (v)    ..................... :    230 vac   class of equipment    ................................ .............. :    class i (earthed) or classii(double insulated)   conside red current rating of protective device as part  of the building installation (a)    ............................... :    2.0   pollution degree (pd)    ................................ ........... :    pd 2   ip protection class    ................................ ................ :    ip x0   altitude of operation (m)  ................................ ....... :    up to 5000m   altitude of test laboratory (m)    ............................... :    n/a   mass of equipment (kg)    ................................ ....... :    0.7   possible test case verdicts:    -   test case does not apply to the test object    ...........   :    n / a   -   test object does meet the requirement    .................   :    p(pass)   -   test object does not meet the requirement    ...........   :    f(fail)   testing:     date(s) of receipt of test item    ............................... :    n/a   date(s) of performance of tests    ........................... :    n/a   general remarks:     the test results presented in this report relate only to the object tested.   this report shall not be reproduced, except in   full, without the written approval of the testing laboratory.     "(see enclosure #)" refers to additional information appended to the report.   "(see appended table)" refers to a table appended to the report.     throughout this report a point is used as the dec imal separator.   manufacturer's declaration per sub clause 6.25 of iecee 02:       the application for obtaining a cb test certificate includes more than one factory and a  declaration form the manufacturer stating that the   sample(s) submitted for evaluation is (are)  representative of the products from each factory has been provided ......      when differences exist, they shall be identified in the general product information section.      yes   name and address of factory(ies):     bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  6   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea     wendeng jeil electronics co ltd   dong shou guangzhou lu   kaifa - qu   wendeng - shi shandong china         general product information:       report summary     the original report was modified on 2013 - 01 - 16 to include the following changes/additions:    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, correction2   -   add class of category ; classii(double insulated) due to missing.   -   correct required clearance and creepage in table 2.10.2 and 2.10 .3 from 7.7 to 7.1 due to error.      product description     switching power supply (ac/dc adapter), consists of electronic components mounted on pwb, a switching  transformer and electronic components mounted on pwb, housed with a plastic enclosure.     model differences     models cenb1100********, menb1100********, and jmw1100********* and jpw1100********* (where * may  be alphanumeric, "for marketing purpose and no impact safety related critical components and  constructions")     models cenb1100********, men b1100********, and jmw1100********* are identical to jpw1100*********,  except model designations as follows;     nomenclature     jpw1100 *     *    **   **    *    **                    (a) (b) (c) (d)   (f) (e)   or jmw1100 *     *   **   **   *      **                         (a) (b) (c) (d)  (f)  (e)    or cenb1100 *    **   **      *    **                           (b) (c) (d)   (f)  (e)      or menb1100 *    **   **    *     **                          (b) (c) (d)  (f)  (e)     (a) means custom options, may be a to z ;   (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;   (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48;   (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99;   (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.    (f) means class type, m aybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii)     the marked models as 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19 , 24 and 48 on (c) nomenclature are identical individually,  except model designations, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  7   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     the models jpw1100**13*** **, jpw1100**16*****, cenb1100*13*****,cenb1100*16*****,  jmw1100**13*****, jmw1100**16*****, menb1100*13*****, and menb1100*16***** are identical to model  jpw1100**12***** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.      the model jpw1100**19*****, cenb1100*19*****, jmw1100**19*****, menb1100*19***** are identical to  jpw1100**12***** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.      additional information     maximum normal load condition: rated output currents   jpw1100ka1200f01: 12.0 vdc, 7.5 a;   jpw1100ka1500f01: 15.0 vdc, 6.4 a;   jpw1100ka1800f01: 18.0 vdc, 5.6 a;   jpw1100ka2400f01: 24.0 vdc, 4.2 a.     this equipment is not provided with user's manual.     procedure  deviation:     argentina*, australia / new zealand, austria**, belgium**, china, czech republic**, denmark, finland,  france**, germany, greece**, group, hungary*, india*, ireland*, israel*, italy*, japan*, kenya*, korea,  malaysia*, netherlands**, norway, pol and*, portugal*, singapore*, slovakia**, slovenia*, spain*, sweden,  switzerland**, and united kingdom.   *  -   no national differences declared, **  -   only group differences.      before placing the products in the different countries, the manufacturer has to guar antee that:   1. operating instructions and warnings are written in an accepted language of the certain country.   2. the equipment is in compliance with the national standards of the certain country.     e300305 - a33 - cb - 3, reissue   -   added thermal fuse (seki controls co., ltd., type st - 22) in critical component list.     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, reissue   -   upgrade report from iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition to iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition, amendment1   -   altitude of operation is up to 2000m to up to 5000m ref er to iec 60664 - 1 table a.2    -   humidity test was conducted at 40 degreec, 95% , 120hours for china deviation.    -   national difference for china is revised.    -   tma is changed from 30 degreec to 35 degreec     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, correction1   -   add optical isolator   certification information under mark of conformity section due to missing   -   add bobbin's manufacturer name  due to missing   -   correct optical isolator cr,cl from "thermal cycling conducted " to measured cr, cp in table 2.10.2 ,  2.10.3 and 2.10.4 due to typ o error   -   delete enclosure type hn - 1064w(+) in critical component list due to typo error   -   correct electric strength table due to typo error     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, amendment 1(12ca56785)   -   alternate appliance inlet type ss - 120a,rf - 180 by rong feng industrial c o., ltd    -   alternate linefilter 3025671b   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy1,cy2) type se or sb , 250v, maximum 1500pf by success electronics co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy1,cy2) type kx or ky , 250v, maximum 1500pf by murata mfg.co., ltd   -   alternate y - capaci tor(cy3,cy4) type se or sb , 250v, maximum 1000pf by success electronics co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy3,cy4) type kx or ky , 250v, maximum 1000pf by murata mfg.co., ltd   

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  8   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     -   add electrical output rating ; 48vdc/2.1a (transformer type 3025579005a ) ; jp w1100**48*****,  jmw1100**48*****, cenb1100*48*****,menb1100*48*****   -   add insulator sheet and shield.   -   alternate classii type ; jpw1100******q***, jmw1100******q**,  cenb1100*****q**,menb1100*****q**,jpw1100******n***, jmw1100******n**,  cenb1100*****n**,me nb1100*****n**     -   add supplementary information in table 5.2, table 2.10.3 and 2.10.4 , optical isolator table(1,5,1),table c.2   -   revise manufacturer declaration letter      e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, correction2   -   add class of category ; classii(double insulated) due to missing.   -   correct required clearance and creepage in table 2.10.2 and 2.10.3 from 7.7 to 7.1 due to error.      technical considerations     ?    permitted by the manufacturers specification of: 35   ?    ?    ?    ?                                                                                                      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  9   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.10.3 and  2.10.4   table: clearance and creepage distance measurements    pass   clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    functional:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    basic/supplementary:    clearance (cl) and  creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    reinforced:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    model jpw1100ka1500f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1, # 8 to # 14, 15, 16   510   359   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu1, primary to secondary   360   176   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   model jpw1100ka2400f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1, # 7 to # 14, 15, 16   540   379   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1, # 8 to # 14, 15, 16   535   380   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu1, primary to secondary   370   186   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   jpw1100kb1200f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   385   184   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   430   185   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   435   184   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   500   190   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   303   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    420   304   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   610   351   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   620   367   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   jpw1100kb1300f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   425   184   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   435   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   500   188   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   301   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    415   302   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   625   354   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   640   369   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   jpw1100kb1500f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   181   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   440   185   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   460   188   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   530   197   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   302   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  10   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    420   304   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   610   353   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   625   370   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   jpw1100kb1600f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   435   188   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   455   189   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   530   197   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   298   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    415   300   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   595   350   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   620   368   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   , 11ca37964   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ; jpw1100kb1800f01   n/a   n/a   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   180   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   435   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   440   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   510   193   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   400   298   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    410   298   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   565   356   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   580   377   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   179   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   model ; jpw1100kb1900f01   n/a   n/a   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   180   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   440   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   435   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   515   193   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   405   304   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    425   307   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   565   365   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   590   387   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   177   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   model ; jpw1100kb2400f01   n/a   n/a   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   181   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   450   187   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   440   185   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   530   200   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   390   291   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  11   of 11   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 2   2013 - 01 - 16         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    415   295   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   540   356   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   565   383   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6..0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   179   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   for model ;  jpw1100kb4800q01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   t1 pin1 to t1 pin 11,12,13   390   183   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin1 to t1 pin 14,15,16   590   208   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2 to t1 pin 11,12,13   470   188   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin2 to t1 pin 14,15,16   690   235   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6 to t1 pin 11,12,13   410   300   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin6 to t1 pin 14,15,16   460   315   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 to t1 pin 11,12,13   510   351   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   t1 pin8 to t1 pin 14,15,16   600   390   7.1   8.0   7.8   8.0   psu1 pin1 to psu1 pin3   375   174   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu1 pin1 to psu1 pin4   365   171   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu1 pin2 to psu1 pin3   370   173   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu1 pin2 to psu1 pin4   365   171   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   supplementary information:      c.2    table: transformers    pass   loc.    tested  insulation    working  voltage  peak /v    (2.10.2)    working  voltage  rms /v    (2.10.2)    required  electric  strength    (5.2)    required  clearance /  mm    (2.10.3)    required  creepage  distance /  mm    (2.10.4)    required  distance  thr. insul.    (2.10.5)    t1   reinforced (primary to  secondary)   690   390   3000vac   7.1   7.8   min. 1  layers or  0.4 mm  thickness   loc.    tested insulation    test  voltage / v    measured  clearance /  mm    measured  creepage  dist./mm    measured  distance  thr. insul /  mm;  number of  layers    transformer type number    enclosure  -   miscellaneous id    supplementary information:    tested t1 ; 3025579001a,3025579002a,3025579003a,3025579004a,3025579005a also complied with  clause 2.9.2 humidity test.       

 1/2 ref. certif. no. dk-28210-a1-ul iec system for mutual recognition of test  certificates for electrical equipment  (iecee) cb scheme systeme cei d?acceptation mutuelle de  certificats d?essais des equipements  electriques (iecee) methode oc cb test certificate  certificat d?essai oc product produit switching power supply  name and address of the applicant nom et adresse du demandeur bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong  gwonseon-gu  suwon-si gyeonggi-do 441-813 korea  name and address of the manufacturer nom et adresse du fabricant bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong  gwonseon-gu  suwon-si gyeonggi-do 441-813 korea  name and address of the factory nom et adresse de l?usine note:  when more than one factory, please report on page 2 note:  lorsque il y plus d'une usine, veuillez utiliser la 2 me  page bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong  gwonseon-gu  suwon-si gyeonggi-do 441-813  korea   additional information on page 2 ratings and principal characteristics valeurs nominales et caractristiques principales see page 2  trademark (if any) marque de fabrique (si elle existe) none     type of manufacturer's testing laboratories used type de programme du laboratoire d'essais  constructeur tmp  model / type ref. ref. de type cenb1100********, jm w1100*********,  jpw110 0*********,  menb1100********  see page 2  additional information (if necessary may also be  reported on page 2) les informations complmentaires (si ncessaire,,  peuvent tre indiqus sur la 2 me  page  additional information on page 2 a sample of the product was tested and found  to be in conformity with un chantillon de ce produit a t essay et a t  considr conforme  la iec 60950-1(ed.2), iec 60950-1(ed.2);am1  as shown in the test report ref. no. which forms part  of this certificate comme indiqu dans le rapport d?essais numro de  rfrence qui constitue partie de ce certificat e300305-a33-cb-4 issued on 2012-11-27   this cb test certificate is issued by the national certification body ce certificat d?essai oc est tabli par l?organisme national de certification ul (us), 333 pfingsten rd il 60062, northbrook, usa ul (demko), borupvang 5a dk-2750 ballerup, denmark ul (jp), marunouchi trust tower main building 6f, 1-8-3 marunouchi, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 100-0005, j apan ul (ca), 7 underwriters road, toronto, m1r 3b4 ontario, canada for full legal entity names see www.ul.com/ncbnames date:  2012-11-27  original issue date: 2012-09-24    signature: jan-erik storgaard     for  f ull  leg al e nt n n n n n n n n n n n er r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r ik ik ik ik k ik k ik ik k i ik i k ik k k i i i i i i i k i i i i i i i   s to rg aard     

 2/2 ref. certif. no. dk-28210-a1-ul model details: cenb1100 *    **    **    *     **                     (b)  (c)  (d)   (f)   (e)  (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z; (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48; (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99; (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.  (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii) jmw1100 *     *   **   **   *      **                 (a)   (b) (c)  (d) (f)     (e)  (a) means custom options, may be a to z; (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z; (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48; (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99; (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.  (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii) jpw1100 *     *    **   **  *    **               (a)   (b) (c)  (d) (f)   (e)  (a) means custom options, may be a to z; (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z; (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48; (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99; (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.  (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii) menb1100 *    **   **    *     **                  (b)   (c) (d)   (f)    (e)  (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z; (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48; (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99; (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.  (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii) factories: wendeng jeil electronics co ltd dong shou guangzhou lu kaifa-qu wendeng-shi shandong china ratings: input rating: 100-240 vac, 50-60 hz, 2.0 a output rating: 12.0 vdc, 7.5 a or 13.0 vdc, 6.92a or 15.0 vdc, 6.4 a or 16.0vdc, 6.0 a or 18.0 vdc, 5.6 a or                                           19.0 vdc, 5.2a or 24.0 vdc, 4.2 a or 48.0 vdc, 2.1a additional information: the original report was modified to include the following changes/additions: add alternate components, add electrical  output rating, add new models, add supplementary information in table and revise manufacturer declaration letter. additionally evaluated to en 60950-1:2006/a11:2009/a1:2010/a12:2011; national differences specified in the cb test  report.      additional information (if necessary) information complmentaire (si ncessaire) ul (us), 333 pfingsten rd il 60062, northbrook, usa ul (demko), borupvang 5a dk-2750 ballerup, denmark ul (jp), marunouchi trust tower main building 6f, 1-8-3 marunouchi, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 100-0005, j apan ul (ca), 7 underwriters road, toronto, m1r 3b4 ontario, canada for full legal entity names see www.ul.com/ncbnames signature:          jan-erik storgaard date: 2012-11-27 original issue date: 2012-09-24

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  1   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         test report issued under     the responsibility of:           test report     iec 60950 - 1     information technology equipment  -   safety  -     part 1: general requirements     report reference no     ..................   :    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   date of issue    ................................ .   :    2012 - 09 - 24   total number of pages    ..................   :    44     cb testing laboratory     ...............   :    ul korea, ltd.   address    ................................ .........   :    #808, manhatan building, 36 - 2 yeouido - dong, yeongdeungpo - gu,  seoul 150 - 749, korea   applicant's name     ........................   :      address    ................................ .........   :      bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do  441 - 813 korea   test specification:     standard  ................................ ........   :    iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009   test procedure    ..............................   :    cb scheme   non - standard test method    ............   :    n/a   test report form no.     .................   :    iec60950_1b   test report form originator    ..........   :    sgs fimko ltd   master trf    ................................ ...   :    2010 - 04   copyright ? 2010 iec system for conformity testing and certification of electrical equipment  (iecee), geneva, switzerland. all rights reserved.       this publication may be reproduced in whole or in part for non - commercial purposes as long as the iecee is  ack nowledged as copyright owner and source of the material. iecee takes no responsibility for and will not  assume liability for damages resulting from the reader's interpretation of the reproduced material due to its  placement and context.     if this test repor t is used by non - iecee members, the iecee/iec logo and the reference to the cb scheme  procedure shall be removed.     this report is not valid as a cb test report unless signed by an approved cb testing laboratory and  appended to a cb test certificate issued  by an ncb in accordance with iecee 02.         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  2   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     test item description    ..................   :    switching power supply   trade mark    ................................ ....   :    none   manufacturer    ................................ .   :    bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea   model/type reference    ...................   :    models cenb1100********, menb1100********, and  jmw1100********* and jpw1100*********   ratings    ................................ ..........   :    input rating: 100 - 240 vac, 50 - 60 hz, 2.0 a   output rating:  12.0 vdc, 7.5 a or                              13.0 vdc, 6.92a or                              15.0 vdc, 6.4 a or                             16.0vdc,  6.0 a or                             18.0 vdc, 5.6 a or                             19.0 vdc, 5.2a or                              24.0 vdc, 4.2 a or                              48.0 vdc,  2.1a         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  3   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     testing procedure and testing location:     [    ]    cb testing laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]    associated cb test laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :        tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (name + signature)   ...   :        [x]    testing procedure: tmp         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :    inyoung hwang       approved by (+ signature)   .............   :    frederic won       testing location / address   ..............   :    bridgepower corp / 964 gosaek - dong  gwonseon - gu suwon - si gyeonggi - do  441 - 813  korea   [    ]    testing procedure: wmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          witnessed by (+ signature)   ............   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]    testing procedure: smt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]    testing procedure: rmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :        list of attachments   national differences (0 pages)   enclosures (34 pages)   summary of testing     unless otherwise indicated, all tests were conducted at bridgepower corp / 964 gosaek - dong  gwonseon - gu suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea.      tests performed (name of test and test clause)     testing location / comments       end product reference page     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  4   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       general guidelines        guide information page  -   maximum output voltage,  current, and volt ampere measurement (1.2.2.1)        input: single - phase (1.6.2)        selv reliability test including hazardous voltage  measurements (2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, part 22 6.1)        determination of working voltage; working voltage  measurement (2.10.2)        thin sheet material ( 2.10.5.9, 2.10.5.10, 2.10.5.6)        transformer and wire /insulation electric strength  (2.10.5.13)        stress relief (4.2.7, 4.2.1)        heating (4.5.1, 1.4.12, 1.4.13)        electric strength (5.2.2)        transformer abnormal operation (5.3.3, 5.3.7b, annex  c.1)      summary of compliance with national differences:     countries outside the cb scheme membership may also accept this report.    list of countries addressed: at, be, ca, ch, cn, cz, de, dk, es, eu, fi, fr, gb, gr, hu, ie, il, it, jp,  kr, nl, no, pl, pt, se, sg, si, sk, us   the product fulfills the requirements of: n/a      copy of marking plate   -   refer to enclosure titled marking plat e for copy.         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  5   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     test item particulars :     equipment mobility    ................................ ............... :    movable   connection to the mains    ................................ ...... :    pluggable a   operating condition    ................................ .............. :    continuous   access location    ................................ .................... :    n/a   over voltage category (ovc)    .............................. :    ovc ii   mains supply tolerance (%) or absolute mains supply  values    ................................ ................................ ... :    +10%,  - 10%   tested for it power systems    ............................... :    yes(for norway only)   it testing, phase - phase voltage (v)    ..................... :    230 vac   class of equipment    ................................ .............. :    class i (earthed)   considered current rating of protect ive device as part  of the building installation (a)    ............................... :    2.0   pollution degree (pd)    ................................ ........... :    pd 2   ip protection class    ................................ ................ :    ip x0   altitude of operation (m)  ................................ ....... :    up to 5000m   altitude of test laboratory (m)    ............................... :    n/a   mass of equipment (kg)    ................................ ....... :    0.7   p ossible test case verdicts:    -   test case does not apply to the test object    ...........   :    n / a   -   test object does meet the requirement    .................   :    p(pass)   -   test object does not meet the requirement    ...........   :    f(fail)   testing:     date(s) of receipt of test item    ............................... :    2012 - 10 - 15   date(s) of performance of tests    ........................... :    2012 - 10 - 23 to 2012 - 11 - 19   general remarks:     the test results presented in this report relate only to the object tested.   this report shall not be reproduced, except in full, without the written approval of the testing la boratory.     "(see enclosure #)" refers to additional information appended to the report.   "(see appended table)" refers to a table appended to the report.     throughout this report a point is used as the decimal separator.   manufacturer's declaration per sub clause 6.25 of iecee 02:       the application for obtaining a cb test certificate includes more than one factory and a  declaration form the manufacturer stating that the sample(s) submitted for evaluation is (are)  representa tive of the products from each factory has been provided ......      when differences exist, they shall be identified in the general product information section.      yes   name and address of factory(ies):     bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  6   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     suwon - si g yeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea     wendeng jeil electronics co ltd   dong shou guangzhou lu   kaifa - qu   wendeng - shi shandong china         general product information:       report summary     the original report was modified on 2012 - 11 - 27 to include the following changes/additions:    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, amendment 1   -   alternate appliance inlet type ss - 120a,rf - 180 by rong feng industrial co., ltd    -   alternate linefilter 3025671b   -   alternate y - capaci tor(cy1,cy2) type se or sb , 250v, maximum 1500pf by success electronics co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy1,cy2) type kx or ky , 250v, maximum 1500pf by murata mfg.co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy3,cy4) type se or sb , 250v, maximum 1000pf by success  electronics co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy3,cy4) type kx or ky , 250v, maximum 1000pf by murata mfg.co., ltd    -   add electrical output rating ; 48vdc/2.1a (transformer type 3025579005a ) ; jpw1100**48*****,  jmw1100**48*****, cenb1100*48*****,menb1100*4 8*****   -   add insulator sheet and shield.   -   alternate classii type ; jpw1100******q***, jmw1100******q**,  cenb1100*****q**,menb1100*****q**,jpw1100******n***, jmw1100******n**,  cenb1100*****n**,menb1100*****n**     -   add supplementary information in table 5.2 , table 2.10.3 and 2.10.4 , optical isolator table(1,5,1),table c.2   -   revise manufacturer declaration letter      product description     switching power supply (ac/dc adapter), consists of electronic components mounted on pwb, a switching  transformer and ele ctronic components mounted on pwb, housed with a plastic enclosure.     model differences     models cenb1100******* *, menb1100********, and jmw1100********* and jpw1100********* (where * may  be alphanumeric, "for marketing purpose and no impact safety related critical components and  constructions")     models cenb1100********, menb1100********, and jmw1100********* are id entical to jpw1100*********,  except model designations as follows;     nomenclature     jpw1100 *     *    **   **    *    **                    (a) (b) (c) (d)   (f) (e)   or jmw1100 *     *   **   **   *      **                         (a) (b) (c) (d)  (f)  (e)    or ce nb1100 *    **   **      *    **                           (b) (c) (d)   (f)  (e)     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  7   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     or menb1100 *    **   **    *     **                          (b) (c) (d)  (f)  (e)     (a) means custom options, may be a to z;   (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;   (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19, 24 or 48;   (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99;   (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.    (f) means class type, maybe  f(classi) or q (classii) or n(classii)     the ma rked models as 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19 , 24 and 48 on (c) nomenclature are identical individually,  except model designations, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.     the models jpw1100**13*****, jpw1100**16*****, cenb1100*13*****,cenb1100*16** ***,  jmw1100**13*****, jmw1100**16*****, menb1100*13*****, and menb1100*16***** are identical to model  jpw1100**12***** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.      the model jpw1100**19*****, cenb1100*19*****, jmw11 00**19*****, menb1100*19***** are identical to  jpw1100**12***** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.      additional information     maximum normal load condition: rated output currents   jpw1100ka1200f01: 12.0 vdc,   7.5 a;   jpw1100ka1500f01: 15.0 vdc, 6.4 a;   jpw1100ka1800f01: 18.0 vdc, 5.6 a;   jpw1100ka2400f01: 24.0 vdc, 4.2 a.     this equipment is not provided with user's manual.     procedure deviation:     argentina*, australia / new zealand, aus tria**, belgium**, china, czech republic**, denmark, finland,  france**, germany, greece**, group, hungary*, india*, ireland*, israel*, italy*, japan*, kenya*, korea,  malaysia*, netherlands**, norway, poland*, portugal*, singapore*, slovakia**, slovenia*, s pain*, sweden,  switzerland**, and united kingdom.   *  -   no national differences declared, **  -   only group differences.      before placing the products in the different countries, the manufacturer has to guarantee that:   1. operating instructions and warnings ar e written in an accepted language of the certain country.   2. the equipment is in compliance with the national standards of the certain country.     e300305 - a33 - cb - 3, reissue   -   added thermal fuse (seki controls co., ltd., type st - 22) in critical component list .     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, reissue   -   upgrade report from iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition to iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition, amendment1   -   altitude of operation is up to 2000m to up to 5000m refer to iec 60664 - 1 table a.2    -   humidity test was conducted at 40 degreec, 95% , 120ho urs for china deviation.    -   national difference for china is revised.    -   tma is changed from 30 degreec to 35 degreec     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, correction1   -   add optical isolator certification information under mark of conformity section due to missing   -   add bobb in's manufacturer name  due to missing  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  8   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     -   correct optical isolator cr,cl from "thermal cycling conducted " to measured cr, cp in table 2.10.2 ,  2.10.3 and 2.10.4 due to typo error   -   delete enclosure type hn - 1064w(+) in critical component list due to typo er ror   -   correct electric strength table due to typo error     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, amendment 1(12ca56785)   -   alternate appliance inlet type ss - 120a,rf - 180 by rong feng industrial co., ltd    -   alternate linefilter 3025671b   -   alternat e y - capacitor(cy1,cy2) type se or sb , 250v, maximum 1500pf by success electronics co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy1,cy2) type kx or ky , 250v, maximum 1500pf by murata mfg.co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy3,cy4) type se or sb , 250v, maximum 1000pf b y success electronics co., ltd   -   alternate y - capacitor(cy3,cy4) type kx or ky , 250v, maximum 1000pf by murata mfg.co., ltd    -   add electrical output rating ; 48vdc/2.1a (transformer type 3025579005a ) ; jpw1100**48*****,  jmw1100**48*****, cenb1100*48*****, menb1100*48*****   -   add insulator sheet and shield.   -   alternate classii type ; jpw1100******q***, jmw1100******q**,  cenb1100*****q**,menb1100*****q**,jpw1100******n***, jmw1100******n**,  cenb1100*****n**,menb1100*****n**     -   add supplementary information in   table 5.2, table 2.10.3 and 2.10.4 , optical isolator table(1,5,1),table c.2   -   revise manufacturer declaration letter      technical considerations     ?    e manufacturers specification of: 35   ?    ?    ?    ?                                                                                                      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  9   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.7.1.2   model identification or type reference   ......   :                   cenb1100********,  menb1100********, and  jmw1100********* and  jpw1100*********                pass     4.2.7                  stress relief test                               no indication of  shrinkage or distortion on  enclosures due to the stress  relief test 100 degree c/7 h.                pass      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  10   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.5.1   table: list of critical components   pass   object/part or  description   manufacturer/  trademark   type/model   technical data   standard (edition  or year)   mark(s) of  conformity 1 )   enclosure  (electrical/mechi cal/fire)   sabic innovative  plastics b v,  sabic innovative  plastics japan l  l c or sabic  innovative  plastics us l l  c   940(f1)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces,  secured together  by screws. rti;  120 degreec   ul94, ul746c   usr(e45329),  -   enclosure(electri cal/mechanical/f ire) alternate   cheil industries  inc. chemicals  div.   hn - 1064(+)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces,  secured together  by screws. rti;  130 degreec   ul94, ul746c   usr(e115797),  -   appliance inlet   rong feng  industrial co.,  ltd.   ss - 120 - pcb   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   usr, semko   appliance inlet  alternate   rich bay co.,  ltd.   r - 30190   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320    usr, vde   appliance inlet   alternate   rong feng  industrial co.,  ltd.   ss - 120a   minimum 15a or  10a, 250v.   ul498,  iec60320   usr, vde   fuse (f1)  (optional)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   fuse (f1)  (optional)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   thermal fuse  (f1) (optional)  alternate   seki controls  co., ltd.    st - 22   250v, 7a   en60730 - 1,  vde0631 - 1   usr, vde   fuse (f2)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   fuse (f2)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  usr, vde  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  11   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       en60127   thermister (th1)   various   various   ntc, 5ohm at  25c.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   discharging  resistors  (rp111, rp112)   various   various   510kohm 1/8w   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   varistor (tnr1)  optional   amotech co.,  ltd.   inr14d471   (line to line)  minimum 470v  overall 14 mm.   ul1449,  iec60384 - 14   usr, vde   varistor (tnr1)  optional)  alternate   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   svr14d471k   (line to line)  minimum 470v  overall 14 mm.   ul1449,  iec60384 - 14   usr, vde   x - capacitor  (cx1)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko  nemko semko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 1530 or  1562 or 1563   (line  to line)  250v, maxim um  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko,  vde   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   (line to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, demko  fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   (line to line)  250v, maximum  .0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, semko   x - capacitor  (cx1) altern ate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   (line to line)  250v, maximum  .0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   line filter (lf1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   3025560   core: ferrite. 24  by 24 mm. coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  tested in  equipment.   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  12   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    line filter (lp1,  lp2, lp4, lp5)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   68 72250   core: ferrite  13.7 by 8 mm.  coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c insulation  tubing/sleeving:  fep, ptfe,  pvc, tfe,  neoprene,  polyimide or  vw - 1; 130c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   pfc coil for  12v, 18v, 24v  output   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  e lectronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   pfc coil for 15v  output   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578001   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   y - capacitors  (cy 1, cy2)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  -   alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  13   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  -   alternate   tdk - epc corp.   cd or cs   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, vde   bridge diode  (bd1)   various   various   minimum 600v,  maximum 10a.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4) alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with   y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4) alternate   tdk - epc corp.   cd or cs   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, vde   electrolytic  capacitor (cp1)   various   various   minimum 400v,  maximum  150uf, minimum  105c.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp1)   various   various   550v, 18a  secured to heat  sink (hs1) by  screw.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp2)   various   various   smd type. 60v,  115ma    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp3)   various   various   800v, 11a or  13a secured to  heat sink (hs1)  by screw.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   switching ic  (up1)   various   various   maximum 22v,  0.03a.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  14   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       switching ic  (up2)   various   various   maximum 18v,  5.0ma.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579011 for  12v output; part  no.:  3025579012 for  15v output; part  no.:  3025579013 for  18v out put; part  no.:  3025579014 for  24v output)   class b. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c tiww:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820 (qmfz2),  v - 0, 150c,  insulation tape,  duck  sung  hitech co  ltd, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  220 - 8 or dts - 204   ul1446   usr,  -   optical isolator  (psu1)   vishay  semiconductor  gmbh   tcet1103(g)   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  minimum 6.0  mm. thermal  cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   ul1577,  en60950   usr, bsi  (7402),cqc(090 01038077)   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   cosmo  electronics corp.   kp1 010   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  minimum 6.5  mm. thermal  ul1577,  en60950   usr,  semko(101643 3),fimko(22498 6)  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  15   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   sharp corp.   pc123   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  minimum 7.0  mm. thermal  cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   ul1577,  en60950   usr, semko(  9216212),  nemko(135957 )   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   kodenshi corp.   pc - 17k or   pc - 17k1c   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  minimum 7.0  mm. thermal  cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   ul1577,  en60950   usr, semko(  9805214/01 - 04)   zener diodes  (dp14, zd3,  dp6)   various   various   18v, 0.5w   t ested in  equipment.   - ,  -   insulation sheet  (around t1  primary)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately 42  by 42 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746   usr,  -   heat sink (hs1)  (primary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately.  128.7 by 36 mm,  2 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  tested in  equipment.   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  16   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       turns in primary  side.   heat sink (hs2)  (secondary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately.  69.3 b y 36 mm,  3 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -     heat sink (hs3)  (around  bd1)_optional     various   various   metal. overall  approximately 40  by 30 mm, 1.5  mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum 1 turns  in primary side.       - ,  -   printed wiring  board (pwb)   various   various   minimum v - 1,  130c.   ul796    usr,  -   protective  bonding  conducto r   various   various   mechanically  clamped or  secured on pwb  from appliance  inlet. minimum  18 awg, green - and - yellow  insulation.   ul758   usr,  -   bonding glue   various   various   minimum v - 2,  minimum 100c  for additional  secureness of  internal  conductor.   ul94, ul746   usr,  -   output cable   various   various   for use of  external  interconnection),  style no. 2464  or 1777, vw - 1 or  ft - 1, minimum  300v, 80c, 18  awg, maximum  3.05 m long.   ul758   usr,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  17   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       nameplate label   various   various   suitable for use  on surface of  polycarbonate  (pc) with  maximum 60c  surface  temperature.   ul969   usr,  -   for models  jpw1100*b12** ***,jpw1100*b1 3*****,jpw1100* b15*****,jpw11 00*b16*****,  jpw1100*b18** ***,  jpw1100*b19** ***,  jpw1100*b24** ***,jpw1100*b4 8*****,cen b110 0a12*****,cenb 1100a13*****,ce nb1100a15*****, cenb1100a16** ***,  cenb1100a18** ***,  cenb1100a19** ***,  cenb1100a24** ***,cenb1100a 48*****,jmw110 0*b12*****,jmw 1100*b13*****,j mw1100*b15*** **,jmw1100*b1 6*****,  jmw1100*b18** ***,  jmw1100*b19** ***,  jmw1100*b24** ** *,jmw1100*b4 8*****,menb110 0a12*****,menb 1100a13*****,m enb1100a15**** *,menb1100a16 *****,  -   -   -   -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  18   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       menb1100a18* ****,  menb1100a19* *f**,  menb1100a24* ****,menb1100a 48**f**   enclosure  (electrical/mecha nical/fire)   sabic innovative  plastics b v,  sabic innovati ve  plastics japan l  l c or sabic  innovative  plastics us l l  c   940(f1)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces.  secured together  by screws.    ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   enclosure  (electrical/mecha nical/fi re)  alternate   cheil industries  inc. chemicals  div.   hn - 1064(+)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces.  secured together  by screws.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   appliance inlet  class i   rong feng  industrial co. ,  ltd.   ss - 120 - pcb   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   ul, semko   appliance inlet  class i alternate   rich bay  industrial co.,  ltd.   r - 30190   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   ul, vde   appliance inlet  C                    C                                                                           

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  19   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       fuse (f2)  -   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   fuse (f2)  -   alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   thermistor (th1)   various   various   ntc, 5ohm at  25c.   -   - ,  -   discharging  resistors (rp30,  rp31)   various   various   180kohm 1/8w.   -   - ,  -   discharging  resistors  (rp111, rp112)   various   various   510kohm 1/8w   -   - ,  -   discharging ic  (up3)   power  integrations inc.   cap014dg   1uf, 780kohm   -   - ,  -   varistor (tnr1)  optional   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   svr14d471k   (line to line)  470v overall 14  mm.   ul1449  iec/en61051    ul, vde   varistor (tnr1)  optional  alternate   amotech co.,  ltd.   inr14d471   (line to line)  470v overall 14  mm.   ul1449  iec/en61051    ul, vde   x - capacitor  (cx1)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 1530 or  1562 or 1563   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alte rnate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  carli electronics  mpx   (line to line)  ul1414,  ul, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  20   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (cx2)   co., ltd.   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   iec60384 - 14,  en132400   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 1530 or  1562 or 1563   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul14 14,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   line filter (lf1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   3025671a   core: ferrite 28  by 28 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c. bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    -   - ,  -   line filter  (lf1)_jmw1100 *b48**f**,jpw1 100*b48 **f**,ce nb1100a48**f** ,menb1100a48* *f**  jmw1100*b48** q**,jpw1100*b 48**q**,cenb11 00a48**q**,me nb1100a48**q* bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   3025671b   core: ferrite 28  by 28 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c. bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c .    -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  21   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       *  jmw1100*b48** n**,jpw1100*b 48**n**,cenb11 00a48**n**,me nb1100a48**n* *,  jmw1100*b24** q**,jpw1100*b 24**q**,cenb11 00a24**q**,me nb1100a24**q* *  jmw1100*b24 ** n**,jpw1100*b 24**n**,cenb11 00a24**n**,me nb1100a24**n* *   line filter (lp4,  lp5)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025642a   core: ferrite  13.7 by 8 mm  coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c insulation  tubing/sleeving:  fep, ptfe,  pvc, tfe,  neoprene,  polyimide or  vw - 1; 130c.    -   - ,  -   pfc coil (lp3)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578a   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c. bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    -   - ,  -   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1000pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  murata mfg. co.,  kx or ky   250v, maximum  ul1414,  ul, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  22   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (cy1, cy2)  alternate   ltd.   1000pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   iec60384 - 14,  en132400   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  class ii only   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec6 0384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  class ii only  _alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy3, cy4)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy3, cy4)  alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy3, cy4)  class ii only   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1000pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec6 0384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy3, cy4)  class ii  only_alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   250v, maximum  1000pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   bridge diode  (bd1)   various   various   minimum 600v,  maximum 10a.   -   - ,  -   electrolytic  capacitor (cp1)   various   various   minimum 400v,  maximum  150uf, minimum  105c.   -   - ,  -   fet (qp1)   various   various   minimum 550v,  maximum 20a.  secured to heat  sink (hs1) by  screw.   -   - ,  -   fet (qp3)   various   various   800v, 11a or  13a secured to  heat sink (hs1)  -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  23   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       by screw.   switching ic  (up1)   various   various   maximum 30v,  0.05a.   -   - ,  -   switching ic  (up2)   various   various   maximum 31v,  4.0ma.   -   - ,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579001a  for 12v, 13v  output; part no.:  3025579002a  for 15v, 16v  output;    (objy2), class  b insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co.,   ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:sumito mo bakelite  co ltd,  type;pm - 9820  (qmfz2), v - 0,  150c,insulation  tape, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  dts - 200* or  dts - 204r or  dts - 204k^   ul1446   ul,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,   ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579004a  for 24v, output)   (objy2) class b  insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e or tex - elz, 130c  bobbin:  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820 (qmfz2),  v - 0,  150c,in sulation  tape, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  dts - 200* or  dts - 204r or  ul1446   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  24   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       dts - 204r % or  dts - 280* or  dts - 204k^   main  transformer (t1)    bridgepower  corp or  wendeng jeil  electronics co  ltd   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579005a  for 48v, output)    (objy2) class b  insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e or tex - elz, 130c  bobbin:  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820 (qmfz2),  v - 0,  150c,insulation  tape, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  dts - 2 00* or  dts - 204r or  dts - 204r % or  dts - 280* or  dts - 204k^   ul 1446   - ,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579003a  for 18v, 19v  output)    (objy2), class  b insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 4 2  mm. pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820 (qmfz2),  v - 0,  150c,insulation  tape, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  dts - 200* or  dts - 204r or  ul1446   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  25   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       dts - 204k^   optical isolator  (psu1)   vishay  semiconductor  gmbh   tcet1103(g)   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  minimum 6.0  mm. thermal  cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   ul1577,  en60950   ul, bsi  (7402),cqc(090 01038077)   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   cosmo  electronics corp.   kp1010   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  minimum 6.5  mm. thermal  cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   ul1577,  en60950   ul,  semko(101643 3),fimko(22498 6)   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   sharp corp.   pc123   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  minimum 7.0  mm. thermal  cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   ul1577,  en60950   ul, semko(  9216212),  nemko(135957 )   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   kodenshi corp.   pc - 17k or pc - 17k1c   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  creepage,  clearance  ul1577,  en60950   ul, semko(  9805214/01 - 04)  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  26   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       minimum 7.0  mm. thermal  cycling test was  conducted by  bridgepower.   zener diode  (dp3)   various   various   18v, 0.5w   -   - ,  -   insulator sheet  (around  transformer (t1)  primary)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately 42  by 42 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   insulator sheet  (around shield)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately 42  by 42 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   insulator sheet  (around shield)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately   100 by 246 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   shield   various   various   metal, overall  sized approx. 76  by 247 mm, 0.4  mm thickness.    -   - ,  -   heat sink (hs1)  (primary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately  128.7 by 36 mm,  2 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   -   - ,  -   heat sink (hs2)  (secondary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately  69.3 by 36 mm,  3 mm thick.  wound by  -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  27   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   heat sink (hs3)  (around  bd1)_optional   various   various   metal. overall  approximately 40  by 30 mm, 1.5  m m thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum 1 turns  in primary side.   -   - ,  -   silicon pad   (above t1)   bergquist   900 - s#   overall sized   min. ? 43   by 23 mm ,  min.5.0 mm  thick, v -   0, 150 deg.c.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above t1)  -   alternate   jiangsu  hongda new  material co  ltd   hd - 87   overall sized   min. ? 43   by 23 mm ,  min.5.0 mm  thick, v -   0, 150 deg.c.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above pfc1)   bergquist   900 - s#   overall sized   min. ?   25 by 18  mm , min.5.0  mm thick, * 2ea   v -   0, 150   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above pfc1 - alternate   jiangsu hongda   chemical new   material   hd - 87   overall sized   min. ? 25 by 18  mm , min.5.0  mm thick, * 2ea   v -   0, 150   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   printed wiring  board (pwb)   various   various   minimum v - 1,  130c.   ul796   ul,  -   protective  bonding  conductor   various   various   mechanically  clamped or  secured on pwb  from appliance  inlet. minimum  18 awg, green - ul758   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  28   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       and - yellow  insulation.   bonding glue   var ious   various   minimum v - 2,  minimum 100c  for additional  secureness of  internal  conductor.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   output cable   various   various   for use of  external  interconnection),  style no. 2464  or 1777, vw - 1 or  ft - 1, 18 awg,  maximum 3.05  m long.   ul758   ul,  -   nameplate label   various   various   suitable for use  on surface of  polycarbonate  (pc) with  max.60c  surface  temperature.   ul969   ul,  -   supplementary information:    1 ) provided evidence ensures the agreed level of compliance. see od - cb2039.       

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  29   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.5.1    table: opto electronic devices    pass   manufacturer.......................................:    vishay semiconductor   cosmo electronics  corp.   sharp corp.   type....................................................:    tcet1103(g)   kp1010   pc123   separately tested...............................:    cqc(09001038077)   semko (1016433),  fimko(224986)   semko(9216212),  nemko(135957)   bridging insulation..............................:    reinforced   reinforced   reinforced   external creepage  distance..............................................:    6.0mm   6.5mm   7.0mm   internal creepage  distance..............................................:    *   *   *   distance through  insulation...........................................:    0.4mm   0.4mm   0.4mm   tested under following  conditions..........................................:    -   -   -   input..................................................:    -   -   -   output...............................................:      -   -   manufacturer   kodenshi corp.   -   -   type   pc - 17k, pc - 17k1c   -   -   separately tested   semko(9805214/01 - 04)   -   -   bridging insulation   reinforced   -   -   external creepage distance   7.0mm   -   -   internal creepage distance   *   -   -   distance through insulation   0.4mm   -   -   tested under the following condition   -   -   -   input   -   -   -   output   -   -   -   supplementary information:    *) thermal cycling test conducted. ; pc123, pc - 17k, pc - 17k1c, kp1010, tcet1103(g) thermal cycling  test condition one cylcle; 68 hours at 1092 degreec, 1 hour at 25  2degreec 2 hours at 02 degreec 1  hour at 25 2 degreec ten cylcles repeated after ten cy cles humidity was conducted at 40 degreec,  120hours, 95%. electric strength test was conducted after one cycling of test and after humidity test .     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  30   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.6.2    table: electrical data (in normal conditions)    pass   u (v)   i (a)   i rated (a)   p (w)   fuse #   i fuse (a)   condition/status    -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka1200f01   90vac   1.176   n/a   105.4   f1,f2   1.176   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.047   2.0   104.5   f1,f2   1.047   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.436   2.0   101.4   f1,f2   0.436   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.440   n/a   101.4   f1,f2   0.440   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.180   n/a   105.8   f1,f2   1.180   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.049   2.0   104.6   f1,f2   1.049   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.438   2.0   101.4   f1,f2   0.438   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.445   n/a   101.3   f1,f2   0.445   max. normal load, 60hz   -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka1500f01   90vac   1.281   n/a   114.8   f1,f2   1.281   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.140   2.0   113.7   f1,f2   1.140   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.467   2.0   109.0   f1,f2   0.467   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.457   n/a   107.2   f1,f2   0.457   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.284   n/a   115.0   f1,f2   1.284   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.141   2.0   113.8   f1,f2   1.141   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.469   2.0   109.0   f1,f2   0.469   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.469   n/a   108.9   f1,f2   0.469   max. normal load, 60hz   -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka1800f01   90vac   1.319   n/a   117.8   f1,f2   1.319   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.165   2.0   116.2   f1,f2   1.165   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.481   2.0   112.2   f1,f2   0.481   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.483   n/a   112.3   f1,f2   0.483   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.322   n/a   118.1   f1,f2   1.322   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.167   2.0   116.3   f1,f2   1.167   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.481   2.0   112.4   f1,f2   0.481   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.482   n/a   112.2   f1,f2   0.482   max. normal load, 60hz   -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka2400f01   90vac   1.292   n/a   115.9   f1,f2   1.292   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.149   2.0   114.6   f1,f2   1.149   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.474   2.0   111.1   f1,f2   0.474   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.477   n/a   111.3   f1,f2   0.477   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.298   n/a   116.0   f1,f2   1.298   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.149   2.0   114.4   f1,f2   1.149   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.476   2.0   110.9   f1,f2   0.476   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.484   n/a   111.0   f1,f2   0.484   max. normal load, 60hz     see  below   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   jpw11 00kb12 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.204   n/a   106.40   f1,f2   1.204   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.066   2.0   105.14   f1,f2   1.066   maximum normal load/50hz  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  31   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       240vac   0.457   2.0   102.90   f1,f2   0.457   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.429   n/a   102.60   f1,f2   0.429   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.206   n/a   106.24   f1,f2   1.206   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.072   2.0   105.50   f1,f2   1.072   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.467   2.0   102.84   f1,f2   0.467   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.445   n/a   102.60   f1,f2   0.445   maximum normal load/60hz   jpw11 00kb13 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.222   n/a   108.31   f1,f2   1.222   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.080   2.0   106.98   f1,f2   1.080   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.504   2.0   107.20   f1,f2   0.504   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.527   n/a   106.00   f1,f2   0.527   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.222   n/a   108.08   f1,f2   1.222   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.086   2.0   107.15   f1,f2   1.086   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   05.20   2.0   106.50   f1,f2   05.20   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.544   n/a   106.10   f1,f2   0.544   maximum normal load/60hz   jpw11 00kb15 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.270   n/a   112.08   f1,f2   1.270   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.120   2.0   110.63   f1,f2   1.120   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.473   2.0   107.83   f1,f2   0.473   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.444   n/a   107.63   f1,f2   0.444   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.270   n/a   112.12   f1,f2   1.270   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.124   2.0   110.77   f1,f2   1.124   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.484   2.0   107.98   f1,f2   0.484   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.459   n/a   107.78   f1,f2   0.459   maximum normal load/60hz   jpw11 00kb16 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.255   n/a   111.04   f1,f2   1.255   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.112   2.0   109.69   f1,f2   1.112   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.476   2.0   107.82   f1,f2   0.476   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.444   n/a   107.40   f1,f2   0.444   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.261   n/a   111.05   f1,f2   1.261   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.115   2.0   109.64   f1,f2   1.115   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.484   2.0   107.47   f1,f2   0.484   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.459   n/a   107.26   f1,f2   0.459   maximum normal load/60hz   ,  11ca37 964   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ;  jpw11 n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  32   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       00kb18 00f01   90vac   1.385   n/a   121.90   f1,f2   1.385   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.221   2.0   120.20   f1,f2   1.221   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.502   2.0   117.35   f1,f2   0.502   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.465   n/a   117.15   f1,f2   0.465   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.385   n/a   121.70   f1,f2   1.385   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.225   2.0   120.08   f1,f2   1.225   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.505   2.0   116.80   f1,f2   0.505   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.471   n/a   116.70   f1,f2   0.471   maximum normal load/60hz   model ;  jpw11 00kb19 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.320   n/a   116.45   f1,f2   1.320   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.168   2.0   115.00   f1,f2   1.168   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.480   2.0   112.17   f1,f2   0.480   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.444   n/a   111.92   f1,f2   0.444   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.324   n/a   116.30   f1,f2   1.324   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.172   2.0   115.00   f1,f2   1.172   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.485   2.0   112.27   f1,f2   0.485   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.453   n/a   112.03   f1,f2   0.453   maximum normal load/60hz   model ;  jpw11 00kb24 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.327   n/a   117.40   f1,f2   1.327   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.176   2.0   116.00   f1,f2   1.176   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.491   2.0   113.20   f1,f2   0.491   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.458   n/a   112.94   f1,f2   0.458   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.335   n/a   117.55   f1,f2   1.335   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.180   2.0   116.06   f1,f2   1.180   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.499   2.0   113.24   f1,f2   0.499   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.471   n/a   112.95   f1,f2   0.471   maximum normal load/60hz      n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.203   n/a   106.35   f1,f2   1.203   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.066   2.0   105.12   f1,f2   1.066   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.457   2.0   102.88   f1,f2   0.457   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.428   n/a   102.58   f1,f2   0.428   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.204   n/a   106.22   f1,f2   1.204   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.070   2.0   105.45   f1,f2   1.070   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.466   2.0   102.82   f1,f2   0.466   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.443   n/a   102.57   f1,f2   0.443   maximum normal load/60hz    issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  33   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       amende mtn1>f or  model ;  jpw11 00kb48 00q01   90vac   1.335   n/a   117.23   f1,f2   1.335   maximum normal load / 50hz   100vac   1.175   2.0   115.62   f1,f2   1.175   maximum normal load / 50hz   240vac   0.492   2.0   112.73   f1,f2   0.492   maximum normal load / 50hz   264vac   0.460   n/a   112.42   f1,f2   0.460   maximum normal load / 50hz   90vac   1.336   n/a   117.28   f1,f2   1.336   maximum normal load / 60hz   100vac   1.181   2.0   115.76   f1,f2   1.181   maximum normal load / 60hz   240vac   0.501   2.0   112.89   f1,f2   0.501   maximum normal load / 60hz   264vac   0.471   n/a   112.54   f1,f2   0.471   maximum normal load / 60hz   supplementary information:        2.1.1.5 c)  1)    table: max. v, a, va test    pass   voltage(rated)   (v)    current(rated)   (a)    voltage (max.)   (v)    current (max.)   (a)    va (max.)   (va)    for  model ;  jpw1100kb4800q0 1   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   48vdc   2.1a   47.98v   3.646a   177.20   supplementary information:    previous results ; see clause 2.1.1.5     2.2    table: evaluation of voltage limiting components in selv circuits    pass   component (measured between)    max. voltage (v)    (normal operation)    voltage limiting components    v peak    v d.c.   

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  34   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul          -   -   -   t1 pin11,12,13  C                                  2.10.2    table: working voltage measurement    pass   location    rms voltage (v)    peak voltage (v)    comments    -   -   -   -   supplementary information:        2.10.3 and  2.10.4   table: clearance and creepage distance measurements    pass   clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    functional:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    basic/supplementary:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    for model ;  jpw1100kb4800q01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ;    n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   370   171   3.25   5.0   3.25   5.0   cy4   12.5   10.7   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   reinforced:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    psu1, primary to secondary   360   176   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  35   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       psu1, primary to secondary   370   186   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   179   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   177   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6..0   5.92   6.0   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   179   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   for model ;  jpw1100kb4800q01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   t1 pin1 to t1 pin 11,12,13   390   183   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin1 to t1 pin 14,15,16   590   208   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2 to t1 pin 11,12,13   470   188   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2 to t1 pin 14,15,16   690   235   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6 to t1 pin 11,12,13   410   300   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6 to t1 pin 14,15,16   460   315   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 to t1 pin 11,12,13   510   351   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 to t1 pin 14,15,16   600   390   7.7   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu1 pin1 to psu1 pin3   375   174   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu1 pin1 to psu1 pin4   365   171   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu1 pin2 to psu1 pin3   370   173   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   psu1 pin2 to psu1 pin4   365   171   5.92   6.0   5.92   6.0   supplementary information:    refer to iec 60664 - 1 table a.2 clearance is multiplied by 1.48, thermal cycling test conducted. ; pc123, pc - 17k, pc - 17k1c, kp1010, tcet1103(g) thermal cycling test condition one cylcle; 68 hours at 1092 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  36   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       degreec, 1 hour at 25   2degreec 2 hours at 02 degreec 1 hour at 25 2 degreec ten cylcles repeated after  ten cycles humidity was conducted at 40 degreec, 120hours, 95%. electric strength test was conducted after  one cycling of test and after humidity test .      2.10.5   table: d istance through insulation measurements    pass   distance through insulation (dti) at/of:    u peak   (v)    urms   (v)    test  voltage   (v)    required dti   (mm)    dti   (mm)       -   -   -   -   -      -   -   -   -   -   *)optical isolator(psu1)   375   174   3000vac   0.4   0.4   **) transformer bobbin(t1)   690   390   3000   0.4   0.4   supplementary information:    *) certified by ncb(fimko or equivalent) and   ul **) bobbin material: phenolyc thermal cycling test  conducted. ; pc123, pc - 17k, pc - 17k1c, kp1010, tcet1103(g) thermal cycling test condition one cylcle;  68 hours at 1092 degreec, 1 hour at 25  2degreec 2 hours at 02 degreec 1 hour at 25 2 degreec te n  cylcles repeated after ten cycles humidity was conducted at 40 degreec, 120hours, 95%. electric strength test  was conducted after one cycling of test and after humidity test .      4.5    table: thermal requirements   pass     supply voltage (v)   ................................ ...........   :    see  below   see  below   n/a   n/a   n/a        ambient tmin (c )   ................................ ..........   :    n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a        ambient tmax (c )   ................................ .........   :    n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a      maximum measured temperature t of part/at:    t (c)    allowed   tmax   (c)    model jpw1100ka1200f01   90vac,  60hz,  test  duration:  5hr  21min   264vac,  60hz,  test  duration:  2hr  23min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   1. f2   65.7   46.5   74.7   55.0   n/a   130   2. pwb under th1, 130c   87.8   57.8   96.8   66.3   n/a   130   3. cx1, 100c   72   52.5   81.0   61.0   n/a   100   4. lf1 coil, 130c   88.9   57.2   97.9   65.7   n/a   130   5. cy2, 125c   83.8   62.9   92.8   71.4   n/a   125   6. cp1, 105c   78.6   62.3   87.6   70.8   n/a   105   7. lp1 coil, 130c   97.8   77.3   106.8   85.8   n/a   130   8. lp2 coil, 130c   101.4   78   110.4   86.5   n/a   130  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  37   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       9. lp3 coil, 130c   99.3   76.4   108.3   84.9   n/a   130   10. u2, 100c   76.4   70.3   85.4   78.8   n/a   100   11. t1 coil, 110c   93.9   86.1   102.9   94.6   n/a   110   12. t1 core, 110c   88.1   81.5   97.1   90.0   n/a   110   13. cy3, 125c   67.1   61.1   76.1   69.6   n/a   125   14. hs near qp1   71.9   64.4   80.9   72.9   n/a   130   15. hs near qs2   84.9   75.9   93.9   84.4   n/a   130   16. ls1 coil, 130c   76.4   71.2   85.4   79.7   n/a   130   17. ls2 coil, 130c   71.9   67.7   80.9   76.2   n/a   130   18. lp4 coil, 130c   81   61.5   90.0   70.0   n/a   130   19. lp5 coil, 130c   77.7   58.2   86.7   66.7   n/a   130   20. inside enclosure, 80c   56.4   52.2   65.4   60.7   n/a   80   21. outside enclosure, 80c   55.6   51.4   64.6   59.9   n/a   80   22. ambient / tma   26   26.5   35.0   35.0   n/a   n/a   model jpw1100ka1800f01   90vac,  60hz,  test  duration:  5hr  21min   264vac,  60hz,  test  duration:  2hr  23min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   1. f2   70.7   48.1   79.8   57.0   n/a   130   2. pwb under th1, 130c   94   59   103.1   67.9   n/a   130   3. cx1, 100c   82.4   53.7   91.5   62.6   n/a   100   4. lf1 coil, 130c   100   59.4   109.1   68.3   n/a   130   5. cy2, 125c   87.6   62.5   96.7   71.4   n/a   125   6. cp1, 105c   83.4   64.3   92.5   73.2   n/a   105   7. lp1 coil, 130c   100.5   71.2   109.6   80.1   n/a   130   8. lp2 coil, 130c   101.2   73   110.3   81.9   n/a   130   9. lp3 coil, 130c   103.8   76.1   112.9   85.0   n/a   130   10. u2, 100c   75.7   67.8   84.8   76.7   n/a   100   11. t1 coil, 110c   91.4   82.1   100.5   91.0   n/a   110   12. t1 core, 110c   84.4   76.7   93.5   85.6   n/a   110   13. cy3, 125c   68.7   60.1   77.8   69.0   n/a   125   14. hs near qp1   73.9   62.4   83.0   71.3   n/a   130   15. hs near qs2   76.5   67   85.6   75.9   n/a   130   16. ls1 coil, 130c   69.1   63.2   78.2   72.1   n/a   130   17. ls2 coil, 130c   67   61.6   76.1   70.5   n/a   130   18. lp4 coil, 130c   72.2   53.8   81.3   62.7   n/a   130   19. lp5 coil, 130c   76.6   53.2   85.7   62.1   n/a   130   20. inside enclosure, 80c   57.3   51.8   66.4   60.7   n/a   80   21. outside enclosure, 80c   55.9   49.8   65.0   58.7   n/a   80   22. ambient / tma   25.9   26.1   35.0   35.0   n/a   n/a   _see below   90vac/6 0hz   264vac/ 60hz   90vac/6 0hz(tm a=35)   264vac/ 60hz(t ma=35)   n/a   n/a   jpw1100kb1200f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   f2   78.6   58.7   88.3   69.3   n/a   130   pwb under th1   88.8   59.6   98.5   70.2   n/a   130  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  38   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       cx1   75.4   56.9   85.1   67.5   n/a   100   lf1   90.3   66.3   100.0   76.9   n/a   130   cy2   89   70.3   98.7   80.9   n/a   125   cp1   80.6   65.9   90.3   76.5   n/a   105   lp5   87.1   55.2   96.8   65.8   n/a   130   lp3   100.7   82.4   110.4   93.0   n/a   130   psu1   80.7   73.6   90.4   84.2   n/a   100   t1 coil   91.8   84.7   101.5   95.3   n/a   110   t1 core   98.4   91.1   108.1   101.7   n/a   110   cy3   74.4   67.4   84.1   78.0   n/a   125   heat sink near qp1   80.7   70.6   90.4   81.2   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   90.6   80.2   100.3   90.8   n/a   n/a   ls1   70.4   65.4   80.1   76.0   n/a   130   ls2   75.2   70.5   84.9   81.1   n/a   130   inside enclosure   73.7   67.4   83.4   78.0   n/a   120   outside enclosure   57.9   53.3   67.6   63.9   n/a   95   ambient   25.3   24.4   35.0   35.0   n/a   n/a   duration   5hrs  24min   4hrs  35min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   ,  11ca37964   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ; jpw1100kb1800f01   90vac/6 0hz   264vac/ 60hz   90vac/6 0hz   264vac/ 60hz   n/a   n/a   f2   85.4   61.5   90.5   66.8   n/a   130   pwb under th1   94.7   60.2   99.8   65.5   n/a   130   cx1   78.7   55.1   83.8   60.4   n/a   100   lf1   93.4   63.3   98.5   68.6   n/a   130   cy2   95.3   68   100.4   73.3   n/a   125   cp1   80.7   64.4   85.8   69.7   n/a   105   lp5   95.8   50.9   100.9   56.2   n/a   130   lp3   97.5   80.1   102.6   85.4   n/a   130   psu1   80.3   76.6   85.4   81.9   n/a   100   t1 coil   82.7   75.7   87.8   81   n/a   110   t1 core   91.3   84.3   96.4   89.6   n/a   110   cy3   69.9   64.4   75   69.7   n/a   125   heat sink near qp1   94.2   80.9   99.3   86.2   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   95.8   83.4   100.9   88.7   n/a   n/a   inside enclosure   51.4   47.2   56.5   52.5   n/a   120   outside enclosure   70.2   63.7   75.3   69   n/a   95   ambient   24.9   24.7   tma=30 .0   tma=30   n/a   n/a   duration   3hrs  2min   2hr  27min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ; jpw1100kb1900f01   90vac/6 0hz   264vac/ 60hz   90vac/6 0hz   264vac/ 60hz   n/a   n/a   f2   85.1   61.5   87.4   63.2   n/a   130   pwb under th1   93.2   62.5   95.5   64.2   n/a   130   cx1   77   57.5   79.3   59.2   n/a   100  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  39   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       lf1   91.3   65.9   93.6   67.6   n/a   130   cy2   93.5   70.7   95.8   72.4   n/a   125   cp1   79.8   67.4   82.1   69.1   n/a   105   lp5   92.6   53.9   94.9   55.6   n/a   130   lp3   95.6   82.3   97.9   84   n/a   130   psu1   79.5   76.6   81.8   78.3   n/a   100   t1 coil   82.8   78.1   85.1   79.8   n/a   110   t1 core   90   85.5   92.3   87.2   n/a   110   cy3   69.7   67.2   72   68.9   n/a   125   heat sink near qp1   92.2   83.9   94.5   85.6   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   92.1   82.5   94.4   84.2   n/a   n/a   inside enclosure   62.8   62.5   65.1   64.2   n/a   120   outside enclosure   54.6   53   56.9   54.7   n/a   95   ambient   27.7   28.3   30   30   n/a   n/a   duration   2hr  47min   3hr 5min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, reissue   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb1300f01   90vac/6 0hz   90vac/6 0hz(tm a=35)   264vac/ 60hz   264vac/ 60hz(t ma=35)   n/a   n/a   f2   87.2   95.7   54.5   62.8   n/a   130   th1   87.8   96.3   58.3   66.6   n/a   130   cx1   75.9   84.4   56.8   65.1   n/a   100   lf1   94.7   103.2   68.6   76.9   n/a   130   cy2   89.4   97.9   71.7   80.0   n/a   125   cp2   81.5   90.0   67.8   76.1   n/a   105   lp5   85.8   94.3   53.7   62.0   n/a   130   lp3   100.3   108.8   85.7   94.0   n/a   130   psu1   82.7   91.2   76.2   84.5   n/a   105   t1 coil   98.8   107.3   88.6   96.9   n/a   110   t1 core   93.5   102.0   85.1   93.4   n/a   110   cy3   76.8   85.3   71.4   79.7   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   82.2   90.7   76   84.3   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   89.4   97.9   77.9   86.2   n/a   n/a   ls1   74.7   83.2   68.8   77.1   n/a   130   ls2   68.2   76.7   64.1   72.4   n/a   130   inside enclosure   75.2   83.7   68.8   77.1   n/a   120   outside enclosure   58.1   66.6   54.5   62.8   n/a   95   ambient   26.5   n/a   26.7   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   4hr  30min   n/a   6hr  54min   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb1500f01   90vac/6 0hz   90vac/6 0hz(tm a=35)   264vac/ 60hz   264vac/ 60hz(t ma=35)   n/a   n/a   f2   92.6   100.4   54.8   63.3   n/a   130   th1   100.6   108.4   60.7   69.2   n/a   130   cx1   80.6   88.4   55   63.5   n/a   100   lf1   94.3   102.1   62.4   70.9   n/a   130  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  40   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       cy2   90.5   98.3   67.2   75.7   n/a   125   cp2   81.3   89.1   64.5   73.0   n/a   105   lp5   96.6   104.4   51.7   60.2   n/a   130   lp3   103.0   110.8   82.6   91.1   n/a   130   psu1   82.4   90.2   74.2   82.7   n/a   105   t1 coil   92.3   100.1   81.8   90.3   n/a   110   t1 core   90.9   98.7   81.9   90.4   n/a   110   cy3   74.8   82.6   66.8   75.3   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   87.8   95.6   76.2   84.7   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   84.1   91.9   71.5   80.0   n/a   n/a   ls1   74.7   82.5   68.1   76.6   n/a   130   ls2   68.0   75.8   62   70.5   n/a   130   inside enclosure   68.1   75.9   61.1   69.6   n/a   120   outside enclosure   56.0   63.8   50.8   59.3   n/a   95   ambient   27.2   n/a   26.5   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   5hr 4min   n/a   4hr 6min   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb1600f01   90vac/6 0hz   90vac/6 0hz(tm a=35)   264vac/ 60hz   264vac/ 60hz(t ma=35)   n/a   n/a   f2   94.1   102.5   56   64.9   n/a   130   th1   100.0   108.4   60.5   69.4   n/a   130   cx1   80.9   89.3   55.2   64.1   n/a   100   lf1   93.3   101.7   61.9   70.8   n/a   130   cy2   90.0   98.4   66.8   75.7   n/a   125   cp2   81.3   89.7   64.9   73.8   n/a   105   lp5   97.7   106.1   52.6   61.5   n/a   130   lp3   103.0   111.4   82.8   91.7   n/a   130   psu1   80.6   89.0   73.4   82.3   n/a   105   t1 coil   89.1   97.5   79.9   88.8   n/a   110   t1 core   88.2   96.6   80.3   89.2   n/a   110   cy3   73.6   82.0   66.8   75.7   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   80.7   89.1   71.8   80.7   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   81.3   89.7   69.5   78.4   n/a   n/a   ls1   71.6   80.0   66   74.9   n/a   130   ls2   63.8   72.2   59.3   68.2   n/a   130   inside enclosure   65.7   74.1   60.2   69.1   n/a   120   outside enclosure   55.8   64.2   51.8   60.7   n/a   95   ambient   26.6   n/a   26.1   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   4hr  34min   n/a   5hr 5min   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb2400f01   90vac/6 0hz   90vac/6 0hz(tm a=35)   264vac/ 60hz   264vac/ 60hz(t ma=35)   n/a   n/a   f2   90.5   99.1   56.5   64.9   n/a   130   th1   98.1   106.7   62   70.4   n/a   130   cx1   83.7   92.3   59.3   67.7   n/a   100   lf1   95.5   104.1   63.4   71.8   n/a   130   cy2   90.4   99.0   68   76.4   n/a   125  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  41   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       cp2   84.1   92.7   68.1   76.5   n/a   105   lp5   102.1   110.7   56.3   64.7   n/a   130   lp3   102.7   111.3   85.6   94.0   n/a   130   psu1   79.0   87.6   72.8   81.2   n/a   105   t1 coil   91.6   100.2   82.5   90.9   n/a   110   t1 core   87.3   95.9   80.5   88.9   n/a   110   cy3   72.6   81.2   66.6   75.0   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   85.3   93.9   77.2   85.6   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   84.3   92.9   72.4   80.8   n/a   n/a   ls1   67.6   76.2   62.6   71.0   n/a   130   ls2   66.1   74.7   61.8   70.2   n/a   130   inside enclosure   69.2   77.8   63.7   72.1   n/a   120   outside enclosure   58.0   66.6   54   62.4   n/a   95   ambient   26.4   n/a   26.6   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   4hr  41min   n/a   12hr  50min   n/a   n/a   n/a   for  model ; jpw1100kb4800q01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   f2   101.0   53.8   112.0   64.8   n/a   130   pwb under th1   105.5   62.0   116.5   73.0   n/a   130   cx1   82.6   55.3   93.6   66.3   n/a   100   lf1   98.8   64.2   109.8   75.2   n/a   130   cy2   90.0   68.2   101.0   79.2   n/a   125   cp1   83.7   66.3   94.7   77.3   n/a   105   lp5   100.8   52.9   111.8   63.9   n/a   130   lp3   97.9   80.5   108.9   91.5   n/a   130   psu1   75.9   72.4   86.9   83.4   n/a   130   t1 coil   90.9   87.0   101.9   98.0   n/a   110   t1 core   87.0   82.8   98.0   93.8   n/a   110   cy3   73.7   69.4   84.7   80.4   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   82.8   75.9   93.8   86.9   n/a   n/a   heatsink near qs1   88.2   81.3   99.2   92.3   n/a   n/a   enclosure inside   78.6   74.2   89.6   85.2   n/a   130   enclosure outside   62.2   58.9   73.2   69.9   n/a   80   ambient   24.0   24.0   35.0   35.0   n/a   n/a   duration   3hr  20min   2hr  50min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   temperature t of winding:    t 1   (c)    r 1   (  ?    2   (c)    r 2   (  ?        max   (c)    insulation  class    supplementary information:    -     4.5.5   table: ball pressure test of thermoplastic parts   n/a     allowed impression diameter (mm)   ........................     :    less than or equal to 2.0     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  42   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       part    test temperature ( c)   impression diameter  (mm)    supplementary information:    bobbin is thermosetting plastic.      5.2    table: electric strength tests, impulse tests and voltage surge tests    pass   test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    functional:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    basic/supplementary:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, amendment 1   n/a   n/a   n/a   primary winding to core   ac   2034   no   secondary winding to core   ac   2034   no   reinforced:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    primary to secondary circuit after humidity test   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil after  humidity test   ac   3000vac   no   primary to secondary circuit   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to secondary winding   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   insulation sheet around transformer   ac   3000vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to secondary circuit after humidity test   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil after  humidity test   ac   3000vac   no   primary to secondary circuit   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to secondary winding   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   insulation sheet around transformer   ac   3000vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  43   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       primary to secondary circuit   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to secondary winding   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   insulation sheet around transformer   ac   3000vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to secondary circuit after humidity test   ac   4800vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil after  humidity test   ac   4800vac   no   optical isolator(after the last period at t1 degreec)   ac   4800vac   no   optical isolator after humidity test   ac   4800vac   no   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, amendment 1   n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to secondary winding   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   insulation sheet around transformer   ac   3000vac   no   supplementary information:    tested transformer(t1) ;  type; 3025579001a by wendeng jeil type; 3025579002a by wendeng jeil type;  3025579003a by wendeng jeil type; 3025579004a by wendeng jeil type; 3025579005a by wendeng jeil  tested insulation tape ; duck sung hitech co ltd, cat no. dts - 200* or dts - 204r or dts - 204k^  tested optical isolator(psu1) ; tcet1103(g) by vishay semiconductor kp1010 by cosmo electronics corp.  pc123 by sharp corp. pc017k or pc - 17k1c by kodenshi corp complied with humidity test per clause 2.9.2     5.3    table: fault condition tests    pass     ambient temperature (  c)   ................................ .....     :    see results        power source for eut: manufacturer, model/type,  output rating   ................................ ............................     :    see results      component  no.    fault    supply  voltage   (v)    test time   fuse  #   fuse current   (a)    observation       n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   c8(+) to  gnd    overload   264vac   4hr 30min   f1,f 2   3.15a   the highest load ; 3a,   temperature stabilized ;    t1 coil ; 92.4 degreec, t1  core; 90.9 degreec,  ambient ; 23.7 degreec,  immediately ip after short  circuit, fi=0.147a,  nc,nt,nb  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  44   of 44   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       supplementary information:      c.2    table: transformers    pass   loc.    tested  insulation    working  voltage  peak /v    (2.10.2)    working  voltage  rms /v    (2.10.2)    required  electric  strength    (5.2)    required  clearance /  mm    (2.10.3)    required  creepage  distance /  mm    (2.10.4)    required  distance  thr. insul.    (2.10.5)    t1   reinforced (primary to  secondary)   690   390   3000vac   7.7   7.7   min. 1  layers or  0.4 mm  thickness   loc.    tested insulation    test  voltage / v    measured  clearance /  mm    measured  creepage  dist./mm    measured  distance  thr. insul /  mm;  number of  layers    t1   reinforced ; primary winding to  secondary winding   3000vac   8.0   8.0   triple  insulated  wire  applied   t1   basic or supplementary ; primary  winding to core   2034vac   4.0   4.0   triple  insulated  wire  applied   t1   basic or supplementary ; secondary  winding to core   2034vac   4.0   4.0   triple  insulated  wire  applied   transformer type number    enclosure  -   miscellaneous id    transformer_ 3025579003a   7 - 10   transformer_ 3025579004a   7 - 11   transformer_ 3025579005a   7 - 12   supplementary information:    tested t1 ; 3025579001a,3025579002a,3025579003a,3025579004a,3025579005a      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  1   of 34   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   amendment 1   2012 - 11 - 27   enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       enclosures         type   supplement id   description   photographs   3 - 01   overall top view   photographs   3 - 02   overall bottom view   photographs   3 - 03   overall top view without enclosure   photographs   3 - 04   overall side view without enclosure   photographs   3 - 05   overall printed wiring board view   photographs   3 - 06   overall printed wiring board view   photographs   3 - 07   overall top view without enclosure (jpw1100kb1200f01,  jpw1100kb1300f01, jpw1100kb1500f01, and  jpw1100kb1600f01)   photographs   3 - 08   overall bottom view without enclosure (jpw1100kb1200f01,  jpw1100kb1300f01, jpw1100kb1500f01, and  jpw1100kb1600f01)   photographs   3 - 09   overall top view without enclosure (jpw1100kb1200f01,  jpw1100kb1300f01, jpw1100kb1500f01, and  jpw1100kb1600f01)   photograph s   3 - 10   overall view _ qtype   photographs   3 - 11   internal view with shield_1   photographs   3 - 12   internal view with shield_2   diagrams       schematics + pwb       manuals       miscellaneous   7 - 02   national differences  -   japan   miscellaneous   7 - 03   national differences  -   appended page for as/nzs60950 - 1:  2003+a1+a2+a3   miscellaneous   7 - 04   manufacturer declaration   miscellaneous   7 - 06   diagram for heat sink   miscellaneous   7 - 07   transformer_ 3025579001a   miscellaneous   7 - 08   transformer_ 3025579002a   miscellaneous   7 - 09   national difference for china   miscellaneous   7 - 10   transformer_ 3025579003a   miscellaneous   7 - 11   transformer_ 3025579004a   miscellaneous   7 - 12   transformer_ 3025579005a   licenses       marking plate   13 - 01   marking plate label   marking plate   13 - 02   marking plate label  
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 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  1   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         test report issued under     the responsibility of:           test report     iec 60950 - 1     information technology equipment  -   safety  -     part 1: general requirements     report reference no     ..................   :    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   date of issue    ................................ .   :    2012 - 09 - 24   total number of pages    ..................   :    26     cb testing  laboratory     ...............   :    ul korea, ltd.   address    ................................ .........   :    #808, manhatan building, 36 - 2 yeouido - dong, yeongdeungpo - gu,  seoul 150 - 749, korea   applicant's name     ........................   :      address    ................................ .........   :      bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do  441 - 813 korea   test specification:     standard  ................................ ........   :    iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009   test procedure    ..............................   :    cb scheme   non - standard test method    ............   :    n/a   test report form no.     .................   :    iec60950_1b   test report form originator    ..........   :    sgs fimko ltd   master trf    ................................ ...   :    2010 - 04   copyright ? 2010 iec system for conformity testing and certification of electrical equipment  (iecee), geneva, switzerland. all rights reserved.       this publication may be reproduced in whole or in part for non - commercial purposes as long as the iecee is  ack nowledged as copyright owner and source of the material. iecee takes no responsibility for and will not  assume liability for damages resulting from the reader's interpretation of the reproduced material due to its  placement and context.     if this test repor t is used by non - iecee members, the iecee/iec logo and the reference to the cb scheme  procedure shall be removed.     this report is not valid as a cb test report unless signed by an approved cb testing laboratory and  appended to a cb test certificate issued  by an ncb in accordance with iecee 02.     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  2   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       test item description    ..................   :    switching power supply   trade mark    ................................ ....   :    none   manufacturer    ................................ .   :    bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea   model/type reference    ...................   :    jpw1100**12**f**, jpw1100**13**f**, jpw1100**15**f**,  jpw1100**16**f**, jpw1100**18**f**, jpw1100**19**f**,  jpw1100**24**f**, cenb1100*12**f**, cenb1100*13**f**,  cenb1100*15**f**, cenb1100*16**f**, cenb1100*18**f**,  cenb1100*19**f**, cenb1100*24**f**, jmw1 100**12**f**,  jmw1100**13**f**, jmw1100**15**f**, jmw1100**16**f**,  jmw1100**18**f**, jmw1100**19**f**, jmw1100**24**f**,  menb1100*12**f**, menb1100*13**f**, menb1100*15**f**,  menb1100*16**f**, menb1100*18**f**, menb1100*19**f**, and  menb1100*24**f** (wher e * may be alphanumeric, "for marketing  purpose and no impact safety related critical components and  constructions")   ratings    ................................ ..........   :    input rating: 100 - 240 vac, 50 - 60 hz, 2.0 a   output rating:  12.0 vdc, 7.5 a or                              13.0 vdc, 6.92a or                               15.0 vdc, 6.4 a or                             16.0vdc,  6.0 a or                             18.0 vdc, 5.6 a or                             19.0 vdc, 5.2a or                              24.0 vdc, 4.2 a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  3   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       testing procedure and testing location:     [x]     cb testing laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :    ul korea, ltd. #808, manhatan building, 36 - 2 yeouido - dong,  yeongdeungpo - gu, seoul 150 - 749, korea   [    ]     associated cb test laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :        tested by (name + signature)   .......   :    inyoung hwang       approved by (name + signature)   ...   :    jongdae kim     [    ]     testing procedure: tmp         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]     testing procedure: wmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          witnessed by (+ signature)   ............   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]     testing procedure: smt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]     testing procedure: rmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :        list of attachments   national differences (0 pages)   enclosures (0 pages)   summary of testing:     no tests were conducted    summary of compliance with national differences:     countries outside the cb scheme membership may also accept this report.    list of countries addressed: at, be, ca, ch, cn, cz, de, dk, es, eu, fi, fr, gb, gr, hu, ie, il, it, jp, 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  4   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     kr, nl, no, pl, pt, se, sg, si, sk, us   the product fulfills the requirements   of: n/a      copy of marking plate   -   refer to enclosure titled marking plate for copy.     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  5   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       test item particulars :     equipment mobility    ................................ ............... :    movable   connection to the mains    ................................ ...... :    pluggable a   operating condition    ................................ .............. :    continuous   access location    ................................ .................... :    n/a   over voltage category (ovc)    .............................. :    ovc ii   mains supply tolerance (%) or absolute mains supply  values    ................................ ................................ ... :    +10%,  - 10%   tested for it power systems    ............................... :    yes(for norway only)   it testing, phase - phase voltage (v)    ..................... :    230 vac   class of equipment    ................................ .............. :    class i ( earthed)   considered current rating of protective device as part  of the building installation (a)    ............................... :    2.0   pollution degree (pd)    ................................ ........... :    pd 2   ip protection class    ................................ ................ :    ip x0   altitude of operation (m)  ................................ ....... :    up to 5000m   altitude of test laboratory (m)    ............................... :    n/a   mass of equipment (kg)    ................................ ....... :    0.7   possible test case verdicts:    -   test case does not apply to the test object    ...........   :    n / a   -   test object does meet the requirement    .................   :    p(pass)   -   test object does not meet the requirement    ...........   :    f(fail)   testing:     date(s) of receipt of test item    ............................... :    n/a   date(s) of performance of tests    ........................... :    n/a   general remarks:     the test results presented in this report relate only to the object tested.   this report shall not be reproduced, except in full, without the written approval of the testing laboratory.     "(see enclosure #)" refers to additional information appended to the report.   "(see appended table)" refers to a table appended to the report.     thr oughout this report a point is used as the decimal separator.   manufacturer's declaration per sub clause 6.25 of iecee 02:     the application for obtaining a cb test certificate includes more than one factory and a  declaration form the manufacturer stating that the sample(s) submitted for evaluation is (are)  representative of the products from each factory has been provided ..... .      when differences exist, they shall be identified in the general product information section.      yes   name and address of factory(ies):     bridgepower corp  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  6   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea     wendeng jeil electronics co ltd   dong shou guangzhou lu   kaifa - qu   wendeng - shi shandong china       general product information:       report summary     the original report was modified on 2012 - 10 - 12 to include the following changes/additions:    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, correction1   -   add optical isolator certification information under mark of conformity section due to missing   -   add bobbin's manufacturer name  due to missing   -   correct optical isolator cr,cl from "thermal cycling conducted " to measured cr, cp in table 2.10.2 ,  2.10.3   and 2.10.4 due to typo error   -   delete enclosure type hn - 1064w(+) in critical component list due to typo error   -   correct electric strength table due to typo error     product description     switching power supply (ac/dc adapter), consists of electronic compo nents mounted on pwb, a switching  transformer and electronic components mounted on pwb, housed with a plastic enclosure.     model differences     jpw1100**12**f**, jpw1100**15**f**, jpw1100**18**f**, jpw1100**19**f**, jpw1100**24**f**,  cenb1100*12**f**, cenb1100*15**f**, cenb1100*18**f**, cenb1100*19**f**, cenb1100*24**f**,  jmw1100**12**f**, jmw1100**15**f**, jmw1100**18**f**, jmw1100**19**f**, jmw1 100**24**f**,  menb1100*12**f**, menb1100*15**f**, menb1100*18**f**, menb1100*19**f**, and menb1100*24**f**  (where * may be alphanumeric, "for marketing purpose and no impact safety related critical components and  constructions")     models cenb1100*(b)**(c)** (d)f**(e), menb1100*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e), and jmw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e)  are identical to jpw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e), except model designations as follows;     nomenclature     jpw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e) or jmw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e) or cenb11 00*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e) or  menb1100*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e)   (a) means custom options, may be k or c;   (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;   (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19 or 24;   (d) means standards output cord options, may be   00 to 99;   (e) means custom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.      the marked models as 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19 and 24 on (c) nomenclature are identical individually, except  model designations, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  7   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       the mode ls jpw1100**13**f**, jpw1100**16**f**, cenb1100*13**f**,cenb1100*16**f**,  jmw1100**13**f**, jmw1100**16**f**, menb1100*13**f**, and menb1100*16**f** are identical to model  jpw1100**12**f** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and seco ndary circuits.      the model jpw1100**19**f**, cenb1100*19**f**, jmw1100**19**f**, menb1100*19**f** are identical to  jpw1100**12**f** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.      additional information     maximum normal load condition: rated output currents   jpw1100ka1200f01: 12.0 vdc, 7.5 a;   jpw1100ka1500f01: 15.0 vdc, 6.4 a;   jpw1100ka1800f01: 18.0 vdc, 5.6 a;   jpw1100ka2400f01: 24.0 vdc, 4.2 a.     this equipment is not provided with user's manual.     procedure  deviation:     argentina*, australia / new zealand, austria**, belgium**, china, czech republic**, denmark, finland,  france**, germany, greece**, group, hungary*, india*, ireland*, israel*, italy*, japan*, kenya*, korea,  malaysia*, netherlands**, norway, pol and*, portugal*, singapore*, slovakia**, slovenia*, spain*, sweden,  switzerland**, and united kingdom.   *  -   no national differences declared, **  -   only group differences.      before placing the products in the different countries, the manufacturer has to guar antee that:   1. operating instructions and warnings are written in an accepted language of the certain country.   2. the equipment is in compliance with the national standards of the certain country.     e300305 - a33 - cb - 3, reissue   -   added thermal fuse (seki contr ols co., ltd., type st - 22) in critical component list.     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, reissue   -   upgrade report from iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition to iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition, amendment1   -   altitude of operation is up to 2000m to up to 5000m refer to iec 60664 - 1 table a.2    -   h umidity test was conducted at 40 degreec, 95% , 120hours for china deviation.    -   national difference for china is revised.    -   tma is changed from 30 degreec to 35 degreec     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, correction1   -   add optical isolator certification information under   mark of conformity section due to missing   -   add bobbin's manufacturer name  due to missing   -   correct optical isolator cr,cl from "thermal cycling conducted " to measured cr, cp in table 2.10.2 ,  2.10.3 and 2.10.4 due to typo error   -   delete enclosure type  hn - 1064w(+) in critical component list due to typo error   -   correct electric strength table due to typo error     technical considerations     ?    permitted by the manufacturers specification of: 35  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  8   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     ?    ?    ?    ?                                                                                                        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  9   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.5.1   table: list of critical components   pass   object/part or  description   manufacturer/  trademark   type/model   technical data   standard (edition  or year)   mark(s) of  conformity 1 )   enclosure  (electrical/mechi cal/fire)   sabic innovative  plastics b v,  sabic innovative  plastics japan l  l c or sabic  innovative  plastics us l l  c   940(f1)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces,  secured together  by screws.   ul94, ul746c   usr,  -   enclosure(electri cal/mechanical/f ire) alternate   cheil industries  inc. chemicals  div.   hn - 1064(+)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces,  secured together  by screws.   ul94, ul746c   usr,  -   appliance inlet   rong feng  industrial co.,  ltd.   ss - 120 - pcb   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   usr, semko   appl iance inlet  alternate   rich bay co.,  ltd.   r - 30190   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320    usr, vde   fuse (f1)  (optional)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   fuse (f1)  (optional)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   thermal fuse  (f1) (optional)  alternate   seki controls  co., ltd.    st - 22   250v, 7a   en60730 - 1,  vde0631 - 1   usr, vde   fuse (f2)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   fuse (f2)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   thermister (th1)   various   various   ntc, 5ohm at  25c.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   discharging  resistors  various   various   510kohm 1/8w   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  10   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (rp111, rp112)   varistor (tnr1)  optional   amotech co.,  ltd.   inr14d471   (line to line)  minimum 470v  overall 14 mm.   ul1449,  iec60384 - 14   usr, vde   varistor (tnr1)  optional)  alternate   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   svr14d471k   (line to line)  minimum 470v  overall 14 mm.   ul14 49,  iec60384 - 14   usr, vde   x - capacitor  (cx1)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko  nemko semko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 1530 or  1562 or 1563   (line  to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko,  vde   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   (line to line)  250v, maximum   0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, demko  fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   (line to line)  250v, maximum  .0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, semko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   (line to line)  250v, maximum  .0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   line filter (lf1)   bridgepo wer  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   3025560   core: ferrite. 24  by 24 mm. coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  11   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       line filter (lp1,  lp2, lp4, lp5)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   6872250   core: ferrite  13.7 by 8 mm.  coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c insulation  tubing/sleeving:  fep, ptfe,  pvc, tfe,  neoprene,  polyimide or  vw - 1; 130c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   pfc coil fo r  12v, 18v, 24v  output   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,   -   pfc coil for 15v  output   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578001   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    tested in  equip ment.   - ,  -   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  -   alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  -   tdk - epc corp.   cd or cs   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  usr, vde  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  12   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       alternate   2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets   iec60384 - 14.   en132400   bridge diode  (bd1)   various   various   minimum 600v,  maximum 10a.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4) alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with   y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4) alternate   tdk - epc corp.   cd or cs   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, vde   electrolytic  capacitor (cp1)   various   various   minimum 400v,  maximum  150uf, minimum  105c.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp1)   various   various   550v, 18a  secured to heat  sink (hs1) by  screw.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp2)   various   various   smd type. 60v,  115ma    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp3)   various   various   800v, 11a or  13a secured to  heat sink (hs1)  by screw.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   switching ic  (up1)   various   various   maximum 22v,  0.03a.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   switching ic  (up2)   various   various   maximum 18v,  5.0ma.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579011 for  class b. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. coils:  ul1446   usr,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  13   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       electronics co.,  ltd.   12v output; part  no.:  3025579012 for  15v output; part  no.:  3025579013 for  18v out put; part  no.:  3025579014 for  24v output)   polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c tiww:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820 (qmfz2),  v - 0, 150c,  insulation tape,  duck  sung  hitech co  ltd, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  220 - 8 or dts - 204   optical isolator  (psu1)   vishay  semiconductor  gmbh   tcet1103(g)   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mmexter nal cr,cl .  minimum 6.3  mm. complied  with 2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   usr, bsi  no.7402   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   cosmo  electronics corp.   kp1010   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.dti;0.4 mm external  cr,cl minimum  6.5  mm.complied  with 2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   usr, semko  no.1016433   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   sharp corp.   pc123   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.dti;0.4 mm external  cr,cl minimum  7.62mm.  .complied with  2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   usr, semko  no.9216212   optical isolator  kodenshi corp.   pc - 17k or pc - double  ul1577   usr, semko no. 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  14   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (psu1) alternate   17k 1c   protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external cr,cl  minimum 7.0mm  mm.complied  with 2.10.9   9805214/01 - 04   zener diodes  (dp14, zd3,  dp6)   various   various   18v, 0.5w   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   insulation sheet  (around t1  primary)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately 42  by 42 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746   usr,  -   heat sink (hs1)  (primary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately.  128.7 by 36 mm,  2 mm th ick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   heat sink (hs2)  (secondary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately.  69.3 by 36 mm,  3 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -     heat sink (hs3)  (around  bd1)_optional     various   various   metal. overall  approximat ely 40  by 30 mm, 1.5  mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,      - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  15   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       minimum 1 turns  in primary side.   printed wiring  board (pwb)   various   various   minimum v - 1,  130c.   ul796    usr,  -   protective  bonding  conductor   various   various   mechanically  clamped or  secured on pwb  from appliance  inlet. minimum  18 awg, green - and - yellow  insulation.   ul758   usr,  -   bonding glue   various   various   minimum v - 2,  minimum 100c  for additional  secureness of  internal  conductor.   ul94, ul746   usr,  -   output cabl e   various   various   for use of  external  interconnection),  style no. 2464  or 1777, vw - 1 or  ft - 1, minimum  300v, 80c, 18  awg, maximum  3.05 m long.   ul758   usr,  -   nameplate label   various   various   suitable for use  on surface of  polycarbonate  (pc) with  maximum 60 c  surface  temperature.   ul969   usr,  -   for models  jpw1100*b12** f**,jpw1100*b1 3**f**,jpw1100 *b15**f**,jpw1 100*b16**f**,  jpw1100*b18** f**,  jpw1100*b19** f**,  jpw1100*b24** f**,cenb1100a 12**f**,cenb11 00a13**f**,cen -   -   -   -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  16   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       b1100a15**f**, cenb1100a16** f**,  cenb1100a18** f**,   cenb1100a19** f**,  cenb1100a24** f**,   jmw1100*b12** f**,jmw1100*b 13**f**,jmw110 0*b15**f**,jmw 1100*b16**f**,  jmw1100*b18** f**,  jmw1100*b19** f**,  jmw1100*b24** f**,menb1100a 12**f**,menb11 00a13**f**,men b1100a15**f**, menb1100a16* *f**,  menb1100a18* *f**,  menb1100a 19* *f**,  menb1100a24* *f**   enclosure  (electrical/mecha nical/fire)   sabic innovative  plastics b v,  sabic innovative  plastics japan l  l c or sabic  innovative  plastics us l l  c   940(f1)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2. 0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces.  secured together  by screws.    ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   enclosure  (electrical/mecha nical/fire)  alternate   cheil industries  inc. chemicals  div.   hn - 1064(+)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces.  ul94, ul746c   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  17   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       secured together  by screws.   appliance inlet   rong feng  industrial co.,  ltd.   ss - 120 - pcb   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   ul, semko   applia nce inlet  alternate   rich bay  industrial co.,  ltd.   r - 30190   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   ul, vde   fuse (f1)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   fuse (f1)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   thermal fuse  (f1) (optional)  alternate   seki controls  co., ltd.    st - 22   250v, 7a   en60730 - 1,  vde0631 - 1   usr, vde   fuse (f2)  -   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   fuse (f2)  -   alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   thermistor (th1)   various   various   ntc, 5ohm at  25c.   -   - ,  -   discharging  resistors (rp30,  rp31)   various   various   180kohm 1/8w.   -   - ,  -   discharging  resistors  (rp111, rp112)   various   various   510kohm 1/8w   -   - ,  -   discharging ic  (up3)   power  integrations inc.   cap014dg   1uf, 780kohm   -   - ,  -   varistor (tnr1)  optional   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   svr14d471k   (line to line)  470v overall 14  mm.   ul1449  iec/en61051    ul, vde   varistor (tnr1)  optional  alternate   amotech co.,  ltd.   inr14d471   (line to line)  470v overall 14  mm.   ul1449  iec/en61051    ul, vde   x - capacitor  (cx1)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414 ,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 1530 or  1562 or 1563   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  18   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       iec384 - 14.   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   (line to line)  250v, max imum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 15 30 or  1562 or 1563   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132 400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   line filter (lf1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics  co.,  ltd.   3025671a   core: ferrite 28  by 28 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c. bobbin:  (qmfz2),  -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  19   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    line filter (lp4,  lp5)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  302 5642a   core: ferrite  13.7 by 8 mm  coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c insulation  tubing/sleeving:  fep, ptfe,  pvc, tfe,  neoprene,  polyimide or  vw - 1; 130c.    -   - ,  -   pfc coil (lp3)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578a   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c. bobbin:  (qmfz2),  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820, v - 0,  150c.    -   - ,  -   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1000pf. mark ed  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   250v, maximum  1000pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacit ors  (cy3, cy4)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy3, cy4)  alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  20   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       bridge diode  (bd1)   various   various   minimum 600v,  maximum 10a.   -   - ,  -   electrolytic  capacitor (cp1)   various   various   minimum 400v,  maximum  150uf, minimum  105c.   -   - ,  -   fet (qp1)   various   various   minimum 550v,  maximum 20a.  secured to heat  sink (hs1) by  screw.   -   - ,  -   fet (qp3)   various   various   800v, 11a or  13a secured to  heat sink (hs1)  by screw.   -   - ,  -   switching ic  (up1)   various   various   maximum 30v,  0.05a.   -   - ,  -   switching ic  (up2)   various   various   maximum 31v,  4.0ma.   -   - ,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579001a  for 12v, 13v  output; part no.:  3025579002a  for 15v, 16v  output;    (objy2), class  b insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:sumito mo bakelite  co ltd,  type;pm - 9820  (qmfz2), v - 0,  150c,insulation  tape, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  dts - 200* or  dts - 204r or  dts - 204k^   ul1446   ul,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579004a  for 24v, output)   (objy2) class b  insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric   co., ltd.,  ul1446   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  21   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       tex - e or tex - elz, 130c  bobbin:  sumitomo  bakelite co  ltd, type;pm - 9820 (qmfz2),  v - 0,  150c,insulation  tape, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  dts - 200* or  dts - 204r or  dts - 204r % or  dts - 280* or  dts - 204k^   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579003a  for 18v, 19v  output)    (objy2), class  b insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  sumitomo  bakeli te co  ltd, type;pm - 9820 (qmfz2),  v - 0,  150c,insulation  tape, duck  sung hitech  co ltd, cat no.  dts - 200* or  dts - 204r or  dts - 204k^   ul1446   ul,  -   optical isolator  (psu1)   vishay  semiconductor  gmbh   tcet1103(g)   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  ext ernal cr,cl  minimum 6.3  mm. complied  with 2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   ul, bsi no.  7402  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  22   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   cosmo  electronics corp.   kp1010   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external cr,cl  minimum 6.5  mm. complied  with 2.10.9   ul1577,   en60950   ul, semko no.  1016433   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   sharp corp.   pc123   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external  cr,cl;7.62mm  complied with  2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   ul, semko no.  9216212   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   kod enshi corp.   pc - 17k or pc - 17k1c   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  dti;0.4mm,  external cr,cl   minimum 7.0  mm. complied  with 2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   ul, semko no.  9805214/01 - 04   zener diode  (dp3)   various   various   18v, 0.5w   -   - ,  -   insulator sheet  (around  transformer (t1)  primary)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately 42  by 42 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   heat sink (hs1)  (primary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately  128.7 by 36   mm,  2 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   -   - ,  -   heat sink (hs2)  various   various   metal. overall  -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  23   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (secondary)   approximately  69.3 by 36 mm,  3 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  m inimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   heat sink (hs3)  (around  bd1)_optional   various   various   metal. overall  approximately 40  by 30 mm, 1.5  mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum 1 turns  in primary side.   -   - ,  -   silicon pad   (above t1)   bergquist   900 - s#   overall sized   min. ? 43   by 23 mm ,  min.5.0 mm  thick, v -   0, 150 deg.c.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above t1)  -   alternate   jiangsu  hongda new  material co  ltd   hd - 87   overall sized   min. ? 43   by 23 mm ,  min.5.0 mm  thick, v -   0, 150 deg.c.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above pfc1)   bergquist   900 - s#   overall sized   min. ? 25 by 18  mm , min.5.0  mm thick, * 2ea   v -   0, 150   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above pfc1 - alternate   jiangsu hongda   chemical new   material   hd - 87   overall sized   min. ? 25 by 18  mm , min.5.0  mm thick, * 2ea   v -   0, 150   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   printed wiring  board (pwb)   various   various   minimum v - 1,  130c.   ul796   ul,  -   protective  bonding  various   various   mechanically  clam ped or  ul758   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  24   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       conductor   secured on pwb  from appliance  inlet. minimum  18 awg, green - and - yellow  insulation.   bonding glue   various   various   minimum v - 2,  minimum 100c  for additional  secureness of  internal  conductor.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   output cable   various   various   for use of  external  interconnection),  style no. 2464  or 1777, vw - 1 or  ft - 1, 18 awg,  maximum 3.05  m long.   ul758   ul,  -   nameplate label   various   various   suitable for use  on surface of  polycarbonate  (pc) with  max.60c  surface  temperature.   ul969   ul,  -   supplementary information:    1 ) provided evidence ensures the agreed level of compliance. see od - cb2039.       

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  25   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.10.3 and  2.10.4   table: clearance and creepage distance measurements    pass   clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    functional:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    basic/supplementary:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    reinforced:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    psu1, primary to secondary   360   176   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu1, primary to secondary   370   186   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / p su pin3   365   179   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   177   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   179   5.92   6.3   5.92   6.3  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  26   of 26   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   correction 1   2012 - 10 - 12         iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       supplementary information:      5.2    table:  electric strength tests, impulse tests and voltage surge tests    pass   test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    functional:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac,   dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    basic/supplementary:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    reinforced:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    optical isolator(after the last period at t1 degreec)   ac   4800vac   no   supplementary information:       

 1/2 ref. certif. no. dk-28210-ul iec system for mutual recognition of test  certificates for electrical equipment  (iecee) cb scheme systeme cei d?acceptation mutuelle de  certificats d?essais des equipements  electriques (iecee) methode oc cb test certificate  certificat d?essai oc product produit switching power supply  name and address of the applicant nom et adresse du demandeur bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong gwonseon-gu  suwon-si gyeonggi-do 441-813 korea  name and address of the manufacturer nom et adresse du fabricant bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong gwonseon-gu  suwon-si gyeonggi-do 441-813 korea  name and address of the factory nom et adresse de l?usine note:  when more than one factory, please report on page 2 note:  lorsque il y plus d'une usin e, veuillez utiliser la 2 me  page bridgepower corp  964 gosaek-dong gwonseon-gu suwon-si  gyeonggi-do 441-813  korea   additional information on page 2 ratings and principal characteristics valeurs nominales et caractristiques principales input rating: 100-240 vac, 50-60 hz, 2.0 a  output rating: 12.0 vdc, 7.5 a or                          13.0 vdc, 6.92a or                          15.0 vdc, 6.4 a or                          16.0vdc, 6.0 a or                          18.0 vdc, 5.6 a or                          19.0 vdc, 5.2a or                          24.0 vdc, 4.2 a  trademark (if any) marque de fabrique (si elle existe) none     type of manufacturer's testing laboratories used type de programme du laboratoire d'essais  constructeur tmp  model / type ref. ref. de type see page 2  additional information (if necessary may also be  reported on page 2) les informations complmentaires (si ncessaire,,  peuvent tre indiqus sur la 2 me  page  additional information on page 2 a sample of the product was tested and found  to be in conformity with un chantillon de ce produit a t essay et a t  considr conforme  la iec 60950-1 (ed.2), iec 60950-1(ed.2);am1  as shown in the test report ref. no. which forms part  of this certificate comme indiqu dans le rapport d?essais numro de  rfrence qui constitue partie de ce certificat e300305-a33-cb-4 issued on 2012-09-24   this cb test certificate is issued by the national certification body ce certificat d?essai oc est tabli par l?organisme national de certification ul (us), 333 pfingsten rd il 60062, northbrook, usa ul (demko), borupvang 5a dk-2750 ballerup, denmark ul (jp), marunouchi trust tower main building 6f, 1-8-3 marunouchi, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 100-0005, japan ul (ca), 7 underwriters road, toronto, m1r 3b4 ontario, canada for full legal entity names see www.ul.com/ncbnames date:  2012-09-24       signature: jan-erik storgaard     ,   7   underwriters   road ,  toronto ,  m1r   3 b4 o

 2/2 ref. certif. no. dk-28210-ul model details: jpw1100**12**f**, jpw1100**13**f**, jpw1100**15**f**,  jpw1100**16**f**, jpw1100**18**f**, jpw1100**19**f**,  jpw1100**24**f**, cenb1100*12**f**, cenb1100*13**f**,  cenb1100*15**f**, cenb1100*16**f**, cenb1100*18**f**,  cenb1100*19**f**, cenb1100*24**f**, jmw1100**12**f**,  jmw1100**13**f**, jmw1100**15**f**, jmw1100**16**f**,  jmw1100**18**f**, jmw1100**19**f**, jmw1100**24**f**,  menb1100*12**f**, menb1100*13**f**, menb1100*15**f**,  menb1100*16**f**, menb1100*18**f**, menb1100*19**f**, and  menb1100*24**f** (where * may be alphanumeric, "for marketing  purpose and no impact safety related critical components and  constructions")  factories: wendeng jeil electronics co ltd dong shou guangzhou lu kaifa-qu wendeng-shi shandong china additional information: additionally evaluated to en 60950-1:2006/a11:2009/a1:2010/a12:2011; national differences specified in the cb test  report.      additional information (if necessary) information complmentaire (si ncessaire) ul (us), 333 pfingsten rd il 60062, northbrook, usa ul  ( demko ) , boru p van g  5a dk-2750 balleru p , denmark ul (jp), marunouchi trust tower main building 6f, 1-8-3 marunouchi, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 100-0005, japan ul (ca), 7 underwriters road, toronto, m1r 3b4 ontario, canada for full legal entity names see www.ul.com/ncbnames signature:          jan-erik storgaard date: 2012-09-24

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  1   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         test report issued under     the responsibility of:           test report     iec 60950 - 1     information technology equipment  -   safety  -     part 1: general requirements     report reference no     ..................   :    e300305 - a33 - cb - 4   date of issue    ................................ .   :    2012 - 09 - 24   total number of pages    ..................   :    83     cb testing laboratory     ...............   :    ul korea, ltd.   address    ................................ .........   :    #808, manhatan building, 36 - 2 yeouido - dong, yeongdeungpo - gu,  seoul 150 - 749, korea   applicant's name     ........................   :      address    ................................ .........   :      bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do  441 - 813 korea   test specification:     standard  ................................ ........   :    iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009   test procedure    ..............................   :    cb scheme   non - standard test method    ............   :    n/a   test report form no.     .................   :    iec60950_1b   test report form originator    ..........   :    sgs fimko ltd   master trf    ................................ ...   :    2010 - 04   copyright ?   2010 iec system for conformity testing and certification of electrical equipment  (iecee), geneva, switzerland. all rights reserved.       this publication may be reproduced in whole or in part for non - commercial purposes as long as the iecee is  acknowledged a s copyright owner and source of the material. iecee takes no responsibility for and will not  assume liability for damages resulting from the reader's interpretation of the reproduced material due to its  placement and context.     if this test report is used b y non - iecee members, the iecee/iec logo and the reference to the cb scheme  procedure shall be removed.     this report is not valid as a cb test report unless signed by an approved cb testing laboratory and  appended to a cb test certificate issued by an ncb i n accordance with iecee 02.     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  2   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       test item description    ..................   :    switching power supply   trade mark    ................................ ....   :    none   manufacturer    ................................ .   :    bridgepower corp   964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea   model/type reference    ...................   :    jpw1100**12**f**, jpw1100**13**f**, jpw1100**15**f**,  jpw1100**16**f**, jpw1100**18**f**, jpw1100**19**f**,  jpw1100**24**f**, cenb1100*12**f**, cenb1100*13**f**,  cenb1100*15**f**, cenb1100*16**f**, cenb1100*18**f**,  cenb1100*19**f**, cenb1100*24**f**, jmw1 100**12**f**,  jmw1100**13**f**, jmw1100**15**f**, jmw1100**16**f**,  jmw1100**18**f**, jmw1100**19**f**, jmw1100**24**f**,  menb1100*12**f**, menb1100*13**f**, menb1100*15**f**,  menb1100*16**f**, menb1100*18**f**, menb1100*19**f**, and  menb1100*24**f** (wher e * may be alphanumeric, "for marketing  purpose and no impact safety related critical components and  constructions")   ratings    ................................ ..........   :    input rating: 100 - 240 vac, 50 - 60 hz, 2.0 a   output rating:  12.0 vdc, 7.5 a or                              13.0 vdc, 6.92a or                               15.0 vdc, 6.4 a or                             16.0vdc,  6.0 a or                             18.0 vdc, 5.6 a or                             19.0 vdc, 5.2a or                              24.0 vdc, 4.2 a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  3   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       testing procedure and testing location:     [    ]     cb testing laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]     associated cb test laboratory         testing location / address   ..............   :        tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (name + signature)   ...   :        [x]     testing procedure: tmp         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :    inyoung hwang       approved by (+ signature)   .............   :    kyungsoo cha       testing location / address   ..............   :    bridgepower corp / 964 gosaek - dong  gwonseon - gu suwon - si gyeonggi - do  441 - 813  korea   [    ]     testing procedure: wmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          witnessed by (+ signature)   ............   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]     testing procedure: smt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :      [    ]     testing procedure: rmt         tested by (name + signature)   .......   :          approved by (+ signature)   .............   :          supervised by (+ signature)   ..........   :          testing location / address   ..............   :        list of attachments   national differences (41 pages)   enclosures (42 pages)   summary of testing     unless otherwise indicated, all tests were conducted at bridgepower corp / 964 gosaek - dong  gwonseon - gu suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea.      tests performed (name of test and test clause)     testing location / comments       end product reference page     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  4   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       general guidelines        power supply reference page        humidity (2.9.1, 2.9.2, 5.2.2)        semiconductor devices and cemented joints (2.10.11,  2.10.9)        heating (4.5.1, 1.4.12, 1.4.13)      summary of compliance with national differences:     countries outside the cb scheme membership may also accept this report.    list of countries addressed:   at, be, ca, ch, cn, cz, de, dk, es, eu, fi, fr, gb, gr, hu, ie, il, it, jp,  kr, nl, no, pl, pt, se, sg, si, sk, us   the product fulfills the requirements of: n/a      copy of marking plate   -   refer to enclosure titled marking plate for copy.     

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  5   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       test item particulars :     equipment mobility    ................................ ............... :    movable   connection to the mains    ................................ ...... :    pluggable a   operating condition    ................................ .............. :    continuous   access location    ................................ .................... :    n/a   over voltage category (ovc)    .............................. :    ovc ii   mains supply tolerance (%) or absolute mains supply  values    ................................ ................................ ... :    +10%,  - 10%   tested for it power systems    ............................... :    yes(for norway only)   it testing, phase - phase voltage (v)    ..................... :    230 vac   class of equipment    ................................ .............. :    class i (earthed)   considered current rating of protective device as part  of the building installation (a)    ............................... :    2.0   pollution degree (pd)    ................................ ........... :    pd 2   ip protection class    ................................ ................ :    ip x0   altitude of operation (m)  ................................ ....... :    up to 5000m   altitude of test laboratory (m)    ............................... :    n/a   mass of equipment (kg)    ................................ ....... :    0.7   possible test case verdicts:    -   test case does not apply to the test object    ...........   :    n / a   -   test object does meet the requirement    .................   :    p(pass)   -   test object does not meet the requirement    ...........   :    f(fail)   testing:     date(s) of receipt of test item    ............................... :    2012 - 07 - 05   date(s) of performance of tests    ........................... :    2012 - 07 - 05 to 2012 - 09 - 07   general remarks:     the test results presented in this report relate only to the object tested.   this report shall not be reproduced, except in full, without the written approval of the testing laboratory.     "(see enclosure #)" refers to additional information appended to the report.   "(see appended table)" refers to a table appended to the report.     thr oughout this report a point is used as the decimal separator.   manufacturer's declaration per sub clause 6.25 of iecee 02:     the application f or obtaining a cb test certificate includes more than one factory and a  declaration form the manufacturer stating that the sample(s) submitted for evaluation is (are)  representative of the products from each factory has been provided ......      when differen ces exist, they shall be identified in the general product information section.      yes   name and address of factory(ies):     bridgepower corp  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  6   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     964 gosaek - dong   gwonseon - gu   suwon - si gyeonggi - do 441 - 813 korea     wendeng jeil electronics co ltd   dong shou guangzhou lu   kaifa - qu   wendeng - shi shandong china       general product information:       report summary     all applicable tests according to the referenced standard(s) have been carried out.     product description     switching power supply (ac/dc adapter), consists of electronic components mounted on pwb, a switching  transformer and electronic components mounted on pwb, housed with a plastic enclosure.     model differences     jpw1100**12**f**, jpw1100**15**f**, jpw1100* *18**f**, jpw1100**19**f**, jpw1100**24**f**,  cenb1100*12**f**, cenb1100*15**f**, cenb1100*18**f**, cenb1100*19**f**, cenb1100*24**f**,  jmw1100**12**f**, jmw1100**15**f**, jmw1100**18**f**, jmw1100**19**f**, jmw1100**24**f**,  menb1100*12**f**, menb1100*15* *f**, menb1100*18**f**, menb1100*19**f**, and menb1100*24**f**  (where * may be alphanumeric, "for marketing purpose and no impact safety related critical components and  constructions")     models cenb1100*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e), menb1100*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e), and   jmw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e)  are identical to jpw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e), except model designations as follows;     nomenclature     jpw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e) or jmw1100*(a)*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e) or cenb1100*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e) o r  menb1100*(b)**(c)**(d)f**(e)   (a) means custom options, may be k or c;   (b) means design revision changes, may be a to z;   (c) means output voltages, may be 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,19 or 24;   (d) means standards output cord options, may be 00 to 99;   (e) means cus tom options, may be 00 to 99 or aa to zz.      the marked models as 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19 and 24 on (c) nomenclature are identical individually, except  model designations, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.     the models jpw1100**13**f**, jpw 1100**16**f**, cenb1100*13**f**,cenb1100*16**f**,  jmw1100**13**f**, jmw1100**16**f**, menb1100*13**f**, and menb1100*16**f** are identical to model  jpw1100**12**f** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.      the mo del jpw1100**19**f**, cenb1100*19**f**, jmw1100**19**f**, menb1100*19**f** are identical to  jpw1100**12**f** except for model designation, output ratings, transformers and secondary circuits.   

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  7   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       additional information     maximum normal load condition: rated output currents   jpw1100ka1200f01: 12.0 vdc, 7.5 a;   jpw1100ka1500f01: 15.0 vdc, 6.4 a;   jpw1100ka1800f01: 18.0 vdc, 5.6 a;   jpw1100ka2400f01: 24.0 vdc, 4.2 a.     this equipment is not provided with user's manual.     procedure  deviation:     argentina*, australia / new zealand, austria**, belgium**, china, czech republic**, denmark, finland,  france**, germany, greece**, group, hungary*, india*, ireland*, israel*, italy*, japan*, kenya*, korea,  malaysia*, netherlands**, norway, pol and*, portugal*, singapore*, slovakia**, slovenia*, spain*, sweden,  switzerland**, and united kingdom.   *  -   no national differences declared, **  -   only group differences.      before placing the products in the different countries, the manufacturer has to guar antee that:   1. operating instructions and warnings are written in an accepted language of the certain country.   2. the equipment is in compliance with the national standards of the certain country.     e300305 - a33 - cb - 3, reissue   -   added thermal fuse (seki controls co., ltd., type st - 22) in critical component list.     e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, reissue   -   upgrade report from iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition to iec 60950 - 1 2nd edition, amendment1   -   altitude of operation is up to 2000m to up to 5000m ref er to iec 60664 - 1 table a.2    -   humidity test was conducted at 40 degreec, 95% , 120hours for china deviation.    -   national difference for china is revised.    -   tma is changed from 30 degreec to 35 degreec     technical considerations     ?   permitted by the manufacturers specification of: 35   ?    ?     ?    ?          

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  8   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul     abbreviations used in the report:    -   normal condition    ................................ ............   :    n.c.   -   single fault condition   ................................ .......   :    s.f.c   -   operational insulation    ................................ .....   :    op   -   basic insulation    ................................ ..............   :    bi   -   basic insulation between parts of opposite  polarity:     bop    -   supplementary insulation    ...............................   :    si   -   double insulation    ................................ ............   :    di   -   reinforced insulation    ................................ ......   :    ri     indicate used abbreviations (if any)         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  9   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1   general   pass   1.5   components   pass   1.5.1   general     pass     comply with iec 60950 - 1 or relevant component  standard     pass   1.5.2   evaluation and testing of components   components certified to iec  harmonized standard and  checked for correct  application.   components, for which no  relevant iec - standard exist,  have been tested under the  conditions occurring in the  equipment, using applicable  parts of iec 60950 - 1.   components n ot certified are  used in accordance with their  ratings and they comply with  applicable parts of iec 60950 - 1 and the relevant component  standard.   pass   1.5.3   thermal controls     n/a   1.5.4   transformers   (see annex c)   pass   1.5.5   interconnecting cables   interconnecting cables comply  with the relevant requirements  of this standard.   pass   1.5.6   capacitors bridging insulation   between lines; x1 or x2  capacitor according to iec  60384 - 14;1993. between  primary - to - secondary  capacitors: y1 capacitor;  primary - to - ea rth capacitors:  y1 or y2 according to iec  60384 - 14:1993.   pass   1.5.7   resistors bridging insulation     pass   1.5.7.1   resistors bridging functional, basic or  supplementary insulation     pass   1.5.7.2   resistors bridging double or reinforced insulation  between a.c. mains and other circuits     n/a   1.5.7.3   resistors bridging double or reinforced insulation  between a.c. mains and antenna or coaxial cable     n/a   1.5.8   co mponents in equipment for it power systems     n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  10   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.5.9   surge suppressors     pass   1.5.9.1   general     pass   1.5.9.2   protection of vdrs   iec 61051 and ul 1449  certified vdr used(see  appended table 1.5.1)   pass   1.5.9.3   bridging of functional insulation by a vdr   iec 61051 and ul 1449  certified vdr used(see  appended table 1.5.1)   pass   1.5.9.4   bridging of basic insulation by a vdr     n/a   1.5.9.5   bridging of supplementary, double or reinforced  insulation by a vdr     n/a     1.6   power interface   pass   1.6.1   ac power distribution systems   ac power distribution systems  are classified as tn.    in norway, it systems apply.   pass   1.6.2   input current   (see appended table 1.6.2)   pass   1.6.3   voltage limit of hand - held equipment     n/a   1.6.4   neutral conductor   neutral is insulated from earth  with basic insulation for class i  equipment.   pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  11   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.7   marking and instructions   pass   1.7.1   power rating and identification markings     pass   1.7.1.1   power rating mark     pass     multiple mains supply connections   ........................   :      n/a     rated voltage(s) or voltage range(s) (v)   ...............   :    100 - 240 vac   pass     symbol for nature of supply, for d.c. only   ..............   :      n/a     rated frequency or rated frequency range (hz)   ....   :    50 - 60 hz   pass     rated current (ma or a)   ................................ ........   :    2.0 a   pass   1.7.1.2   identification markings     pass     manufacturer's name or trademark or identification  mark   ................................ ................................ .......   :    bridgepower corp   pass     model identification or type reference   ...................   :    jpw1100**12**f**,  jpw1100**13**f**,  jpw1100**15**f**,  jpw1100**16**f**,  jpw1100**18**f**,  jpw1100**19**f**,  jpw1100**24**f**,  cenb1100*12**f**,  cenb1100*13**f**,  cenb1100*15**f**,  cenb1100*16**f**,  cenb1100*18**f**,  cenb1100*19**f**,  cenb1100*24**f**,  jmw1 100**12**f**,  jmw1100**13**f**,  jmw1100**15**f**,  jmw1100**16**f**,  jmw1100**18**f**,  jmw1100**19**f**,  jmw1100**24**f**,  menb1100*12**f**,  menb1100*13**f**,  menb1100*15**f**,  menb1100*16**f**,  menb1100*18**f**,  menb1100*19**f**,  menb1100*24**f**   pass     sy mbol for class ii equipment only   .......................   :      n/a     other markings and symbols   ................................ .   :    additional symbols or marking  does not give rise to  misunderstanding.   pass  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  12   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.7.2   safety instructions and marking     pass   1.7.2.1   general     pass   1.7.2.2   disconnect devices     pass   1.7.2.3   overcurrent protective device     pass   1.7.2.4   it power distribution systems   for norway only   pass   1.7.2.5   operator access with a tool     n/a   1.7.2.6   ozone     n/a   1.7.3   short duty cycles   equipment is designed for  continuous operation.   n/a   1.7.4   supply voltage adjustment   ................................ ....   :    equipment is auto - ranging.   n/a     method and means of adjustment; reference to  installation instructions   ................................ ..........   :      n/a   1.7.5   power outlets on the equipment   ............................   :    no standard power outlets are  provided.   n/a   1.7.6   fuse identification (marking, special fusing  characteristics, cross - reference)   ...........................   :    fuses, f1(optional), f2  provided with an unambiguous  cross - reference   pass   1.7.7   wiring terminals     pass   1.7.7.1   protective earthing and bonding terminals   ............   :    the earth terminal is marked  with the standard earth symbol  (60417 - 2 - iec - 5019) near the  terminal for class i equipment.   pass   1.7.7.2   terminals for a.c. mains supply conductors   the equipment with appliance  inlet, which is intended to use  the detachable typ e power  supply cord.   n/a   1.7.7.3   terminals for d.c. mains supply conductors     n/a   1.7.8   controls and indicators     n/a   1.7.8.1   identification, location and marking   .......................   :      n/a   1.7.8.2   colours   ................................ ................................ ..   :      n/a   1.7.8.3   symbols according to iec 60417   ..........................   :      n/a   1.7.8.4   markings using figures   ................................ ...........   :      n/a   1.7.9   isolation of multiple power sources   .......................   :      n/a   1.7.10   thermostats and other regulating devices   ............   :    -   pass   1.7.11   durability   all markings provided suitable  for surface they are applied  upon.   pass   1.7.12   removable parts   no removable part.   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  13   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.7.13   replaceable batteries   ................................ ............   :    no batteries provided.   n/a     language(s)   ................................ ..........................   :      -   1.7.14   equipment for restricted access locations   .............   :    the equipment is not intended  for installation in a restricted  access area.   n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  14   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2   protection from hazards   pass   2.1   protection from electric shock and energy hazards   pass   2.1.1   protection in operator access areas     pass   2.1.1.1   access to energized parts     pass     test by inspection   ................................ ..................   :    no access with tes t finger and  test pin to any parts with only  basic insulation to elv or  hazardous voltage.  any  hazardous parts accessible  are unlikely.   pass     test with test finger (figure 2a)   ............................   :    the test finger was unable to  contact bare hazardous parts,  basic insulatio n, or elv  circuits.   pass     test with test pin (figure 2b) ................................ .   :    the test pin was unable to  contact bare hazardous parts.   pass     test with test probe (figure 2c)   ............................   :    no tnv present.   n/a   2.1.1.2   battery compartments     n/a   2.1.1.3   access to elv wiring     n/a     working voltage (vpeak or vrms); minimum  distance through insulation (mm)   ..........................   :      -   2.1.1.4   access to hazardous voltage circuit wiring     n/a   2.1.1.5   energy hazards   ................................ .....................   :    no energy hazard in operator  area.   pass   2.1.1.6   manual controls     n/a   2.1.1.7   discharge of capacitors in equipment     pass     measured voltage (v); time - constant (s)   ...............   :    rc: less than 1; vo 384 vpk,  37 % vo 140 vpk, vtc 48 vpk  after 1 sec.        rc: less than 1; vo 375 vpk,  37 % vo 138.75 vpk, vtc 32  vpk after 1 sec.        rc: less than 1; vo 375 vpk,  37 % vo 138.75 vpk, vtc 32  vpk after 1 sec.   -   2.1.1.8   energy hazards  -   d.c. mains supply     n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  15   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         a) capacitor connected to the d.c. mains supply   ..   :      n/a     b) internal battery connected to the mains supply   :      n/a   2.1.1.9   audio amplifiers   ................................ .....................   :      n/a   2.1.2   protection in service access areas     n/a   2.1.3   protection in restricted access locations     n/a     2.2   selv circuits   pass   2.2.1   general requirements     pass   2.2.2   voltages under normal conditions (v)   ...................   :    all accessible voltages are  less than 42.4 vpk or 60 v dc  and are classified as selv.   pass   2.2.3   voltages under fault conditions (v)   .......................   :    under fault conditions voltages  never exceed 71v peak and  120vdc and do not exceed  42.4v peak or 60v dc for more  than 0.2 sec.(see appended  table 5.3)   pass   2.2.4   connection of selv circuits to other circuits   ........   :    selv circuits are only  connected to other se condary  circuits. selv circuit and all  interconnected circuits  separated from primary by  reinforced insulation.  the  selv circuit does not exceed  the selv limits under normal  and fault conditions.   pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  16   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.3   tnv circuits   n/a   2.3.1   limits     n/a     type of tnv circuits   ................................ ..............   :    -   -   2.3.2   separation from other circuits and from accessible  parts     n/a   2.3.2.1   general requirements     n/a   2.3.2.2   protection by basic insulation     n/a   2.3.2.3   protection by earthing     n/a   2.3.2.4   protection by other constructions   ..........................   :      n/a   2.3.3   separation from hazardous voltages     n/a     insulation employed   ................................ ...............   :    -   -   2.3.4   connection of tnv circuits to other circuits     n/a     insulation employed   ................................ ...............   :    -   -   2.3.5   test for operating voltages generated externally     n/a     2.4   limited current circuits   pass   2.4.1   general requirements   annex d meter method   pass   2.4.2   limit values   0.5 marms (0.7 ma pk)   pass     frequency (hz)   ................................ ......................   :    -   -     measured current (ma)   ................................ ..........   :    0.01 marms(normal);   0.02 marms(cy3 short)   -     measured voltage (v)   ................................ ............   :    less than 450 vpk   -     measured circuit capacitance (nf or uf)   ...............   :    less than 0.1 uf   -   2.4.3   connection of limited current circuits to other  circuits   the limited curr ent  circuit connected to other  circuits complies with the  requirements of sub - clause  2.4.1. limited current circuit  meets the limits of 2.4.2 under  normal conditions and under  single component or insulation  faults in interconnected  circuits.   pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  17   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.5   lim ited power sources   n/a     a) inherently limited output     n/a     b) impedance limited output     n/a     c) regulating network limited output under normal  operating and single fault condition     n/a     d) overcurrent protective device limited output     n/a     max. output voltage (v), max. output current (a),  max. apparent power (va) ................................ .....   :      -     current rating of overcurrent protective device (a)   :      -     use of integrated circuit (ic) current limiters   .........   :      -    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  18   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.6   provisions for earthing and bonding   pass   2.6.1   protective earthing     pass   2.6.2   functional earthing     n/a   2.6.3   protective earthing and protective bonding  conductors     pass   2.6.3.1   general     pass   2.6.3.2   size of protective earthing conductors   appliance inlet used.   pass     rated current (a), cross - sectional area (mm2),  awg   ................................ ................................ ......   :    2.0 a, 0.75 mm2, 18 awg   -   2.6.3.3   size of protective bonding conductors     n/a     rated current (a), cross - sectional area (mm2),  awg   ................................ ................................ ......   :      -     protective current rating (a), cross - sectional area  (mm2), awg ................................ ...........................   :      -   2.6.3.4   resistance of earthing conductors and their  terminations; resistance (ohm), voltage drop (v),  test current (a), duration (min)   ..............................   :    0.062 ohm, 2.46 vdrop  (appliance gnd pin to  secondary output cable metal  part), 40 a, 2 minute.   pass   2.6.3.5   colour of insulation   ................................ ................   :    protective bonding conductor  is green with yellow stripe.   pass   2.6.4   terminals     pass   2.6.4.1   general     pass   2.6.4.2   protective earthing and bonding terminals   terminals resist accidental  loosening of the conductor.   pass     rated current (a), type, nominal thread diameter  (mm)   ................................ ................................ ......   :    appliance inlet used.   -   2.6.4.3   separation of the protective earthing conductor  from protective bonding conductors   unit employs an appliance  inlet.   n/a   2.6.5   integrity of protective earthing     pass   2.6.5.1   interconnection of equipment     n/a   2.6.5.2   components in protective earthing conductors and  protective bonding conductors   no switches or fuses in  earthing conductors.   n/a   2.6.5.3   disconnection of protective earth   disconnection of the protective  earth at one assembly  removes connection of  hazardous voltages  from the other assemblies at  the same time for class i  equipment)   pass  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  19   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.6.5.4   parts that can be removed by an operator   it is not possible to disconnect  earth w ithout disconnecting  mains.   pass   2.6.5.5   parts removed during servicing   connections to protective  earthing cannot be removed  unless hazardous voltage  is  removed from the part  simultaneously.   pass   2.6.5.6   corrosion resistance     pass   2.6.5.7   screws for protective bonding     n/a   2.6.5.8   reliance on telecommunication network or cable  distribution system     n/a     2.7   overcurrent and earth fault protection in primary circuits   pass   2.7.1   basic requirements     pass     instructions when protection relies on building  installation     n/a   2.7.2   faults not covered in 5.3.7     n/a   2.7.3   short - circuit backup protection     pass   2.7.4   number and location of protective devices   ...........   :    one protective device in the  "live" phase(f2) , neutral  phase fuse f1is optional.   pass   2.7.5   protection by several devices     n/a   2.7.6   warning to service personnel   ................................   :    not for servicing   n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  20   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.8   safety interlocks   n/a   2.8.1   general principles     n/a   2.8.2   protection requirements     n/a   2.8.3   inadvertent reactivation     n/a   2.8.4   fail - safe operation     n/a     protection against extreme hazard     n/a   2.8.5   moving parts     n/a   2.8.6   overriding     n/a   2.8.7   switches, relays and their related circuits     n/a   2.8.7.1   separation distances for contact gaps and their  related circuits (mm)   ................................ ..............   :      n/a   2.8.7.2   overload test     n/a   2.8.7.3   endurance test     n/a   2.8.7.4   electric strength test     n/a   2.8.8   mechanical actuators     n/a     2.9   electrical insulation   pass   2.9.1   properties of insulating materials   natural rubber, asbestos or  hygroscopic material is not  used.   pass   2.9.2   humidity conditioning     pass     relative humidity (%), temperature (c)   ................   :    95%, 40degreec , 120hours   -   2.9.3   grade of insulation   insulation materials comply  with sub - clauses 2.10, 4.5.1  and 5.2.   pass   2.9.4   separation from hazardous voltages     n/a     method(s) used   ................................ ......................   :      -    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  21   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.10   clearances, creepage distances and distances through insulation   pass   2.10.1   general     pass   2.10.1.1   frequency   ................................ ..............................   :    less than 30khz   pass   2.10.1.2   pollution degrees   ................................ ...................   :    2   pass   2.10.1.3   reduced values for functional insulation   see 5.3.4   pass   2.10.1.4   intervening unconnected conductive parts     n/a   2.10.1.5   insulation with varying dimensions     n/a   2.10.1.6   special separation requirements     n/a   2.10.1.7   insulation in circuits generating starting pulses     n/a   2.10.2   determination of working voltage   unit was connected to a 240v  tn power system.   pass   2.10.2.1   general     pass   2.10.2.2   rms working voltage     pass   2.10.2.3   peak working voltage     pass   2.10.3   clearances     pass   2.10.3.1   general     pass   2.10.3.2   mains transient voltages   overvoltage category ii; mains  transient voltage is 2500vpk   pass     a) ac mains supply   ................................ ...............   :    less than 300vrms   pass     b) earthed d.c. mains supplies   ..............................   :      n/a     c) unearthed d.c. mains supplies   ..........................   :      n/a     d) battery operation   ................................ ...............   :      n/a   2.10.3.3   clearances in primary circuits   (see appended table 2.10.3  and 2.10.4)   pass   2.10.3.4   clearances in secondary circuits   functional insulation only.(see  sub - clause 5.3.4)   pass   2.10.3.5   clearances in circuits having starting pulses     n/a   2.10.3.6   transients from a.c. mains supply   .........................   :    see clause 2.10.3.2   pass   2.10.3.7   transients from d.c. mains supply   .........................   :      n/a   2.10.3.8   transients from telecommunication networks and  cable distribution systems   ................................ .....   :      n/a   2.10.3.9   measurement of transient voltage levels     n/a     a) transients from a mains supply     n/a     for an a.c. mains supply   ................................ .......   :      n/a     for a d.c. mains supply   ................................ .........   :      n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  22   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         b) transients from a telecommunication network     n/a   2.10.4   creepage distances   (see appended table 2.10.3  and 2.10.4)   pass   2.10.4.1   general     pass   2.10.4.2   material group and comparative tracking index     pass     cti tests   ................................ ................................   :    material group iiib; 100  issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  23   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         a) basic insulation not under stress   ......................   :      n/a     b) basic, supplementary, reinforced insulation ......   :    supplementary or reinforced   pass     c) compliance with annex u   ................................ .   :    -   pass     two wires in contact inside wound component;  angle between 45 and 90   ................................ ...   :    physical separation in the form  of insulating sheet material to  relieve mechanical stress at  the crossover point.   pass   2.10.5.13   wire with solvent - based enamel in wound  components     n/a     electric strength test   ................................ ..............   :      -     routine test     n/a   2.10.5.14   additional insulation in wound components     n/a     working voltage   ................................ .....................   :      n/a     -   basic insulation not under stress   ........................   :      n/a     -   supplementary, reinforced insulation   ..................   :      n/a   2.10.6   construction of printed boards     pass   2.10.6.1   uncoated printed boards     pass   2.10.6.2   coated printed boards     n/a   2.10.6.3   insulation between conductors on the same inner  surface of a printed board     n/a   2.10.6.4   insulation between conductors on different layers  of a printed board     n/a     distance through insulation     pass     number of insulation layers (pcs)   ..........................   :      n/a   2.10.7   component external terminations     n/a   2.10.8   tests on coated printed boards and coated  components     n/a   2.10.8.1   sample preparation and preliminary inspection     n/a   2.10.8.2   thermal conditioning     n/a   2.10.8.3   electric strength test     n/a   2.10.8.4   abrasion resistance test     n/a   2.10.9   thermal cycling   test for optical isolator ; t1 ;  109degreec(t1 was depenced  on the measured t2), period ;  32 days   pass   2.10.10   test for pollution degree 1 environment and  insulating compound     pass  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  24   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.10.11   tests for semiconductor devices and cemented  joints   test voltage for optical isolator  ; 4800vrms(3000 vrms * 1.6)  after the last period t1  degreec and after the 5 days  humidity conditioning of 2.9.2   pass   2.10.12   enclosed and sealed parts     n/a     3   wiring, connections and supply   pass   3.1   general   pass   3.1.1   current rating and overcurrent protection     n/a   3.1.2   protection against mechanical damage   wires do not touch sharp  edges and heatsink which  could damage the insulation  and cause hazard.   pass   3.1.3   securing of internal wiring     pass   3.1.4   insulation of conductors   the insulation of the individual  conductors are suitable for the  application and the working  voltage.   pass   3.1.5   beads and ceramic insulators     n/a   3.1.6   screws for electrical contact pressure     n/a   3.1.7   insu lating materials in electrical connections     n/a   3.1.8   self - tapping and spaced thread screws     n/a   3.1.9   termination of conductors   all conductors are reliably  secured.   pass     10 n pull test     pass   3.1.10   sleeving on wiring     pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  25   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       3.2   connection to mains supply   pass   3.2.1   means of connection   the unit is provided with an  appliance inlet.   pass   3.2.1.1   connection to an a.c. mains supply     pass   3.2.1.2   connection to a d.c. mains supply     n/a   3.2.2   multiple supply connections     n/a   3.2.3   permanently connected equipment     n/a     number of conductors, diameter of cable and  conduits (mm)   ................................ ........................   :      -   3.2.4   appliance inlets   the appliance inlet complies  with iec 60320 and ul498.   pass   3.2.5   power supply cords     n/a   3.2.5.1   ac power supply cords     n/a     type   ................................ ................................ .......   :      -     rated current (a), cross - sectional area (mm2),  awg   ................................ ................................ ......   :      -   3.2.5.2   dc power supply cords     n/a   3.2.6   cord anchorages and strain relief     n/a     mass of equipment (kg), pull (n)   ...........................   :      -     longitudinal displacement (mm)   ...........................   :      -   3.2.7   protection against mechanical damage     n/a   3.2.8   cord guards     n/a     diameter of minor dimension d (mm); test mass (g)   ................................ ................................ ...............   :      -     radius of curvature of cord (mm)   ..........................   :      -   3.2.9   supply wiring space     n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  26   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       3.3   wiring terminals for connection of external conductors   n/a   3.3.1   wiring terminals     n/a   3.3.2   connection of non - detachable power supply cords     n/a   3.3.3   screw terminals     n/a   3.3.4   conductor sizes to be connected     n/a     rated current (a), cord/cable type, cross - sectional  area (mm2)   ................................ .............................   :      -   3.3.5   wiring terminal sizes     n/a     rated current (a), type and nominal thread  diameter (mm)   ................................ .......................   :      -   3.3.6   wiring terminals design     n/a   3.3.7   grouping of wiring terminals     n/a   3.3.8   stranded wire     n/a     3.4   disconnection from the mains supply   pass   3.4.1   general requirement     pass   3.4.2   disconnect devices   the equipment is provided  with an appliance coupler.   pass   3.4.3   permanently connected equipment     n/a   3.4.4   parts which remain energized   no parts remain energized  when the disconnect device is  removed.   pass   3.4.5   switches in flexible cords     n/a   3.4.6   number of poles  -   single - phase and d.c. equipment   disconnect device disconnects  all poles simultaneously.   pass   3.4.7   number of poles  -   three - phase equipment     n/a   3.4.8   switches as disconnect devices     n/a   3.4.9   plugs as disconnect devices     n/a   3.4.10   interconnected equipment     n/a   3.4.11   multiple power sources     n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  27   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       3.5   interconnection of equipment   pass   3.5.1   general requirements     pass   3.5.2   types of interconnection circuits   ...........................   :    interconnection circuits are  selv circuits.   pass   3.5.3   elv circuits as interconnection circuits     n/a   3.5.4   data ports for additional equipment     n/a     4   physical requirements   pass   4.1   stability   n/a     angle of 10     n/a     test force (n)   ................................ .........................   :      n/a     4.2   mechanical strength   pass   4.2.1   general     pass     rack - mounted equipment     n/a   4.2.2   steady force test, 10 n     pass   4.2.3   steady force test, 30 n     n/a   4.2.4   steady force test, 250 n     pass   4.2.5   impact test     pass     fall test     pass     swing test     n/a   4.2.6   drop test; height (mm)   ................................ ...........   :      n/a   4.2.7   stress relief test   no indication of shrinkage or  distortion on enclosures due to  the stress relief test 90 degree  c/7 h.   pass   4.2.8   cathode ray tubes     n/a     picture tube separately certified   ............................   :      n/a   4.2.9   high pressure lamps     n/a   4.2.10   wall or ceiling mounted equipment; force (n)   .......   :      n/a   4.2.11   rotating solid media     n/a     test to cover on the door ................................ .......   :      n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  28   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       4.3   design and construction   pass   4.3.1   edges and corners     pass   4.3.2   handles and manual controls; force (n)   ................   :      n/a   4.3.3   adjustable controls     n/a   4.3.4   securing of parts   no loosening of parts impairing  creepage distances or  clearances over  supplementary or reinforced  insulation is likely to occur.   pass   4.3.5   connection by plugs and sockets   the equipment does not have  any interchangeable  plugs/sockets.   n/a   4.3.6   direct plug - in equipment     n/a     torque   ................................ ................................ ...   :      n/a     compliance with the relevant mains plug standard :      n/a   4.3.7   heating elements in earthed equipment     n/a   4.3.8   batteries     n/a     -   overcharging of a rechargeable battery     n/a     -   unintentional charging of a non - rechargeable  battery     n/a     -   reverse charging of a rechargeable battery     n/a     -   excessive discharging rate for any battery     n/a   4.3.9   oil and grease     n/a   4.3.10   dust, powders, liquids and gases     n/a   4.3.11   containers for liquids or gases     n/a   4.3.12   flammable liquids   ................................ ..................   :      n/a     quantity of liquid (l)   ................................ ................   :      n/a     flash point (c)   ................................ ......................   :      n/a   4.3.13   radiation     n/a   4.3.13.1   general     n/a   4.3.13.2   ionizing radiation     n/a     measured radiation (pa/kg)   ................................ ...   :      -     measured high - voltage (kv)   ................................ ..   :      -     measured focus voltage (kv)   ................................ .   :      -     crt markings   ................................ ........................   :      -   4.3.13.3   effect of ultraviolet (uv) radiation on materials     n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  29   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         part, property, retention after test, flammability  classification   ................................ ..........................   :      n/a   4.3.13.4   human exposure to ultraviolet (uv) radiation   .......   :      n/a   4.3.13.5   lasers (including laser diodes) and leds     n/a   4.3.13.5.1   lasers (including laser diodes)     n/a     laser class   ................................ ............................   :      -   4.3.13.5.2   light emitting diodes (leds)     n/a   4.3.13.6   other types   ................................ ............................   :      n/a     4.4   protection against hazardous moving parts   n/a   4.4.1   general     n/a   4.4.2   protection in operator access areas   ......................   :      n/a     household and home/office document/media  shredders     n/a   4.4.3   protection in restricted access locations   ...............   :      n/a   4.4.4   protection in service access areas     n/a   4.4.5   protection against moving fan blades     n/a   4.4.5.1   general     n/a     not considered to cause pain or injury. a)   .............   :      n/a     is considered to cause pain, not injury. b)   .............   :      n/a     considered to cause injury. c)   ...............................   :      n/a   4.4.5.2   protection for users     n/a     use of symbol or warning   ................................ ......   :      n/a   4.4.5.3   protection for service persons     n/a     use of symbol or warning   ................................ ......   :      n/a     4.5   thermal requirements   pass   4.5.1   general     pass   4.5.2   temperature tests   (see appended table 4.5)   pass     normal load condition per annex l   .......................   :    rated output current   -   4.5.3   temperature limits for materials     pass   4.5.4   touch temperature limits     pass   4.5.5   resistance to abnormal heat   ................................ .   :      n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  30   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       4.6   openings in enclosures   pass   4.6.1   top and side openings     pass     dimensions (mm)   ................................ ..................   :    no openings   -   4.6.2   bottoms of fire enclosures     pass     construction of the bottom, dimensions (mm) .......   :    no openings.   -   4.6.3   doors or covers in fire enclosures     n/a   4.6.4   openings in transportable equipment     n/a   4.6.4.1   constructional design measures     n/a     dimensions (mm)   ................................ ..................   :      -   4.6.4.2   evaluation measures for larger openings     n/a   4.6.4.3   use of metallized parts     n/a   4.6.5   adhesives for constructional purposes     n/a     conditioning temperature ( c), time (weeks)   ........   :      -     4.7   resistance to fire   pass   4.7.1   reducing the risk of ignition and spread of flame   method 1 used.   pass     method 1, selection and application of components  wiring and materials   (see appended table 4.7)   pass     method 2, application of all of simulated fault  condition tests     n/a   4.7.2   conditions for a fire enclosure     pass   4.7.2.1   parts requiring a fire enclosure     pass   4.7.2.2   parts not requiring a fire enclosure     n/a   4.7.3   materials   pass   4.7.3.1   general     pass   4.7.3.2   materials for fire enclosures   equipment is movable with  mass less than 18 kg. fire  enclosure material is v - 1  minimum.   pass   4.7.3.3   materials for components and other parts outside  fire enclosures   fire enclosure covers all parts.   n/a   4.7.3.4   materials for components and other parts inside fire  enclosures   materials are minimum v - 2   pass   4.7.3.5   materials for air filter assemblies     n/a   4.7.3.6   materials used in high - voltage components     n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  31   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       5   elec trical requirements and simulated abnormal conditions   pass   5.1   touch current and protective conductor current   pass   5.1.1   general   measured between mains and  output connector   pass   5.1.2   configuration of equipment under test (eut)   eut has only one mains  connection.   pass   5.1.2.1   single connection to an a.c. mains supply     pass   5.1.2.2   redundant multiple connections to an a.c. mains  supply     n/a   5.1.2.3   simultaneous multiple connections to an a.c. mains  supply     n/a   5.1.3   test circuit     pass   5.1.4   application of measuring instrument   tested using d.1 measuring  instrument.   pass   5.1.5   test procedure     pass   5.1.6   test measurements     pass     supply voltage (v)   ................................ .................   :    264 v, 60 hz   -     measured touch current (ma)   ................................   :    0.230 mar.m.s. at secondary  gnd, 0.085 mar.m.s. at  secondary circuit without  gnd   -     max. allowed touch current (ma)   ...........................   :    3.5 mar.m.s. at secondary  gnd, 0.25 mar.m.s. at  secondary circuit without  gnd   -     measured protective conductor current (ma)   ........   :    .   -     max. allowed protective conductor current (ma)   ...   :    .   -   5.1.7   equipment with touch current exceeding 3,5 ma     n/a   5.1.7.1   general   ................................ ................................ ..   :      n/a   5.1.7.2   simultaneous multiple connections to the supply     n/a   5.1.8   touch currents to telecommunication networks and  cable distribution systems and from  telecommunication networks     n/a   5.1.8.1   limitation of the touch current to a  telecommunication network or to a cable  distribution system     n/a     supply voltage (v)   ................................ .................   :      -     measured touch current (ma)   ................................   :      -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  32   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul         max. allowed touch current (ma)   ...........................   :      -   5.1.8.2   summation of touch currents from  telecommunication networks     n/a     a) eut with earthed telecommunication ports   ......   :      n/a     b) eut whose   telecommunication ports have no  reference to protective earth     n/a     5.2   electric strength   pass   5.2.1   general   (see appended table 5.2)   pass   5.2.2   test procedure     pass     5.3   abnormal operating and fault conditions   pass   5.3.1   protection against overload and abnormal  operation     pass   5.3.2   motors     n/a   5.3.3   transformers   (see appended annex c)   pass   5.3.4   functional insulation   ................................ ..............   :    functional insulation complies  with the requirements (a), (b),  or (c).   pass   5.3.5   electromechanical components     n/a   5.3.6   audio amplifiers in ite   ................................ ...........   :      n/a   5.3.7   simulation of faults     pass   5.3.8   unattended equipment     n/a   5.3.9   compliance criteria for abnormal operating and  fault conditions   no fire, emission of molten  metal or deformation was  noted during the tests. electric  strength tests performed after  abnormal and fault tests.   pass   5.3.9.1   during the tests     pass   5.3.9.2   after the tests     pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  33   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       6   connection to telecommunication networks   n/a   6.1   protection of telecommunication network service persons, and users of other  equipment connected to the network, from hazards in the equipment   n/a   6.1.1   protection from hazardous voltages   n/a   6.1.2   separation of the telecommunication network from earth   n/a   6.1.2.1   requirements     n/a     supply voltage (v)   ................................ .................   :      -     current in the test circuit (ma)   ...............................   :      -   6.1.2.2   exclusions ................................ ..............................   :      n/a     6.2   protection of equipment users from overvoltages on telecommunication  networks   n/a   6.2.1   separation requirements     n/a   6.2.2   electric strength test procedure     n/a   6.2.2.1   impulse test     n/a   6.2.2.2   steady - state test     n/a   6.2.2.3   compliance criteria     n/a     6.3   protection of the telecommunication wiring system from overheating   n/a     max. output current (a)   ................................ ..........   :      -     current limiting method   ................................ .........   :      -    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  34   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       7   connection to cable distribution systems   n/a   7.1   general     n/a   7.2   protection of cable distribution system service  persons, and users of other equipment connected  to the system, from hazardous voltages in the  equipment     n/a   7.3   protection of equipment users from overvoltages  on the cable distribution system     n/a   7.4   insulation between primary circuits and cable  distribution systems     n/a   7.4.1   general     n/a   7.4.2   voltage surge test     n/a   7.4.3   impulse test     n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  35   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       a   annex a, tests for resistance to heat and fire   n/a   a.1   flammability test for fire enclosures of movable equipment having a total mass  exceeding 18 kg, and of stationary equipment (see 4.7.3.2)   n/a   a.1.1   samples   ................................ ................................ .   :      -     wall thickness (mm)   ................................ ..............   :      -   a.1.2   conditioning of samples; temperature (c)   ...........   :      n/a   a.1.3   mounting of samples   ................................ .............   :      n/a   a.1.4   test flame (see iec 60695 - 11 - 3)     n/a     flame a, b, c or d   ................................ ................   :      n/a   a.1.5   test procedure     n/a   a.1.6   compliance criteria     n/a     sample 1 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -     sample 2 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -     sample 3 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -   a.2   flammability test for fire enclosures of movable equipment having a total mass not  exceeding 18 kg, and for material and components located inside fire enclosures  (see 4.7.3.2 and 4.7.3.4)   n/a   a.2.1   samples, material   ................................ ..................   :      -     wall thickness (mm)   ................................ ..............   :      -   a.2.2   conditioning of samples; temperature (c)   ...........   :      n/a   a.2.3   mounting of samples   ................................ .............   :      n/a   a.2.4   test flame (see iec 60695 - 11 - 4)     n/a     flame a, b or c   ................................ .....................   :      -   a.2.5   test procedure     n/a   a.2.6   compliance criteria     n/a     sample 1 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -     sample 2 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -     sample 3 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -   a.2.7   alternative test acc. to iec 60695 - 11 - 5, cl. 5 and 9     n/a     sample 1 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -     sample 2 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -     sample 3 burning time (s)   ................................ .....   :      -   a.3   hot flaming oil test (see 4.6.2)     n/a   a.3.1   mounting of samples     n/a   a.3.2   test procedure     n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  36   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       a.3.3   compliance criterion     n/a     b   annex b, motor tests under abnormal conditions (see 4.7.2.2 and  5.3.2)   n/a   b.1   general requirements     n/a     position   ................................ ................................ ..   :      -     manufacturer   ................................ .........................   :      -     type   ................................ ................................ .......   :      -     rated values   ................................ ..........................   :      -   b.2   test conditions     n/a   b.3   maximum temperatures     n/a   b.4   running overload test     n/a   b.5   locked - rotor overload test     n/a     test duration (days)   ................................ ...............   :      -     electric strength test: test voltage (v)   ....................   :      -   b.6   running overload test for d.c. motors in secondary  circuits     n/a   b.6.1   general     n/a   b.6.2   test procedure     n/a   b.6.3   alternative test procedure     n/a   b.6.4   electric strength test; test voltage (v)   ....................   :      n/a   b.7   locked - rotor overload test for d.c. motors in  secondary circuits     n/a   b.7.1   general     n/a   b.7.2   test procedure     n/a   b.7.3   alternative test procedure     n/a   b.7.4   electric strength test; test voltage (v)   ....................   :      n/a   b.8   test for motors with capacitors     n/a   b.9   test for three - phase motors     n/a   b.10   test for series motors     n/a     operating voltage (v)   ................................ ............   :    -   -    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  37   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       c   annex c, transformers (see 1.5.4 and 5.3.3)   pass     position   ................................ ................................ ..   :    (see appended table 1.5.1)   -     manufacturer   ................................ .........................   :    (see appended table 1.5.1)   -     type   ................................ ................................ .......   :    (see appended table 1.5.1)   -     rated values   ................................ ..........................   :    class b   -     method of protection   ................................ ..............   :    inherently protection   -   c.1   overload test   (see appended table 5.3)   pass   c.2   insulation   (see appended table 5.2)   pass     protection from displacement of windings   .............   :    min. 3 mm margin tape  provided on primary circuits  and used triple insulated  winding wire at primary circuit.   pass     d   annex d, measuring instruments for touch - current tests (see  5.1.4)   pass   d.1   measuring instrument   md box used   pass   d.2   alternative measuring instrument     n/a     e   annex e, temperature rise of a winding (see 1.4.13)   n/a     f   annex f, measurement of clearances and creepage distances  (see 2.10 and annex g)   pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  38   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       g   annex g, alternative method for determining minimum  clearances   n/a   g.1   clearances     n/a   g.1.1   general     n/a   g.1.2   summary of the procedure for determining  minimum clearances     n/a   g.2   determination of mains transient voltage (v)     n/a   g.2.1   ac mains supply   ................................ ....................   :      n/a   g.2.2   earthed d.c. mains supply   ................................ .....   :      n/a   g.2.3   unearthed d.c. mains supply   ................................ .   :      n/a   g.2.4   battery operation   ................................ ...................   :      n/a   g.3   determination of telecommunication network  transient voltage (v) :   ................................ ............   :      n/a   g.4   determination of required withstand voltage (v)     n/a   g.4.1   mains transients and internal repetitive peaks   ......   :      n/a   g.4.2   transients from telecommunication networks   .......   :      n/a   g.4.3   combination of transients     n/a   g.4.4   transients from cable distribution systems     n/a   g.5   measurement of transient voltages (v)     n/a     a) transients from a mains supply     n/a     for an a.c. mains supply     n/a     for a d.c. mains supply     n/a     b) transients from a telecommunication network     n/a   g.6   determination of minimum clearances   ..................   :      n/a     h   annex h, ionizing radiation (see 4.3.13)   n/a     j   annex j, table of electrochemical potentials (see 2.6.5.6)   pass     metal(s) used   ................................ .........................   :    -   -    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  39   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       k   annex k, thermal controls (see 1.5.3 and 5.3.8)   n/a   k.1   making and breaking capacity     n/a   k.2   thermostat reliability; operating voltage (v)   ..........   :      n/a   k.3   thermostat endurance test; operating voltage (v)   :      n/a   k.4   temperature limiter endurance; operating voltage  (v)   ................................ ................................ ..........   :      n/a   k.5   thermal cut - out reliability     n/a   k.6   stability of operation     n/a     l   annex l, normal load conditions for some types of electrical  business equipment (see 1.2.2.1 and 4.5.2)   pass   l.1   typewriters     n/a   l.2   adding machines and cash registers     n/a   l.3   erasers     n/a   l.4   pencil sharpeners     n/a   l.5   duplicators and copy machines     n/a   l.6   motor - operated files     n/a   l.7   other business equipment   ac/dc adapter, rated output  current   pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  40   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       m   annex m, criteria for telephone ringing signals (see 2.3.1)   n/a   m.1   introduction     n/a   m.2   method a     n/a   m.3   method b     n/a   m.3.1   ringing signal     n/a   m.3.1.1   frequency (hz)   ................................ ......................   :      -   m.3.1.2   voltage (v)   ................................ .............................   :      -   m.3.1.3   cadence; time (s), voltage (v)   ...............................   :      -   m.3.1.4   single fault current (ma)   ................................ ........   :      -   m.3.2   tripping device and monitoring voltage   .................   :      n/a   m.3.2.1   conditi ons for use of a tripping device or a  monitoring voltage     n/a   m.3.2.2   tripping device     n/a   m.3.2.3   monitoring voltage (v)   ................................ ...........   :      n/a     n   annex n, impulse test generators (see 1.5.7.2, 1.5.7.3, 2.10.3.9, 6.2.2.1,  7.3.2, 7.4.3 and clause g.5)   n/a   n.1   itu - t impulse test generators     n/a   n.2   iec 60065 impulse test generator     n/a     p   annex p, normative references   pass     q   annex q, voltage dependent resistors (vdrs) (see 1.5.9.1)   pass     a) preferred climatic categories   .............................   :    iec 61051 - 2 certified vdr  used(see appended table  1.5.1)   pass     b) maximum continuous voltage   ............................   :    component rating is at least  120 % of the rated voltage of  the equipment   pass     c) pulse current   ................................ .....................   :    iec 610512 certified vdr  used(see appended table  1.5.1)   pass    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  41   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       r   annex r, examples of requirements for quality control  programmes   n/a   r.1   minimum separation distances for unpopulated  coated printed boards (see 2.10.6.2)     n/a   r.2   reduced clearances (see 2.10.3)     n/a     s   annex s, procedure  for impulse testing (see 6.2.2.3)   n/a   s.1   test equipment     n/a   s.2   test procedure     n/a   s.3   examples of waveforms during impulse testing     n/a     t   annex t, guidance on protection against ingress of water (see  1.1.2)   n/a       ................................ ................................ ...............   :      -     u   annex u, insulated winding wires for use without interleaved  insulation (see 2.10.5.4)   pass       ................................ ................................ ...............   :    approved tiww used.   -     v   annex v, ac power distribution systems (see 1.6.1)   n/a   v.1   introduction     n/a   v.2   tn power distribution systems     n/a     w   annex w, summation of touch currents   n/a   w.1   touch current from electronic circuits     n/a   w.1.1   floating circuits     n/a   w.1.2   earthed circuits     n/a   w.2   interconnection of several equipments     n/a   w.2.1   isolation     n/a   w.2.2   common return, isolated from earth     n/a   w.2.3   common return, connected to protective earth     n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  42   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       x   annex x, maximum heating effect in transformer tests (see  clause c.1)   pass   x.1   determination of maximum input current     n/a   x.2   overload test procedure     n/a     y   annex y, ultraviolet light conditioning test (see 4.3.13.3)   n/a   y.1   test apparatus   ................................ .......................   :      n/a   y.2   mounting of test samples   ................................ .......   :      n/a   y.3   carbon - arc light - exposure apparatus   ....................   :      n/a   y.4   xenon - arc light - exposure apparatus   .....................   :      n/a     z   annex z, overvoltage categories (see 2.10.3.2 and clause g.2)   pass     aa   annex aa, mandrel test (see 2.10.5.8)   n/a     bb   annex bb, changes in the second edition   pass     cc   annex cc, evaluation of integrated circuit (ic) current  limiters   n/a   cc.1   general     n/a   cc.2   test program 1   ................................ ......................   :      n/a   cc.3   test program 2   ................................ ......................   :      n/a     dd   annex dd, requirements for the mounting means of rack - mounted equipment   n/a   dd.1   general     n/a   dd.2   mechanical strength test, variable n   .....................   :      n/a   dd.3   mechanical strength test, 250 n, including end  stops   ................................ ................................ ......   :      n/a   dd.4   compliance   ................................ ............................   :      n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  43   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       ee   annex ee, household and home/office document/media  shredders   n/a   ee.1   general     n/a   ee.2   markings and instructions     n/a     use of markings or symbols   ................................ ..   :      n/a     information of user instructions, maintenance  and/or servicing instructions   ................................ ..   :      n/a   ee.3   inadvertent reactivation test   ................................ ..   :      n/a   ee.4   disconnection of power to hazardous moving parts     n/a     use of markings or symbols   ................................ ..   :      n/a   ee.5   protection against hazardous moving parts   ..........   :      n/a     test with test finger (figure 2a)     n/a     test with wedge probe (figure ee1 and ee2)   ......   :      n/a      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  44   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.5.1   table: list of critical components   pass   object/part or  description   manufacturer/  trademark   type/model   technical data   standard (edition  or year)   mark(s) of  conformity 1 )   enclosure  (electrical/mechi cal/fire)   sabic innovative  plastics b v,  sabic innovative  plastics japan l  l c or sabic  innovative  plastics us l l  c   940(f1)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thi ck.  composed of  two pieces,  secured together  by screws.   ul94, ul746c   usr,  -   enclosure  (electrical/mecha nical/fire)  alternate   cheil industries  inc. chemicals  div.   hn - 1064w(+)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces,  secured together  by screws.   ul94, ul746c   usr,  -   enclosure(electri cal/mechanical/f ire) alternate   cheil industries  inc. chemicals  div.   hn - 1064(+)   v - 0 overall  a pproximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces,  secured together  by screws.   ul94, ul746c   usr,  -   appliance inlet   rong feng  industrial co.,  ltd.   ss - 120 - pcb   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   usr, semko   appliance inlet  alternate   rich bay co.,  ltd.   r - 30190   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320    usr, vde   fuse (f1)  (optional)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   fuse (f1)  (optional)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   thermal fuse  (f1) (optional)  alternate   seki controls  co., ltd.    st - 22   250v, 7a   en60730 - 1,  vde0631 - 1   usr, vde  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  45   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       fuse (f2)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   fuse (f2)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   usr, vde   thermister (th1)   various   various   ntc, 5ohm at  25c.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   discharging  resistors  (rp111, rp112)   various   various   510kohm 1/8w   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   varistor (tnr1)  optional   amotech co.,  ltd.   inr14d471   (line to line)  minimum 470v  overall 14 mm.   ul1449,  iec60384 - 14   usr, vde   varistor (tnr1)  optional)  alternate   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   svr14d471k   (line to line)  minimum 470v  overall 14 mm.   ul1449,  iec60384 - 14   usr, vde   x - capacitor  (cx1)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko  nemko semko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb  1530 or  1562 or 1563   (line  to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko,  vde   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   (line to line)  250v, maximum   0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, demko  fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   (line to line)  250v, maximum  .0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, semko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   (line to line)  250v, maximum  .0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   line filter (lf1)   bridgepower  3025560   core: ferrite. 24  tested in  - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  46   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   by 24 mm. coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  momentive  specialty  chemicals  gmhh, type  pf2736, v - 0,  150c.    equipment.   line filter (lp1,  lp2, lp4, lp5)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   6872250   core: ferrite  13.7 by 8 mm.  coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c insulation  tubing/sleeving:  fep, ptfe,  pvc, tfe,  neoprene,  polyimide or  vw - 1; 130c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,   -   pfc coil for  12v, 18v, 24v  output   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  hexian specialty  chemicals inc.,  type pm9820@,  v - 0, 150c.    t ested in  equipment.   - ,  -   pfc coil for 15v  output   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578001   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c bobbin:  (qmfz2),  hexian specialty  chemicals inc.,  type pm9820@ ,  v - 0, 150c.    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  47   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       iec60384 - 14.   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  -   alt ernate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   (line to ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  -   alternate   tdk - epc corp.   cd or cs   (line to   ground)  250v, maximum  2200pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, vde   bridge diode  (bd1)   various   various   minimum 600v,  maximum 10a.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4)   success  electronics co.,   ltd.   se or sb   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4) alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   (primary to  secon dary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, fimko   bridging  capacitors (cy3,  cy4) alternate   tdk - epc corp.   cd or cs   (primary to  secondary)  250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   usr, vde   electrolytic  capacitor (cp1)   various   various   minimum 400v,  maximum  150uf, minimum  105c.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp1)   various   various   550v, 18a  secured to heat  sink (hs1) by  screw.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp2)   various   various   smd type. 60v,  115ma    tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   fet (qp3)   various   various   800v, 11a or  13a secured to  tested in  equipment.   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  48   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       heat sink (hs1)  by screw.   switching ic  (up1)   various   various   maximum 22v,  0.03a.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   switching ic  (up2)   various   various   maximum 18v,  5.0ma.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579011 for  12v output; part  no.:  3025579012 for   15v output; part  no.:  3025579013 for  18v output; part  no.:  3025579014 for  24v output)   class b. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c tiww:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  (qmfz2), v - 0,  150c.   ul1446   usr,  -   optical isolator  (psu1)   vishay  semiconductor  gmbh   tcet1103(g)   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  external dcr .  minimum 8.0  mm. complied  with 2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   usr, vde   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   cosmo  electronics corp.   kp1010   double  protec tion.  isolation  5000vac.  external dcr  minimum 8.0  mm.complied  with 2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   usr, vde   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   sharp corp.   pc123   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  external dcr  minimum  6.4mm.  .complied with  2.10.9   ul1577,  en60950   usr, vde   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   kodenshi corp.   pc - 17k or pc - 17k1c   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  ul1577   usr, semko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  49   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       external dcr  minimum 8.0  mm.complied  with 2.10.9   zener diodes  (dp14, zd3,  dp6)   various   various   18v, 0.5w   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   insulation sheet  (around t1  primary)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately 42  by 42 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746   usr,  -   heat sink (hs1)  (primary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately.  128.7 by 36 mm,  2 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -   heat sink (hs2)  (secondary)   various   various   metal. overall  approximately.  69.3 by 36 mm,  3 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   tested in  equipment.   - ,  -     heat sink (hs3)  (around  bd1)_optional     various   various   metal. overall  approximat ely 40  by 30 mm, 1.5  mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum 1 turns  in primary side.       - ,  -   printed wiring  board (pwb)   various   various   minimum v - 1,  130c.   ul796    usr,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  50   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       protective  bonding  conductor   various   various   mechanically  clamped or  secured on pwb  from appliance  inlet. minimum  18 awg, green - and - yellow  insulation.   ul758   usr,  -   bonding glue   various   various   minimum v - 2,  minimum 100c  for additional  secureness of  internal  conductor.   ul94, ul746   usr,  -   output cable   various   various   for use of  external  interconnection),  style no. 2464  or 1777, vw - 1 or  ft - 1, minimum  300v, 80c, 18  awg, maximum  3.05 m long.   ul758   usr,  -   nameplate label   various   various   suitable for use  on surface of  polycarbonate  (pc) with  m aximum 60c  surface  temperature.   ul969   usr,  -   for models  jpw1100*b12** f**,jpw1100*b1 3**f**,jpw1100 *b15**f**,jpw1 100*b16**f**,  jpw1100*b18** f**,  jpw1100*b19** f**,  jpw1100*b24** f**,cenb1100a 12**f**,cenb11 00a13**f**,cen b1100a15**f**, cenb1100a16** f**,  cenb110 0a18** -   -   -   -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  51   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       f**,  cenb1100a19** f**,  cenb1100a24** f**,   jmw1100*b12** f**,jmw1100*b 13**f**,jmw110 0*b15**f**,jmw 1100*b16**f**,  jmw1100*b18** f**,  jmw1100*b19** f**,  jmw1100*b24** f**,menb1100a 12**f**,menb11 00a13**f**,men b1100a15**f**, menb1100a16* *f**,  menb1100a18* *f**,   menb1100a19* *f**,  menb1100a24* *f**   enclosure  (electrical/mecha nical/fire)   sabic innovative  plastics b v,  sabic innovative  plastics japan l  l c or sabic  innovative  plastics us l l  c   940(f1)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by   51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces.  secured together  by screws.    ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   enclosure  (electrical/mechi cal/fire)  alternate   cheil industries  inc. chemicals  div.   hn - 1064w(+)   v - 0 overall  approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  min imum 2.0  mm thick.  composed of  two pieces.  secured together  by screws.    ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   enclosure  cheil industries  hn - 1064(+)   v - 0 overall  ul94, ul746c   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  52   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (electrical/mecha nical/fire)  alternate   inc. chemicals  div.   approximately  149.8 by 86.6 by  51.0 mm,  minimum 2.0  mm  thick.  composed of  two pieces.  secured together  by screws.   appliance inlet   rong feng  industrial co.,  ltd.   ss - 120 - pcb   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   ul, semko   appliance inlet  alternate   rich bay  industrial co.,  ltd.   r - 30190   minimum 10a,  250v.   ul498,  iec60320   ul, vde   fuse (f1)   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   fuse (f1)  alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   thermal fuse  (f1) (optional)  alternate   seki controls  co., ltd.    st - 22   250v, 7a   en60730 - 1,  vde0631 - 1   usr, vde   fuse (f2)  -   littelfuse  wickmann - werke gmbh   392   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   fuse (f2)  -   alternate   save fusetech  inc.   ss - 5   250v, 3.15a   ul248,  vde0820,  en60127   ul, vde   thermistor (th1)   various   various   ntc, 5ohm at  25c.   -   - ,  -   discharging  resistors (rp30,  rp31)   various   various   180kohm 1/8w.   -   - ,  -   discharging  resistors  (rp111, rp112)   various   various   510kohm 1/8w   -   - ,  -   discharging ic  (up3)   power  integrations inc.   cap014dg   1uf, 780kohm   -   - ,  -   varistor (tnr1)  optional   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   svr14d471k   (line to line)  470v overall 14  mm.   ul1449  iec/en61051    ul, vde   varistor (tnr1)  optional  alternate   amotech co.,  ltd.   inr14d471   (line to line)  470v overall 14  mm.   ul1449  iec/en61051    ul, vde   x - capacitor  (cx1)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  ul, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  53   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   en132400   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 1530 or  1562 or 1563   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pc x2 337   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx1) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   (line to line)  250v, maximum  1uf. marked with  x1 or x2. meets  iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2)   carli electronics  co., ltd.   mpx   (line to line)  250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   iskra mis d d   knb 1530 or  1562 or 1563   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or  x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   pilkor electronics  co., ltd.   pcx2 335m or  pcx2 337   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   okaya electric  industries co.,  ltd.   le   250v, maximum  0.47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   x - capacitor  (cx2) alternate   sun il  electronics  industry co., ltd.   436d   250v, maximum  0. 47uf. marked  with x1 or x2.  meets iec384 - ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  54   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       14.   line filter (lf1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   3025671a   core: ferrite 28  by 28 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c. bobbin:  (qmfz2),  hex ian specialty  chemicals inc.,  type pm9820@,  v - 0, 150c.    -   - ,  -   line filter (lp4,  lp5)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025642a   core: ferrite  13.7 by 8 mm  coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c ins ulation  tubing/sleeving:  fep, ptfe,  pvc, tfe,  neoprene,  polyimide or  vw - 1; 130c.    -   - ,  -   pfc coil (lp3)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   part no.:  3025578a   core: ferrite 26  by 25 mm coils:  polyurethane  wire, minimum  130c. bobbin:  (qmfz2),  hexian specialty  chemicals  inc.,type  pm9820@, v - 0,  150c.    -   - ,  -   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1000pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy1, cy2)  alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   250v, maximum  1000pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   y - capacitors  (cy3, cy4)   success  electronics co.,  ltd.   se or sb   250v, maximum  1500pf. ma rked  with y1 or y2.  meets  ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  55   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       iec60384 - 14.   y - capacitors  (cy3, cy4)  alternate   murata mfg. co.,  ltd.   kx or ky   250v, maximum  1500pf. marked  with y1 or y2.  meets  iec60384 - 14.   ul1414,  iec60384 - 14,  en132400   ul, fimko   bridge diode  (bd1)   various   various   minimum 600v,  maximum 10a.   -   - ,  -   electrolytic  capacitor (cp1)   various   various   minimum 400v,  maximum  150uf, minimum  105c.   -   - ,  -   fet (qp1)   various   various   minimum 550v,  maximum 20a.  secured to heat  sink (hs1) by  screw.   -   - ,  -   fet (qp3)   various   various   800v, 11a or  13a secured to  heat sink (hs1)  by screw.   -   - ,  -   switching ic  (up1)   various   various   maximum 30v,  0.05a.   -   - ,  -   switching ic  (up2)   various   various   maximum 31v,  4.0ma.   -   - ,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579001a  for 12v, 13v  output; part no.:  3025579002a  for 15v, 16v  output;    (objy2), class  b insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co.,   ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  (qmfz2), v - 0,  150c   ul1446   ul,  -   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579004a  for 24v, output)   (objy2) class b  insulation  system. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  (qmfz2), v - 0,  ul1446   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  56   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       150c   main  transformer (t1)   bridgepower  corp. or  wendeng jeil  electronics co.,  ltd.   jec(b) (part  no.:  3025579003a  for 18v, 19v  output)    (objy2), class  b insulation  sy stem. core:  ferrite 40 by 42  mm. pri - sec  coils: tiw:  furukawa  electric co., ltd.,  tex - e, 130c  bobbin:  (qmfz2), v - 0,  150c   ul1446   ul,  -   optical isolator  (psu1)   vishay  semiconductor  gmbh   tcet1103(g)   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  external dcr  minimum 8.0  mm.   ul1577,  en60950   ul, vde   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   cosmo  electronics corp.   kp1010   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  external dcr  minimum 8.0  mm.   ul1577,  en60950   ul, vde   optical   isolator  (psu1) alternate   sharp corp.   pc123   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.   ul1577,  en60950   ul, vde   optical isolator  (psu1) alternate   kodenshi corp.   pc - 17k or pc - 17k1c   double  protection.  isolation  5000vac.  external dcr  minimum 8.0  mm.   ul1577,  en60950   ul, vde   zener diode  (dp3)   various   various   18v, 0.5w   -   - ,  -   insulator sheet  (around  transformer (t1)  primary)   various   various   one piece. v - 0,  minimum 125c.  overall  approximately 42  by 42 mm,  minimum 0.4  mm thick.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   heat sink (hs1)  various   various   metal. overall  -   - ,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  57   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (primary)   approximately  128.7 by 36 mm,  2 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   heat sink (hs2)  (secondary)   various   various   metal. overall   approximately  69.3 by 36 mm,  3 mm thick.  wound by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum three  turns in primary  side.   -   - ,  -   heat sink (hs3)  (around  bd1)_optional   various   various   metal. overall  approximately 40  by 30 mm, 1.5  mm thick.  wound   by  polyester film  tape, (oanz2),  minimum 130c,  minimum 1 turns  in primary side.   -   - ,  -   silicon pad   (above t1)   bergquist   900 - s#   overall sized   min. ? 43   by 23 mm ,  min.5.0 mm  thick, v -   0, 150 deg.c.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above t1)  -   alternate   jiangsu  hongda new  material co  ltd   hd - 87   overall sized   min. ? 43   by 23 mm ,  min.5.0 mm  thick, v -   0, 150 deg.c.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   silicon pad   (above pfc1)   bergquist   900 - s#   overall sized   min. ? 25 by 18  mm , min.5.0  mm thick, * 2ea   v -   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  58   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       0, 150   silicon pad   (above pfc1 - alternate   jiangsu hongda   chemical new   material   hd - 87   overall sized   min. ? 25 by 18  mm , min.5.0  mm thick, * 2ea   v -   0, 150   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   printed wiring  board (pwb)   various   various   minimum v - 1,  130c.   ul796   ul,  -   protective  bonding  conductor   various   various   mechanically  clamped or  secured on pwb  from appliance  inlet. minimum  18 awg, green - and - yellow  insulation.   ul758   ul,  -   bonding glue   various   various   minimum v - 2,  minimum 100c  for additional  secureness of  interna l  conductor.   ul94, ul746c   ul,  -   output cable   various   various   for use of  external  interconnection),  style no. 2464  or 1777, vw - 1 or  ft - 1, 18 awg,  maximum 3.05  m long.   ul758   ul,  -   nameplate label   various   various   suitable for use  on surface of  polycarbonate  (pc) with  max.60c  surface  temperature.   ul969   ul,  -   supplementary information:    1 ) provided evidence ensures the agreed level of compliance. see od - cb2039.       

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  59   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.5.1    table: opto electronic devices    pass   manufacturer.......................................:          type....................................................:          separately tested...............................:          bridging insulation..............................:          external creepage  distance..............................................:          internal creepage  distance..............................................:          distance through  insulation...........................................:          tested under following  conditions..........................................:          input..................................................:          output...............................................:                  supplementary information:    see critical component list , thermal cycling test conducted.      1.6.2    table: electrical data (in normal conditions)    pass   u (v)   i (a)   i rated (a)   p (w)   fuse #   i fuse (a)   condition/status    -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka1200f01   90vac   1.176   n/a   105.4   f1,f2   1.176   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.047   2.0   104.5   f1,f2   1.047   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.436   2.0   101.4   f1,f2   0.436   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.440   n/a   101.4   f1,f2   0.440   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.180   n/a   105.8   f1,f2   1.180   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.049   2.0   104.6   f1,f2   1.049   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.438   2.0   101.4   f1,f2   0.438   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.445   n/a   101.3   f1,f2   0.445   max. normal load, 60hz   -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka1500f01   90vac   1.281   n/a   114.8   f1,f2   1.281   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.140   2.0   113.7   f1,f2   1.140   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.467   2.0   109.0   f1,f2   0.467   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.457   n/a   107.2   f1,f2   0.457   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.284   n/a   115.0   f1,f2   1.284   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.141   2.0   113.8   f1,f2   1.141   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.469   2.0   109.0   f1,f2   0.469   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.469   n/a   108.9   f1,f2   0.469   max. normal load, 60hz  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  60   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka1800f01   90vac   1.319   n/a   117.8   f1,f2   1.319   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.165   2.0   116.2   f1,f2   1.165   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.481   2.0   112.2   f1,f2   0.481   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.483   n/a   112.3   f1,f2   0.483   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.322   n/a   118.1   f1,f2   1.322   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.167   2.0   116.3   f1,f2   1.167   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.481   2.0   112.4   f1,f2   0.481   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.482   n/a   112.2   f1,f2   0.482   max. normal load, 60hz   -   -   -   -   -   -   model jpw1100ka2400f01   90vac   1.292   n/a   115.9   f1,f2   1.292   max. normal load, 50hz   100vac   1.149   2.0   114.6   f1,f2   1.149   max. normal load, 50hz   240vac   0.474   2.0   111.1   f1,f2   0.474   max. normal load, 50hz   264vac   0.477   n/a   111.3   f1,f2   0.477   max. normal load, 50hz   90vac   1.298   n/a   116.0   f1,f2   1.298   max. normal load, 60hz   100vac   1.149   2.0   114.4   f1,f2   1.149   max. normal load, 60hz   240vac   0.476   2.0   110.9   f1,f2   0.476   max. normal load, 60hz   264vac   0.484   n/a   111.0   f1,f2   0.484   max. normal load, 60hz     see  below   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   jpw11 00kb12 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.204   n/a   106.40   f1,f2   1.204   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.066   2.0   105.14   f1,f2   1.066   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.457   2.0   102.90   f1,f2   0.457   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.429   n/a   102.60   f1,f2   0.429   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.206   n/a   106.24   f1,f2   1.206   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.072   2.0   105.50   f1,f2   1.072   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.467   2.0   102.84   f1,f2   0.467   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.445   n/a   102.60   f1,f2   0.445   maximum normal load/60hz   jpw11 00kb13 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.222   n/a   108.31   f1,f2   1.222   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.080   2.0   106.98   f1,f2   1.080   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.504   2.0   107.20   f1,f2   0.504   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.527   n/a   106.00   f1,f2   0.527   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.222   n/a   108.08   f1,f2   1.222   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.086   2.0   107.15   f1,f2   1.086   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   05.20   2.0   106.50   f1,f2   05.20   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.544   n/a   106.10   f1,f2   0.544   maximum normal load/60hz   jpw11 00kb15 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.270   n/a   112.08   f1,f2   1.270   maximum normal load/50hz  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  61   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       100vac   1.120   2.0   110.63   f1,f2   1.120   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.473   2.0   107.83   f1,f2   0.473   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.444   n/a   107.63   f1,f2   0.444   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.270   n/a   112.12   f1,f2   1.270   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.124   2.0   110.77   f1,f2   1.124   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.484   2.0   107.98   f1,f2   0.484   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.459   n/a   107.78   f1,f2   0.459   maximum normal load/60hz   jpw11 00kb16 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.255   n/a   111.04   f1,f2   1.255   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.112   2.0   109.69   f1,f2   1.112   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.476   2.0   107.82   f1,f2   0.476   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.444   n/a   107.40   f1,f2   0.444   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.261   n/a   111.05   f1,f2   1.261   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.115   2.0   109.64   f1,f2   1.115   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.484   2.0   107.47   f1,f2   0.484   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.459   n/a   107.26   f1,f2   0.459   maximum normal load/60hz   ,  11ca37 964   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ;  jpw11 00kb18 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.385   n/a   121.90   f1,f2   1.385   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.221   2.0   120.20   f1,f2   1.221   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.502   2.0   117.35   f1,f2   0.502   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.465   n/a   117.15   f1,f2   0.465   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.385   n/a   121.70   f1,f2   1.385   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.225   2.0   120.08   f1,f2   1.225   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.505   2.0   116.80   f1,f2   0.505   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.471   n/a   116.70   f1,f2   0.471   maximum normal load/60hz   model ;  jpw11 00kb19 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.320   n/a   116.45   f1,f2   1.320   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.168   2.0   115.00   f1,f2   1.168   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.480   2.0   112.17   f1,f2   0.480   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.444   n/a   111.92   f1,f2   0.444   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.324   n/a   116.30   f1,f2   1.324   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.172   2.0   115.00   f1,f2   1.172   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.485   2.0   112.27   f1,f2   0.485   maximum normal load/60hz  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  62   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       264vac   0.453   n/a   112.03   f1,f2   0.453   maximum normal load/60hz   model ;  jpw11 00kb24 00f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.327   n/a   117.40   f1,f2   1.327   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.176   2.0   116.00   f1,f2   1.176   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.491   2.0   113.20   f1,f2   0.491   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.458   n/a   112.94   f1,f2   0.458   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.335   n/a   117.55   f1,f2   1.335   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.180   2.0   116.06   f1,f2   1.180   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.499   2.0   113.24   f1,f2   0.499   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.471   n/a   112.95   f1,f2   0.471   maximum normal load/60hz      n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   90vac   1.203   n/a   106.35   f1,f2   1.203   maximum normal load/50hz   100vac   1.066   2.0   105.12   f1,f2   1.066   maximum normal load/50hz   240vac   0.457   2.0   102.88   f1,f2   0.457   maximum normal load/50hz   264vac   0.428   n/a   102.58   f1,f2   0.428   maximum normal load/50hz   90vac   1.204   n/a   106.22   f1,f2   1.204   maximum normal load/60hz   100vac   1.070   2.0   105.45   f1,f2   1.070   maximum normal load/60hz   240vac   0.466   2.0   102.82   f1,f2   0.466   maximum normal load/60hz   264vac   0.443   n/a   102.57   f1,f2   0.443   maximum normal load/60hz   supplementary information:        2.1.1.5 c)  1)    table: max. v, a, va test    pass   voltage(rated)   (v)    current(rated)   (a)    voltage (max.)   (v)    current (max.)   (a)    va (max.)   (va)              supplementary information:    see clause 2.1.1.5     2.1.1.5 c)  2)    table: stored energy    pass   capacitance c (f)    voltage u (v)    energy e (j)         

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  63   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       supplementary information:    see clause 2.1.1.5     2.2    table: evaluation of voltage limiting components in selv circuits    pass   component (measured between)    max. voltage (v)    (normal operation)    voltage limiting components    v peak    v d.c.            fault test performed on voltage limiting  components    voltage measured (v) in selv circuits    (v peak or v d.c.)        supplementary information:        2.5    table: limited power sources    n/a   circuit output tested:      measured uoc (v) with all load  circuits disconnected:        isc (a)    va    meas.    limit    meas.    limit    normal condition           single fault: ___                     supplementary information:    sc=short circuit, oc - open circuit     2.10.2    table: working voltage measurement    pass   location    rms voltage (v)    peak voltage (v)    comments            supplementary information:    see table 2.10.3 and 2.10.4    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  64   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.10.3 and  2.10.4   table: clearance and creepage distance measurements    pass   clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    -   -   -   -   -   -   -   functional:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    -   -   -   -   -   -   -   basic/supplementary:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    model jpw1100ka1500f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   cy3   240   128   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   125   62.3   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   model jpw1100ka2400f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   cy3   240   127   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   125   64.8   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   jpw1100kb1200f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   220   131   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   225   121   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   jpw1100kb1300f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   235   119   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   145   67   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   jpw1100kb1500f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   255   137   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   125   64   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   jpw1100kb1600f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   255   138   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   115   65   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   , 11ca37964   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ; jpw1100kb1800f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   250   134   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   107   62   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   model ; jpw1100kb1900f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   238   131   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   112   63   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   model ; jpw1100kb2400f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  65   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       line/neutral   360   240   2.96   8.4   2.96   8.4   cy3   246   133   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   cy4   110   61   2.96   5.0   2.96   5.0   reinforced:    clearance (cl) and creepage  distance (cr) at/of/between:    u peak   (v)    u r.m.s.   (v)    required cl   (mm)    cl   (mm)    required cr   (mm)    cr   (mm)    model jpw1100ka1500f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1, # 8 to # 14, 15, 16   510   359   6.51   8.0   7.4   8.0   psu1, primary to secondary   360   176   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   model jpw1100ka2400f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1, # 7 to # 14, 15, 16   540   379   6.51   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1, # 8 to # 14, 15, 16   535   380   6.51   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu1, primary to secondary   370   186   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   jpw1100kb1200f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   385   184   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   430   185   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   435   184   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2    / t1 pin 14,15,16   500   190   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   303   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    420   304   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   610   351   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   620   367   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin1 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin3   370   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin4   370   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   jpw1100kb1300f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   183   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   425   184   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   435   183   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   500   188   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   301   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    415   302   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   625   354   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   640   369   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   jpw1100kb1500f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   181   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   440   185   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   460   188   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   530   197   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   302   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    420   304   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   610   353   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  66   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   625   370   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   jpw1100kb1600f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   183   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   435   188   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   455   189   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   530   197   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   410   298   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    415   300   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   595   350   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   620   368   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin1 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin3   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin4   375   183   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   , 11ca37964   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ; jpw1100kb1800f01   n/a   n/a   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   180   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   435   183   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   440   183   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   510   193   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   400   298   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    410   298   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   565   356   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   580   377   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   179   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   model ; jpw1100kb1900f01   n/a   n/a   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   180   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   440   183   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   435   183   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   515   193   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   405   304   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    425   307   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   565   365   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   590   387   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   177   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   177   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   model ; jpw1100kb2400f01   n/a   n/a   -   -   -   -   t1 pin1  / t1 pin 11, 12,13   370   181   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  67   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       t1 pin1  / t1 pin 14, 15,16   450   187   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin 2  / t1 pin11,12,13   440   185   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin2  / t1 pin 14,15,16   530   200   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 11,12,13   390   291   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin6  / t1 pin 14, 15, 16    415   295   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin 11,12,13   540   356   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   t1 pin8 / t1 pin14,15,16   565   383   6.8   8.0   7.7   8.0   psu pin1 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin1 / psu pin4   365   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin3   365   178   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   psu pin2 / psu pin4   365   179   5.92   6.4   5.92   6.4   supplementary information:    refer to iec 60664 - 1 table a.2 clearance is multiplied by 1.48, test for optical isolator ; t1 ; 109degre ec(t1  was depenced on the measured t2), period ; 30 days, humidity test period ; 5 days     2.10.5   table: distance through insulation measurements    pass   distance through insulation (dti) at/of:    u peak   (v)    urms   (v)    test  voltage   (v)    required dti   (mm)    dti   (mm)    *) optical isolator(psu1)   370vpk   186vrms   3000 vac   0.4   0.4   **)transformer bobbin(t1)   540 vpk   380vrms   3000 vac   0.4   0.4      -   -   -   -   -   *) optical isolator(psu1)   375vpk   183vrms   3000vac   0.4   0.4   ,  11ca37964   -   -   -   -   -   *) optical isolator(psu1)   357vpk   183vrms   3000vac   0.4   0.4      -   -   -   -   -   optical isolator(psu1)   375vpk   183vrms   3000vac   0.4   thermal  cycling  conducted.    supplementary information:    *) certified by ncb(fimko or equivalent) and ul **) bobbin material: phenolyc     4.3.8    table: batteries   n/a   the tests of 4.3.8 are applicable only when appropriate  battery data is not available.        is it possible to install the battery in a reverse polarity  position?          non - rechargeable batteries    rechargeable batteries      discharging    un -   charging    discharging    reversed 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  68   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       intentional  charging    charging      meas.  current    manuf.  specs.      meas. current    manuf.  specs.    meas.  current    manuf.  specs.    meas.  current    manuf.  specs.    max.  current  during  normal  operation                      max.  current  during fault  operation                                            test results:      verdict    -   chemical leaks      n/a   -   explosion of the battery      n/a   -   emission of flame or expulsion of molten metal      n/a   -   electric strength tests of equipment after completion of tests      n/a   supplementary information:        4.3.8    table: batteries    n/a   battery category (lithium, nimh,  nicad, lithium ion,  etc.).......................................................:          manufacturer.........................................:          type/model...........................................:          voltage.................................................:          capacity (mah)....................................:          tested and certified by (incl. ref.  no.).......................................................:          circuit protection diagram (refer  indicated supplement of enclosure -   miscellaneous)......................................:                 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  69   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markings and instructions (1.7.12, 1.7.15)    location of replaceable battery.....:          language(s)..........................................:          close to the  battery..................................................:          in the servicing  instructions...........................................:          in the operating  instructions........... ................................:          in the operating instructions         supplementary information:    additional devices may be described in enclosure  -   miscellaneous     4.5    table: thermal requirements   pass     supply voltage (v)   ................................ ...........     :    see  below   see  below   n/a   n/a   n/a        ambient tmin (c )   ................................ .........     :    n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a        ambient tmax (c )   ................................ ........     :    n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a      maximum measured temperature t of part/at:    t (c)    allowed   tmax   (c)    model jpw1100ka1200f01   90vac,  60hz,  test  duratio n: 5hr  21min   264va c,  60hz,  test  duratio n: 2hr  23min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   1. f2   65.7   46.5   74.7   55.0   n/a   130   2. pwb under th1, 130c   87.8   57.8   96.8   66.3   n/a   130   3. cx1, 100c   72   52.5   81.0   61.0   n/a   100   4. lf1 coil, 130c   88.9   57.2   97.9   65.7   n/a   130   5. cy2, 125c   83.8   62.9   92.8   71.4   n/a   125   6. cp1, 105c   78.6   62.3   87.6   70.8   n/a   105   7. lp1 coil, 130c   97.8   77.3   106.8   85.8   n/a   130   8. lp2 coil, 130c   101.4   78   110.4   86.5   n/a   130   9. lp3 coil, 130c   99.3   76.4   108.3   84.9   n/a   130   10. u2, 100c   76.4   70.3   85.4   78.8   n/a   100   11. t1 coil, 110c   93.9   86.1   102.9   94.6   n/a   110   12. t1 core, 110c   88.1   81.5   97.1   90.0   n/a   110  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  70   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       13. cy3, 125c   67.1   61.1   76.1   69.6   n/a   125   14. hs near qp1   71.9   64.4   80.9   72.9   n/a   130   15. hs near qs2   84.9   75.9   93.9   84.4   n/a   130   16. ls1 coil, 130c   76.4   71.2   85.4   79.7   n/a   130   17. ls2 coil, 130c   71.9   67.7   80.9   76.2   n/a   130   18. lp4 coil, 130c   81   61.5   90.0   70.0   n/a   130   19. lp5 coil, 130c   77.7   58.2   86.7   66.7   n/a   130   20. inside enclosure, 80c   56.4   52.2   65.4   60.7   n/a   80   21. outside enclosure, 80c   55.6   51.4   64.6   59.9   n/a   80   22. ambient / tma   26   26.5   35.0   35.0   n/a   n/a   model jpw1100ka1800f01   90vac,  60hz,  test  duratio n: 5hr  21min   264va c,  60hz,  test  duratio n: 2hr  23min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   1. f2   70.7   48.1   79.8   57.0   n/a   130   2. pwb under th1, 130c   94   59   103.1   67.9   n/a   130   3. cx1, 100c   82.4   53.7   91.5   62.6   n/a   100   4. lf1 coil, 130c   100   59.4   109.1   68.3   n/a   130   5. cy2, 125c   87.6   62.5   96.7   71.4   n/a   125   6. cp1, 105c   83.4   64.3   92.5   73.2   n/a   105   7. lp1 coil, 130c   100.5   71.2   109.6   80.1   n/a   130   8. lp2 coil, 130c   101.2   73   110.3   81.9   n/a   130   9. lp3 coil, 130c   103.8   76.1   112.9   85.0   n/a   130   10. u2, 100c   75.7   67.8   84.8   76.7   n/a   100   11. t1 coil, 110c   91.4   82.1   100.5   91.0   n/a   110   12. t1 core, 110c   84.4   76.7   93.5   85.6   n/a   110   13. cy3, 125c   68.7   60.1   77.8   69.0   n/a   125   14. hs near qp1   73.9   62.4   83.0   71.3   n/a   130   15. hs near qs2   76.5   67   85.6   75.9   n/a   130   16. ls1 coil, 130c   69.1   63.2   78.2   72.1   n/a   130   17. ls2 coil, 130c   67   61.6   76.1   70.5   n/a   130   18. lp4 coil, 130c   72.2   53.8   81.3   62.7   n/a   130   19. lp5 coil, 130c   76.6   53.2   85.7   62.1   n/a   130   20. inside enclosure, 80c   57.3   51.8   66.4   60.7   n/a   80   21. outside enclosure, 80c   55.9   49.8   65.0   58.7   n/a   80   22. ambient / tma   25.9   26.1   35.0   35.0   n/a   n/a   _see below   90vac/ 60hz   264va c/60hz   90vac/ 60hz(t ma=35 )   264va c/60hz (tma= 35)   n/a   n/a   jpw1100kb1200f01   -   -   -   -   -   -   f2   78.6   58.7   88.3   69.3   n/a   130   pwb under th1   88.8   59.6   98.5   70.2   n/a   130   cx1   75.4   56.9   85.1   67.5   n/a   100   lf1   90.3   66.3   100.0   76.9   n/a   130  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  71   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       cy2   89   70.3   98.7   80.9   n/a   125   cp1   80.6   65.9   90.3   76.5   n/a   105   lp5   87.1   55.2   96.8   65.8   n/a   130   lp3   100.7   82.4   110.4   93.0   n/a   130   psu1   80.7   73.6   90.4   84.2   n/a   100   t1 coil   91.8   84.7   101.5   95.3   n/a   110   t1 core   98.4   91.1   108.1   101.7   n/a   110   cy3   74.4   67.4   84.1   78.0   n/a   125   heat sink near qp1   80.7   70.6   90.4   81.2   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   90.6   80.2   100.3   90.8   n/a   n/a   ls1   70.4   65.4   80.1   76.0   n/a   130   ls2   75.2   70.5   84.9   81.1   n/a   130   inside enclosure   73.7   67.4   83.4   78.0   n/a   120   outside enclosure   57.9   53.3   67.6   63.9   n/a   95   ambient   25.3   24.4   35.0   35.0   n/a   n/a   duration   5hrs  24min   4hrs  35min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   , 11ca37964   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ; jpw1100kb1800f01   90vac/ 60hz   264va c/60hz   90vac/ 60hz   264va c/60hz   n/a   n/a   f2   85.4   61.5   90.5   66.8   n/a   130   pwb under th1   94.7   60.2   99.8   65.5   n/a   130   cx1   78.7   55.1   83.8   60.4   n/a   100   lf1   93.4   63.3   98.5   68.6   n/a   130   cy2   95.3   68   100.4   73.3   n/a   125   cp1   80.7   64.4   85.8   69.7   n/a   105   lp5   95.8   50.9   100.9   56.2   n/a   130   lp3   97.5   80.1   102.6   85.4   n/a   130   psu1   80.3   76.6   85.4   81.9   n/a   100   t1 coil   82.7   75.7   87.8   81   n/a   110   t1 core   91.3   84.3   96.4   89.6   n/a   110   cy3   69.9   64.4   75   69.7   n/a   125   heat sink near qp1   94.2   80.9   99.3   86.2   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   95.8   83.4   100.9   88.7   n/a   n/a   inside enclosure   51.4   47.2   56.5   52.5   n/a   120   outside enclosure   70.2   63.7   75.3   69   n/a   95   ambient   24.9   24.7   tma=3 0.0   tma=3 0   n/a   n/a   duration   3hrs  2min   2hr  27min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   model ; jpw1100kb1900f01   90vac/ 60hz   264va c/60hz   90vac/ 60hz   264va c/60hz   n/a   n/a   f2   85.1   61.5   87.4   63.2   n/a   130   pwb under th1   93.2   62.5   95.5   64.2   n/a   130   cx1   77   57.5   79.3   59.2   n/a   100   lf1   91.3   65.9   93.6   67.6   n/a   130   cy2   93.5   70.7   95.8   72.4   n/a   125   cp1   79.8   67.4   82.1   69.1   n/a   105  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  72   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       lp5   92.6   53.9   94.9   55.6   n/a   130   lp3   95.6   82.3   97.9   84   n/a   130   psu1   79.5   76.6   81.8   78.3   n/a   100   t1 coil   82.8   78.1   85.1   79.8   n/a   110   t1 core   90   85.5   92.3   87.2   n/a   110   cy3   69.7   67.2   72   68.9   n/a   125   heat sink near qp1   92.2   83.9   94.5   85.6   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   92.1   82.5   94.4   84.2   n/a   n/a   inside enclosure   62.8   62.5   65.1   64.2   n/a   120   outside enclosure   54.6   53   56.9   54.7   n/a   95   ambient   27.7   28.3   30   30   n/a   n/a   duration   2hr  47min   3hr  5min   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4, reissue   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb1300f01   90vac/ 60hz   90vac/ 60hz(t ma=35 )   264va c/60hz   264va c/60hz (tma= 35)   n/a   n/a   f2   87.2   95.7   54.5   62.8   n/a   130   th1   87.8   96.3   58.3   66.6   n/a   130   cx1   75.9   84.4   56.8   65.1   n/a   100   lf1   94.7   103.2   68.6   76.9   n/a   130   cy2   89.4   97.9   71.7   80.0   n/a   125   cp2   81.5   90.0   67.8   76.1   n/a   105   lp5   85.8   94.3   53.7   62.0   n/a   130   lp3   100.3   108.8   85.7   94.0   n/a   130   psu1   82.7   91.2   76.2   84.5   n/a   105   t1 coil   98.8   107.3   88.6   96.9   n/a   110   t1 core   93.5   102.0   85.1   93.4   n/a   110   cy3   76.8   85.3   71.4   79.7   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   82.2   90.7   76   84.3   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   89.4   97.9   77.9   86.2   n/a   n/a   ls1   74.7   83.2   68.8   77.1   n/a   130   ls2   68.2   76.7   64.1   72.4   n/a   130   inside enclosure   75.2   83.7   68.8   77.1   n/a   120   outside enclosure   58.1   66.6   54.5   62.8   n/a   95   ambient   26.5   n/a   26.7   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   4hr  30min   n/a   6hr  54min   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb1500f01   90vac/ 60hz   90vac/ 60hz(t ma=35 )   264va c/60hz   264va c/60hz (tma= 35)   n/a   n/a   f2   92.6   100.4   54.8   63.3   n/a   130   th1   100.6   108.4   60.7   69.2   n/a   130   cx1   80.6   88.4   55   63.5   n/a   100   lf1   94.3   102.1   62.4   70.9   n/a   130   cy2   90.5   98.3   67.2   75.7   n/a   125  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  73   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       cp2   81.3   89.1   64.5   73.0   n/a   105   lp5   96.6   104.4   51.7   60.2   n/a   130   lp3   103.0   110.8   82.6   91.1   n/a   130   psu1   82.4   90.2   74.2   82.7   n/a   105   t1 coil   92.3   100.1   81.8   90.3   n/a   110   t1 core   90.9   98.7   81.9   90.4   n/a   110   cy3   74.8   82.6   66.8   75.3   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   87.8   95.6   76.2   84.7   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   84.1   91.9   71.5   80.0   n/a   n/a   ls1   74.7   82.5   68.1   76.6   n/a   130   ls2   68.0   75.8   62   70.5   n/a   130   inside enclosure   68.1   75.9   61.1   69.6   n/a   120   outside enclosure   56.0   63.8   50.8   59.3   n/a   95   ambient   27.2   n/a   26.5   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   5hr  4min   n/a   4hr  6min   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb1600f01   90vac/ 60hz   90vac/ 60hz(t ma=35 )   264va c/60hz   264va c/60hz (tma= 35)   n/a   n/a   f2   94.1   102.5   56   64.9   n/a   130   th1   100.0   108.4   60.5   69.4   n/a   130   cx1   80.9   89.3   55.2   64.1   n/a   100   lf1   93.3   101.7   61.9   70.8   n/a   130   cy2   90.0   98.4   66.8   75.7   n/a   125   cp2   81.3   89.7   64.9   73.8   n/a   105   lp5   97.7   106.1   52.6   61.5   n/a   130   lp3   103.0   111.4   82.8   91.7   n/a   130   psu1   80.6   89.0   73.4   82.3   n/a   105   t1 coil   89.1   97.5   79.9   88.8   n/a   110   t1 core   88.2   96.6   80.3   89.2   n/a   110   cy3   73.6   82.0   66.8   75.7   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   80.7   89.1   71.8   80.7   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   81.3   89.7   69.5   78.4   n/a   n/a   ls1   71.6   80.0   66   74.9   n/a   130   ls2   63.8   72.2   59.3   68.2   n/a   130   inside enclosure   65.7   74.1   60.2   69 .1   n/a   120   outside enclosure   55.8   64.2   51.8   60.7   n/a   95   ambient   26.6   n/a   26.1   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   4hr  34min   n/a   5hr  5min   n/a   n/a   n/a   jmw1100kb2400f01   90vac/ 60hz   90vac/ 60hz(t ma=35 )   264va c/60hz   264va c/60hz (tma= 35)   n/a   n/a   f2   90.5   99.1   56.5   64.9   n/a   130   th1   98.1   106.7   62   70.4   n/a   130   cx1   83.7   92.3   59.3   67.7   n/a   100  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  74   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       lf1   95.5   104.1   63.4   71.8   n/a   130   cy2   90.4   99.0   68   76.4   n/a   125   cp2   84.1   92.7   68.1   76.5   n/a   105   lp5   102.1   110.7   56.3   64.7   n/a   130   lp3   102.7   111.3   85.6   94.0   n/a   130   psu1   79.0   87.6   72.8   81.2   n/a   105   t1 coil   91.6   100.2   82.5   90.9   n/a   110   t1 core   87.3   95.9   80.5   88.9   n/a   110   cy3   72.6   81.2   66.6   75.0   n/a   125   heatsink near qp1   85.3   93.9   77.2   85.6   n/a   n/a   heat sink near qs1   84.3   92.9   72.4   80.8   n/a   n/a   ls1   67.6   76.2   62.6   71.0   n/a   130   ls2   66.1   74.7   61.8   70.2   n/a   130   inside enclosure   69.2   77.8   63.7   72.1   n/a   120   outside enclosure   58.0   66.6   54   62.4   n/a   95   ambient   26.4   n/a   26.6   n/a   n/a   n/a   duraton   4hr  41min   n/a   12hr  50min   n/a   n/a   n/a   temperature t of winding:    t 1   (c)    r 1   (  ?    2   (c)    r 2   (  ?        max   (c)    insulation  class    n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   supplementary information:    t shall not exceed (tmax + tamb  -   tma), tma: 30 c     4.5.5   table: ball pressur e test of thermoplastic parts   n/a     allowed impression diameter (mm)   ........................     :    less than or equal to 2.0      part    test temperature ( c)   impression diameter  (mm)          supplementary information:        4.7    table: resistance to fire    pass   part   manufacturer of  material   type of material   thickness   (mm)    flammability  class   evidence   enclosure   sabic innovative  plastics   940(f1)   min. 2.0   v - 0     enclosure  -   alternate   cheil ind.   hn - 1064(+)   min. 2.0   v - 0     enclosure  -   alternate   cheil ind.   hn - 1064w(+)   min. 2.0   v - 0    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  75   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       supplementary information:    ul recognized component used, see appended table 1.5.1.     5.1    table: touch current measurement    pass   measured between:    measured   (ma)    limit   (ma)    comments/conditions            supplementary information:    see clause 5.1     5.2    table: electric strength tests, impulse tests and voltage surge tests    pass   test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    -   -   -   -   functional:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    -   -   -   -   basic/supplementary:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    primary to gnd after humidity test   ac   1803vac   no   primary to gnd   ac   1803vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to gnd after humidity test   ac   1803vac   no   primary to gnd   ac   1803vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to gnd   ac   1803vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to gnd after humidity test   ac   2885vac   no   reinforced:    test voltage applied between:   voltage shape   (ac, dc,  impulse, surge)    test voltage   (v)    breakdown   yes / no    primary to secondary circuit after humidity test   ac   3000vac   no  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  76   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil after  humidity test   ac   3000vac   no   primary to secondary circuit   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to secondary winding   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to core(secondary)   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   insulation sheet around transformer   ac   3000vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to secondary circuit after humidity test   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil after  humidity test   ac   3000vac   no   primary to secondary circuit   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to secondary winding   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to core(secondary)   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   insulation sheet around transformer   ac   3000vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to secondary circuit   ac   3000vac   no   primary to wrapped enclosure by metal foil   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to secondary winding   ac   3000vac   no   transformer primary winding to core(secondary)   ac   3000vac   no   transformer insulation sheet one layer   ac   3000vac   no   insulation sheet around transformer   ac   3000vac   no      n/a   n/a   n/a   primary to secondary circuit after humidity test   ac   4800vac   no   primary   to wrapped enclosure by metal foil after  humidity test   ac   4800vac   no   optical isolator after thermal cycling test   ac   4800vac   no   optical isolator after humidity test   ac   4800vac   no   supplementary information:    n/a     5.3    table: fault condition tests    pass     ambient temperature (  c)   ................................ .....     :    see results        power source for eut: manufacturer, model/type,  output rating   ................................ ............................     :    see results      component  no.    fault    supply  voltage   (v)    test time   fuse  #   fuse current   (a)    observation    jpw1100k a2400f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  77   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       1.  bd1(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type ss - 5 by save  fusetech.   2.  bd1(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type 392 by wickmann.   3.  bd1(pin3 - 4)    short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type ss - 5 by save  fusetech.   4.  bd1(pin3 - 4)    short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type 392 by wickmann.   5. c1   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type ss - 5 by save  fusetech.   6. c1   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type 392 by wickmann.   7.  qp1(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp1, up1),  nc, nt, nb, fuse: type  ss - 5 by save fusetech.   8.  qp1(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp1, up1),  nc, nt, nb, fuse: type  392 by wickmann.   9.  qp1(pin2 - 3)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type ss - 5 by save  fusetech.   10.  qp1(pin2 - 3)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type 392 by wickmann.   11.  qp3(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp3, up2,  r2), nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type ss - 5 by save  fuset ech.   12.  qp3(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp3, up2,  r2), nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type 392 by wickmann.   13.  qp3(pin1 - 3)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type ss - 5 by save 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  78   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       fusetech.   14.  qp3(pin1 - 3)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. nc, nt, nb, fuse:  type 392 by wickmann.   15.  qs1(pin2 - 3)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection operated. input  current: 0.052a. nc, nt,  nb.   16.  psu1(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   cd(rs1, us1). fi: 0.049a.  nc, nt, nb.   17.  psu1(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   cd(rs1, us1). fi: 0.049a.  nc, nt, nb.   18.  psu1(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   cd(rs1, us1). fi: 0.049a.  nc, nt, nb.   19.  psu1(pin3 - 4)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection operated. fi:  0.048a. nc, nt, nb.   20.  us1(pin3 - 4)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection operated. fi:  0.181a. nc, nt, nb.   21. c10   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection operated. fi:  0.072a. nc, nt, nb.   22. d1   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   normal operated. input  current: 0.465a. nc, nt,  nb.   23.  up1(pin1 - 4)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp1), nc, nt,  nb, fuse: type ss - 5 by  save fusetech.   24.  up1(pin1 - 4)   short circuit   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuses(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp1), nc, nt,  nb, fuse: type 392 by  wickmann.   25.  up1(pin6 - 8)   short circuit   264vac   4hr 40min   f1,f 2   3.15   cd(rp10). fi: 0.616a,  temp. stabilized at t1 coil:  79.6c, t1 core: 79.1c  (amb:26.5 c), nc, nt, nb.   26.  up1(pin6 - 8)   short circuit   264vac   1hr 40min   f1,f 2   3.15   cd(rp10). fi: 0.616a,  temp. stabilized at t1 coil:  123.5c, t1 core: 128.8c  (amb:28.1c), nc, nt, nb.   27.  up1(pin6 - 8)   short circuit   264vac   2hr 34min   f1,f 2   3.15   cd(rp10). fi: 0.615 a,  temp. stabilized at t1 coil:  113.5c, t1 core: 110.8c 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  79   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       (amb:28.3c), nc, nt, nb.   28.  up2(pin2 - 6)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection operated. fi:  0.049a. nc, nt, nb.   29.  up2(pin1 - 2)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection operated. fi:  0.050a. nc, nt, nb.   30.  up2(pin1 - 4)   short circuit   264vac   4min   f1,f 2   3.15   after 4 minute operation,  fuses(f1,f2) opened.  cd(qp3, up2), nc, nt,  nb, fuse: type ss - 5 by  save fusetech.   31.  up2(pin1 - 4)   short circuit   264vac   3min   f1,f 2   3.15   after 4 minute operation,  fuses(f1,f2) opened.  cd(qp3, up2), nc, nt,  nb, fuse: type 392 by  wickmann.   32.  up2(pin4 - 5)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection  operated. fi:  0.048a. nc, nt, nb.   33.  t1(pin11 - 14)   short circuit   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately internal  protection operated. fi:  0.057a. nc, nt, nb.   34. c8(+)  to gnd for  jpw1100k a1200f01   overload   264vac   7hr 31min   f1,f 2   3.15   ct at 12.0 a outpu t load  current, temp. stabilized at  t1 coil: 127.7c, t1 core:  145.0c (amb:26.2c), and  internal protection circuit  operated, and short circuit  finally, nc, nt, nb.   35. c8(+)  to gnd for  jpw1100k a1500f01   overload   264vac   7hr 19min   f1,f 2   3.15   ct at 11.0 a o utput load  current, temp. stabilized at  t1 coil: 136.5c, t1 core:  123.9c (amb:26.5c), and  internal protection circuit  operated, and short circuit  finally, nc, nt, nb.   36. c8(+)  to gnd for  jpw1100k a1800f01   overload   264vac   6hr 21min   f1,f 2   3.15   ct at 8.5  a output load  current, temp. stabilized at  t1 coil: 115.1c, t1 core:  117.3c (amb:26.8c), and  internal protection circuit  operated, and short circuit  finally, nc, nt, nb.   37. c8(+)  to gnd for  jpw1100k a2400f01   overload   264vac   5hr 59min   f1,f 2   3.15   ct at 6.0 a output load  current, temp. stabilized at  t1 coil: 109.9c, t1 core:  103.6c (amb:26.2c), and 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  80   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       internal protection circuit  operated, and short circuit  finally, nc, nt, nb.   38. qs1,  #2 to 3   short   240vac   n/a   f1,f 2   3.15   selv reliability test, 2.74   vdc between t1, # 11, 12,  13 to qs1, #3 after short.      n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   jpw1100k b1600f01   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   up1 pin 6 - 8     short   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15a   fi:0.593a, nc,nt,nb   up1 pin1 - 4     short   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15a   fi:0.593a, nc,nt,nb   up1 pin 7 - 8     short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   3.15a   fi:0a, fuse  opened(f1,f2),cd(up1,  qp1) by 392   up1 pin 7 - 8     short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   3.15a   fi:0a, fuse  opened(f1,f2),cd(up1,  qp1) by ss - 5   up2 pin 6 - 5     short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   3.15a   fi:0a, fuse  opened(f1,f2),cd(up1,  qp1) by 392   up2 pin 6 - 5     short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   3.15a   fi:0a, fuse  opened(f1,f2),cd(up1,  qp1) by ss - 5   up2 pin 6 - 4   short   264vac   10min   f1,f 2   3.15a   fi:0.149a, ip, nc,nt,nb   c8(+) to  gnd for  jpw1100k b1200f01   overload   90vac   8hrs   f1,f 2   3.15a   the highest load ; 7.7a,   temperature stabilized ;    t1 coil ; 99.5degreec, t1  core; 102.7 degreec,  ambient ; 25.5 degreec,  immediately ip after short  circuit, fi=0.322a,  nc,nt,nb   c8(+) to  gnd for  jpw1100k b1300f01   overload   90vac   8hrs   f1,f 2   3.15a   the highest load ; 7.5a,   temperature stabilized ;    t1 coil ; 87.1degreec, t1  core; 97.4 degreec,  ambient ; 25.2degreec,  immediately ip after short  circuit, fi=0.349a,  nc,nt,nb   c8(+) to  gnd for  jpw1100k b1500f01   overload   90vac   8hrs   f1,f 2   3.15a   the highest load ; 6.8a,   temperature stabilized ;    t1 coil ; 117.2degreec, t1  core; 130.3 degreec, 

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  81   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       ambient ; 26.4 degreec,  immediately ip after short  circuit, fi=0.227a,  nc,nt,nb   c8(+) to  gnd for  jpw1100k b1600f01   overload   90vac   8hrs   f1,f 2   3.15a   the highes t load ; 6.5a,   temperature stabilized ;    t1 coil ; 113.6degreec, t1  core; 96.8 degreec,  ambient ; 25.7degreec,  immediately ip after short  circuit, fi=0.328a,  nc,nt,nb   ,  11ca3796 4   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a   qp1 pin 1 - 2    short   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuse(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp1, up1) ,  nc,nt,nb, fuse type ss - 5  by save fusetech   qp1 pin 1 - 2    short   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuse(f1,f2)  opened. cd(qp1, up1) ,  nc,nt,nb, fuse type 392  by wickmann   qp1 pin 2 - 3   short   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuse(f1,f2)  opened. nc,nt,nb, fuse  type ss - 5 by save fusetech   qp1 pin 2 - 3    short   264vac   1sec   f1,f 2   3.15   immediately fuse(f1,f2)  opened. nc,nt,nb, fuse  type 392 by wickmann   c8(+) to  gnd for  jpw1100k b1900f01   overload   90vac   5hrs   f1,f 2   3.15a   the highest load ; 6a,   temperature stabilized ;    t1 coil ; 121.7 degreec, t1  core; 125.8 degreec,  ambient ; 24.4 degreec,  immediately ip after short  circuit, fi=0.153a,  nc,nt,nb   c8(+) to  gnd for  jpw1100k b2400f01   overload   90vac   8hrs   f1,f 2   3.15a   the highest load ; 5a,   temperature stabilized ;    t1 coil ; 130.8degreec, t1  core; 105.7 degreec,  ambient ; 25.2degreec,  immediately ip after short  circuit, fi=0.15a, nc,nt,nb    issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  82   of 83   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1   clause   requirement + test   result  -   remark   verdict     trf no. : iec60950_1b   this report issued under the responsibility of ul       a33 - cb - 3>   bd pin 1 - 2   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(392 wickmann)open,  nc,nt,nb   bd pin 1 - 2   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(ss - 5 save  fusetech)open, nc,nt,nb   bd pin 3 - 4   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(392 wickmann)open,  nc,nt,nb   bd pin 3 - 4   short   264vac   1s   f1, f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(ss - 5 save  fusetech)open, nc,nt,nb   qp1 pin 2 - 3   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(392 wickmann)open,  nc,nt,nb   qp1 pin 2 - 3   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(ss - 5 save  fusetech)open, nc,nt,nb   c1   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(392 wickmann)open,  nc,nt,nb   c1   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(ss - 5 save  fusetech)open, nc,nt,nb   qp1 pin 1 - 2   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(392 wickmann)open,  nc,nt,nb   qp1 pin 1 - 2   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(ss - 5 save  fusetech)open, nc,nt,nb   qp3 pin 1 - 2   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(392 wickmann)open,  nc,nt,nb   qp3 pin 1 - 2   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(ss - 5 save  fusetech)open, nc,nt,nb   qp3 pin 1 - 3   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(392 wickmann)open,  nc,nt,nb   qp3 pin 1 - 3   short   264vac   1s   f1,f 2   f1;7a,  f2;3.15a   f2(ss - 5 save  fusetech)open, nc,nt,nb   supplementary information:      c.2    table: transformers    pass   loc.    tested  insulation    working  voltage  peak /v    (2.10.2)    working  voltage  rms /v    (2.10.2)    required  electric  strength    (5.2)    required  clearance /  mm    (2.10.3)    required  creepage  distance /  mm    (2.10.4)    required  distance  thr. insul.    (2.10.5)                    loc.    tested insulation    test  voltage / v    measured  clearance /  mm    measured  creepage  dist./mm    measured  distance  thr. insul /  mm;  number of  layers               
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 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page 1   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4               this report issued under the responsibility of ul       enclosure     national differences       austria**   belgium**   china*   czech republic**   denmark   finland   france**   germany   greece**   group   hungary**   ireland   israel   italy**   japan*   korea   netherlands**   norway   poland**   portugal**   singapore*   slovakia**   slovenia**   spain   sweden   switzerland   usa / canada   united kingdom       *   no national differences declared   **   only group differences      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  2   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       denmark  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.2.4.1                  in denmark, certain types of class i  appliances (see sub - clause 3.2.1.1) may be  provided with plug not establishing earthing  continuity when inserted into danish socket - outlets.                                              n/a   1.7.5                  in denmark, socket - outlets for providing  power to other equipment shall be in accordance  with the heavy current regulations, section 107 - 2 - d1, standard sheet dk 1 - 3a, dk 1 - 5a or dk 1 - 7a,  when used on class i equipment.  for stationary  equipment, the socket - outlet shall be in accordance  with standard sheet dk 1 - 1b or dk 1 - 5a.                                              n/a   1.7.5                  for class ii equipment the socket  outlet shall be in accordance with standard sheet  dka 1 - 4a. (heavy current regulations, sec tion  107 - 2 - d1)                                              n/a   3.2.1.1                  supply cord of single - phase equipment  having a rated current not exceeding 13 a shall be  provided with a plug according to the heavy  current regulations, section 107 - 2 - d1.     class i equipment provided with socket - outlets  with earth contact or which are intended to be used  in locations where protection against indirect  contact is required according to the wiring rules  shall be provided with a plug in accordance with  standard sh eet dk 2 - 1a or dk 2 - 5a.     if poly - phase equipment and single - phase  equipment having a rated current exceeding  13 a is provided with a supply cord with a plug, this  plug shall be in accordance with the heavy current  regulations, section 107 - 2 - d1 or en 60309 - 2.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  3   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       finland  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.5.7.1                  resistors bridging basic insulation in  class i pluggable equipment type a must  comply with the requirements in 1.5.7.1.  in  addition when a single resistor is used, the resistor  must withstand the resistor test in 1.5.7.2.                                               n/a   1.5.9.4                  the third dashed sentence is applicable  only to equipment as defined by annex, 6.1.2.2.                                              n/a   1.7.2.1                  class i pluggable equipment type  a intended for connection to other equipment or a  network shall, if safety relies on connection to  protective earth or if surge suppressors are  connected between the network terminals and  accessible parts, have a marking st ating that the  equipment must be connected to an earthed mains  socket - outlet.  the marking text shall be: "laite on  liitett?v? suojakoskettimilla varustettuun  pistorasiaan"                               operating instructions  and warnings are written in an  accep ted language of the  certain country.                n/a   2.3.2                  requirements according to this annex  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a   2.10.5.13                  requirements according to this annex  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a   5.1.7.1                  touch current measurement results  exceeding 3,5 ma r.m.s are permitted only for the  following equipment:   -   stationary pluggable equipment type  a that:    (1) is intended to be used in a restricted  access location where equipotential bonding  has been applied, for example, in a  telecommunication centre; and    (2) has provision for a permanently connected  protectiv e earthing conductor; and    (3) is provided with instructions for the installation                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  4   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       of that conductor by a service person;   -   stationary pluggable equipment type  b   -   stationary permanently connected  equipment                6.1.2.1                  add the following text between the first and  second paragraph of the compliance clause:   if this insulation is solid, including insulation  forming part of a component, it shall at least consist  of either   -   two layers of thin sheet material, each   of which  shall pass the electric strength test below, or   -   one layer having a distance through insulation of  at least 0,4 mm, which shall pass the electric  strength test below.     alternatively for components, there is no distance  through insulation require ment for the insulation  consisting of an insulating compound completely  filling the casing, so that clearances and  creepage distances do not exist, if the  component passes the electric strength test in  accordance with the compliance clause below and  in add ition   -   passes the tests and inspection criteria of 2.10.11  with an electric strength test of 1,5 kv multiplied by  1,6 (the electric strength test of 2.10.10 shall be  performed using 1,5 kv), and   -   is subject to routine testing for electric  strength during   manufacturing, using a test voltage  of 1,5 kv.     it is permitted to bridge this insulation with an  optocoupler complying with 2.10.5.4 b).     it is permitted to bridge this insulation with a  capacitor complying with en 132400:1994 (en  60384 - 14:2005 ), subclass y2.   a capacitor classified y3 according to en 132400  [en 60384 - 14:2005], may bridge this insulation  under the following conditions:   -   the insulation requirements are satisfied by  having a capacitor classified y3 as defined by en  132400 [en 6038 4 - 14], which in addition to the y3  testing, is tested with an impulse test of 2,5 kv                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  5   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       defined in en 60950 - 1:2006, 6.2.2.1;   -   the additional testing shall be performed on all the  test specimens as described in en 132400 [en  60384 - 14];   -   the impulse test of 2 ,5 kv is to be performed  before the endurance test in en 132400 [en  60384 - 14], in the sequence of tests as described in  en 132400 [en 60384 - 14].                6.1.2.2                  the exclusions are applicable for  permanently con nected equipment,  pluggable equipment type b and  equipment intended to be used in a restricted  access location where equipotential bonding  has been applied, e.g. in a telecommunication  center, and which has provision for a permanently  connected protective  earthing  conductor and is provided with instructions for  the installation of that conductor by a service  person.                                              n/a   7.2                  requirements according to this annex  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply with the term  telecommunication network in 6.1.2  being replaced by the term cable distribution  system.                                              n/a     germany  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd e dition); am 1:2009       1.7.2.1                  according to gpsg, section 2, clause 4:   if  certain rules on the use, supplementation or  maintenance of an item of technical work  equipment or ready - to - use commodity must be  observed in order to guarantee safety and health,  instructions for use in german must be supplied  when it is brought into c irculation.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  6   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       group  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.1.1                  replace the text of note 3 by the  following:   note 3   the requirements of en60065 may also  be used to meet safety requirements for multimedia  equipment.  see iec guide 112, guide on the  safety of multimedia equipment.  for television  sets, en60065 applies.                                              n/a   1.2.3                  add the following definition.   1.2.3.z1  portable sound system   small battery powered audio equipment   - whose prime purpose is to listen to recorded or  boardcasted sound; and   - that uses headphones or earphones that can be  worn in or on or around t he ears; and   - that allows the user to walk around   note: examples are mini - disk or cd players, mp3  audio players or similar equipment.                                              n/a   1.5.1                  add the following note z1: the use of  certain substances in electrical and electronic  equipment is restricted within the eu: see directive  2002/95/ec                                              n/a   1.7.2.1                  delete note z1 and addd the following  paragr aph at the end of the subclause:   in addition, for a portable sound system,  the instructions shall include a a warning that  excessive sound pressure from earphones and  headphones can cause hearing loss.                                              n/a   2.7.1                  replace the subclause as follows:   basic requirements   to protect against excessive current, short - circuits  and earth faults in primary circuits, protective  devices shall be included either as integral parts of  the equipment or as parts of the bu ilding  installation, subject to the following, a), b) and c):   a) except as detailed in b) and c), protective  devices necessary to comply with the requirements                                pass  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  7   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       of 5.3 shall be included as parts of the equipment;   b) for components in series with the mains in put to  the equipment such as the supply cord, appliance  coupler, r.f.i. filter and switch, short - circuit and  earth fault protection may be provided by protective  devices in the building installation;   c) it is permitted for pluggable equipment  type b or per manently connected  equipment, to rely on dedicated overcurrent and  short - circuit protection in the building installation,  provided that the means of protection, e.g. fuses or  circuit breakers, is fully specified in the installation  instructions.   if relianc e is placed on protection in the building  installation, the installation instructions shall so  state, except that for pluggable equipment  type a the building installation shall be regarded  as providing protection in accordance with the  rating of the wall s ocket outlet.                2.7.2                  void                                              n/a   3.2.3                  delete the note and conduit sizes in  parentheses in table 3a                                              n/a   3.2.5.1                   replace:    "60245 iec 53" by "h05 rr - f"   "60227 iec 52" by "h03 vv - f or h03 vvh2 - f"   "60227 iec 53" by "h05 vv - f or h05 vvh2 - f"      in table 3b, replace the first four lines by the  following:   up to and including 6                             0.75 a)   over 6 up to and including 10     0.75 b)    1.0   over 10 up to and including 16    1.0 c)      1.5     in the conditions applicable to table 3b, delete the  words "in some countries" in condition a).   in   note 1, applicable table 3b, to delete the  second sentence.                                              n/a   3.3.4                  in table 3d, delete the fourth line: conductor                   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  8   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       sizes for 10 to 13 a, and replace with the following:   "over 10 up to and    including 16              1.5 to 2.5    1.5 to by 4"     delete the fifth line: conductor sizes for 13 to 16a.                             4.3.13.6                  replace the existing note by the  following: note z1 attention is drawn to  1999/519/ec : council recommendation on the  limitation of exposure of the general public to  electromagnetic fields 0 hz to 300 ghz and  2006/25/ec: directive on the minimum health and  safety requirements regarding the exposure of  workers to risks arising from physical  agents  (artificial optical radiation). standards taking into  account this recommendation which demonstrate  compliance with the applicable eu directive are  indicated in the ojec.                                              n/a   h                  replace the last paragraph of this annex  by:   at any point 10 cm from the surface of the  operator access area, the dose rate shall  not exceed 1 sv/h (0,1 mr/h) (see note).  account is taken of the background level.   replace the notes as follows:   note  -   these   values appear in directive  96/29/euratom.    delete note 2.                                              n/a   zx                  protection against excessive sound pressure from personal music players                n/a   zx.1                  general  -   this sub - clause specifies  requirements for protection against excessive  sound pressure from personal music players that  are closely coupled to the ear. it also specifies  requirements for earphones and headphones  intended for use with personal mus ic players.     a personal music player is a portable equipment for  personal use, that:   -   is designed to allow the user to listen to recorded                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  9   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       or broadcast sound or video; and   -   primarily uses headphones or earphones that can  be worn in or on or around the ear s; and   -   allows the user to walk around while in use.     note 1 examples are hand - held or body - worn  portable cd players, mp3 audio players, mobile  phones with mp3 type features, pdas or similar                                                                           

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  10   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       71 - 1 apply.                zx.2                  equipment requirements  -   no safety  provision is required for equipment that complies  with the following:   -   equipment provided as a package (per sonal  music player with its listening device), where the  acoustic output laeq,t is     while playing the fixed programme simulation  noise as described in en 50332                playing the fixed programme simulation noise as                                                        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  11   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       listening time, independent  how often and how long  the personal music player has been switched off.   d) have a warning as specified in zx.3; and   e) not exceed the following:     1) equipment provided as a package  (player with its listening device), the acoustic  output shall be     the fixed programme simulation noise described                 playing the fixed programme simulation noise                                                       warning  -   the warning shall be placed on  the equipment, or on the packaging, or in the  instruction manual an d shall consist of the  following:   -   the symbol of figure 1 (iec 60417 - 6044) with a  minimum height of 5 mm; and   -   the following wording, or similar:                                 n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  12   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       to prevent possible hearing damage, do not listen  at high volume levels for long periods.                           requirements for listening devices (hea dphones and earphones)                 n/a   zx.4.1                  wired listening devices with analogue input    with 94 dba sound pressure output laeq,t, the  input voltage of the fixed programme simulation  noise described in en 50332                 C    C   C                zx.4.2                  wired listening devices with digital input    with any playing device playing the fixed  programme simulation noise                                       zx.4.3                  wireless listening devices   in wireless mode:                                 n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  13   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       -   with any playing and transmitting device playing  the fixed programme simulation noise described in  en 50332 - 1; and   -   respecting the wireless transmission standards,  where an air interface standard exists that specifies  the equivalent acoustic level; and   -   with volume and sound settings in the listening  device (for example built - in volume level control,  additional sound   feature like equalization, etc.)set  to the combination of positions that    maximize  the measured acoustic output for the    abovementioned programme simulation  noise,    the acoustic output laeq,t of the  listening device    shall be                               measurement methods   measurements shall be made in accordance with  en 50332 - 1 or en 50332 - 2 as applicable.  unless  stated otherwise, the time interval t shall be 30 s.     note test method for wireless equipment  provided without listening device should be  defined.                                               n/a     ireland  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       4.3.6                  direct plug - in equipment is known  as plug similar devices. such devices shall comply  with statutory instrument 526:1997  -   nati onal  standards authority of ireland (section 28)  (electrical plugs, plug similar devices and sockets  for domestic use) regulations, 1997.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  14   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       israel  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.6.1                  add note: this clause is applicable subject  to the electricity law, 1954, its regulations and  revisions.                                              n/a   1.7                  add: sub - clause 1.7.201 shall be added at  the beginning of the clause.                                              n/a   1.7.2.1                  add: all the instructions and warnings  related to safety shall also be written in the hebrew  language.                                              n/a   1.7.201                  the marking in the hebrew language shall  be in accordance with the consumer protection  order (marking of goods), 1983. in addition, the  marking required by clause 1.7.1, the following  details shall be marked in the hebrew language.   the details shall be ma rked on the apparatus or on  its package, or on a label properly attached to the  apparatus or on the package, by bonding or  sewing, in a manner that the label cannot be easily  removed.     1) name of the apparatus and its commercial  designation;    2) manufactu rers name and address.  if the  apparatus is imported, the importers name and    3) manufacturers registered trademark,if any;                 2.9.4                  add: seven means of projects against  electrocution are permitted according to the  electricity law, 1954, and the electricity  regulations (earthing and means of protection  against electricity of voltages up to 1,000v) 1991.   the seven are     1) tn - s or tn - c - s    2) tt    3) it    4) isolated transformer                                  n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  15   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       5) safety extra low voltage (selv or elv)    6) residual current circuit breaker (30 ma = 1delta)    7) reinforced insulation; double insulation (class ii)                2.201                  add: prior to carrying out the tests in  accordance with the clauses of this standard, the  compliance of the apparatus with the relevant  requirements specified in the appropriate part of  the standard series si 961, shall be checked.  the  apparatus shall meet the requirements in the  appropriate part of the standard series si 961.  if  there are components of the apparatus for the  prevention of electromagnetic interference, these  components shall not reduce the safety level of the  apparatus a s required by this standard.                                              n/a   3.2.1.1                  add after the note: the feed plug shall  comply with the requirements of israel standard si  32 part 1.1.                                              n/a   3.2.1.2                  add: at the end of the first paragraph add  the following note: at the time of issue of the  standard, there is no israel standard for connection  accessories to d.c.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  16   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       korea  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:200 5 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.5.101                  plugs for the connection of the apparatus to  the mains supply shall comply with the korean  requirement (ksc 8305)                               appliance inlet  provided for models; a  detachable power supply cord  in compliance with national  requirements will be provided  by the local distributor.                n/a   8                  emc  -   the apparatus shall comply with the  relevant cispr standards                               this test report covers  safety evaluation only  according to iec60950 - 1;  emc testing to be covered by  separate test report.                n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  17   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       norway  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.2.13.14                  requirements according to this annex  1.7.2.1 and 7.3 apply.                                              n/a   1.5.7.1                  resistors bridging basic insulation in  class i pluggable equipment type a must  comply with the requirements in 1.5.7.2.  in  addition when a single resistor is used, the resistor  must withstand the resistor test in 1.5.7.2.                                               n/a   1.5.8                  due to the it power system used (see  annex v, figure v.7), capacitors are required to be  rated for the applicable line - to - line voltage (230 v).                               rated min. 250 vac                pass   1.5.9.4                  the third dashed sentence is applicable  only to equipment as defined in 6.1.2.2 of this  annex.                                              n/a   1.7.2.1                  class i pluggable equipment type  a intended for connection to other equipment or a  network shall, i f safety relies on connection to  protective earth or if surge suppressors are  connected between the network terminals and  accessible parts, have a marking stating that the  equipment must be connected to an earthed mains  socket - outlet.  the marking text sha ll be:  "apparatet m? tilkoples jordet stikkontakt"                               operating instructions  and warnings are written in an  accepted language of the  certain country.                n/a   1.7.2.1                  in norway, the screen of the cable  distribution system is normally not earthed at the  entrance of the building and there is normally no  equipotential bonding system within the building.  therefore the protective earthing of the building  installation need to   be isolated from the screen of a  cable distribution system.  it is however accepted  to provide the insulation external to the equipment  by an adapter or an interconnection cable with  galvanic isolator, which may be provided by e.g. a  retailer.                                 n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  18   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       the user ma nual shall then have the following or  similar information in norwegian and swedish  language respectively, depending on in what  country the equipment is intended to be used in:   "equipment connected to the protective earthing of  the building installation thr ough the mains  connection or through other equipment with a  connection to protective earthing  -   and to a cable  distribution system using coaxial cable, may in  some circumstances create a fire hazard.   connection to a cable distribution system has  therefore   to be provided through a device providing  electrical isolation below a certain frequency range  (galvanic isolator, see en 60728 - 11)."   note: in norway, due to regulation for installations  of cable distribution systems, and in sweden, a  galvanic isolator sh all provide electrical insulation  below 5 mhz. the insulation shall withstand a  dielectric strength of 1,5 kv r.m.s., 50 hz or 60 hz,  for 1 min.     translation to norwegian (the swedish text will  also be accepted in norway):  utstyr som er koplet                                        requirements according to this annex,  1.7.2.1, 6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a   2.3.2                  requirements according to this annex,  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a   2.3.4                  requirements according to this annex,  1.7.2.1, 6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a   2.10.5.13                  requirements according to this annex,  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  19   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       5.1.7.1                  touch current measurement results  exceeding 3,5 ma r.m.s are permitted only for the  following equipment:   -   stationary pluggable equipment type  a that:    (1) is intended to be used in a restricted  access location where equipotential bonding  has been applied, for example, in a  telecommunication centre; and    (2) has provision for a permanently connected  protectiv e earthing conductor; and    (3) is provided with instructions for the installation  of that conductor by a service person;   -   stationary pluggable equipment type  b   -   stationary permanently connected  equipment                                              n/a   6.1.2.1                  add the following text between the first and  second paragraph of the compliance clause:   if this insulation is solid, including insulation  forming part of a component, it shall at least consist  of either   -   two layers of thin sheet material, each   of which  shall pass the electric strength test below, or   -   one layer having a distance through insulation of  at least 0,4 mm, which shall pass the electric  strength test below.     alternatively for components, there is no distance  through insulation require ment for the insulation  consisting of an insulating compound completely  filling the casing, so that clearances and  creepage distances do not exist, if the  component passes the electric strength test in  accordance with the compliance clause below and  in add ition   -   passes the tests and inspection criteria of 2.10.11  with an electric strength test of 1,5 kv multiplied by  1,6 (the electric strength test of 2.10.10 shall be  performed using 1,5 kv), and   -   is subject to routine testing for electric  strength during   manufacturing, using a test voltage  of 1,5 kv.                                   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  20   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       it is permitted to bridge this insulation with an  optocoupler complying with 2.10.5.4 b).     it is permitted to bridge this insulation with a  capacitor complying with en 132400:1994,  subclass y2.   a capacitor classified y3 according to en 123400  [en 60384 - 14:2005], may bridge this insulation  under the following conditions:   -   the insulation requirements are satisfied by  having a capacitor classified y3 as defined by en  132400 [en 60384 - 14], which in  addition to the y3  testing, is tested with an impulse test of 2,5 kv  defined in en 60950 - 1:2006, 6.2.2.1;   -   the additional testing shall be performed on all the  test specimens as described in en 132400 [en  60384 - 14];   -   the impulse test of 2,5 kv is to be p erformed  before the endurance test in en 132400 [en  60384 - 14], in the sequence of tests as described in  en 132400 [en 60384 - 14.]                6.1.2.2                  the exclusions are applicable for  permanently connected equipment   and  pluggable equipment type b and  equipment intended to be used in a restricted  access location where equipotential bonding  has been applied, e.g. in a telecommunication  centre, and which has provision for a permanently  connected protective earthing  cond uctor and is provided with instructions for  the installation of that conductor by a service  person.                                              n/a   7.2                  requirements according   to this annex,  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply with the term  telecommunication network in 6.1.2  being replaced by the term cable distribution  system.                                              n/a   7.3                  refer to en 60728 - 11:2005 for installation  conditions                                              n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  21   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       7.3                  requirements according to this annex  1.2.13.14 and 1.7.2.1 apply.                                              n/a     spain  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       3.2.1.1                  supply cords of single - phase equipment  having a rated current not exceeding 10a shall be  provided with a plug according to une  20315:1994.  supply cords of single - phase  equipment having a rated current not exceeding  2.5a shall be provided with a plug accor ding to  une - en 50075:1993.  class 1 equipment  provided with socket - outlets with earth contacts or  which are intended to be used in locations where  protection against indirect contact is required  according to the wiring rules, shall be provided with  a plug  in accordance with standard une  20315:1994.  if poly - phase equipment is provided  with a supply cord with a plug, this plug shall be in  accordance with une - en 60309 - 2.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  22   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       sweden  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.2.13.14                  requirements according to this annex  1.7.2.1 and 7.3 apply.                                              n/a   1.5.7.1                  resistors bridging basic insulation in  class i pluggable equipment type a must  comply with the requirements in 1.5.7.2.  in  addition when a single resistor is used, the resistor  must withstand the resistor test in 1.5.7.2.                                               n/a   1.5.9.4                  the third dashed sentence is applicable  only to equipment as defined by this annex, 6.1.2.2                                              n/a   1.7.2.1                  class i pluggable equipment t ype  a intended for connection to other equipment or a  network shall, if safety relies on connection to  protective earth or if surge suppressors are  connected between the network terminals and  accessible parts, have a marking stating that the  equipment must   be connected to an earthed mains  socket - outlet.  the marking text shall  be:"apparaten skall anslutas till jordat uttag"                               operating instructions  and warnings are written in an  accepted language of the  certain country.                n/a   1.7.2.1                  in sweden, the screen of the cable  distribution system is normally not earthed at the  entrance of the building and there is normally no  equipotential bonding system within the building.  therefore the protective earthing of the buildin g  installation need to be isolated from the screen of a  cable distribution system.  it is however accepted  to provide the insulation external to the equipment  by an adapter or an interconnection cable with  galvanic isolator, which may be provided by e.g. a   retailer.   the user manual shall then have the following or  similar information in norwegian and swedish  language respectively, depending on in what  country the equipment is intended to be used in:   "equipment connected to the protective earthing of  the bui lding installation through the mains  connection or through other equipment with a                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  23   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       connection to protective earthing  -   and to a cable  distribution system using coaxial cable, may in  some circumstances create a fire hazard.   connection to a cable distributio n system has  therefore to be provided through a device providing  electrical isolation below a certain frequency range  (galvanic isolator, see en 60728 - 11)."   note: in norway, due to regulation for installations  of cable distribution systems, and in sweden,  a  galvanic isolator shall provide electrical insulation  below 5 mhz. the insulation shall withstand a  dielectric strength of 1,5 kv r.m.s., 50 hz or 60 hz,  for 1 min.   translation to swedish: "utrustning som ?r kopplad  till skyddsjord via jordat v?gguttag o ch/eller via  annan utrustning och samtidigt ?r kopplad till kabel - tv n?t kan i vissa fall medf?ra risk f?r brand. f?r  att undvika detta skall vid anslutning av  utrustningen till kabel - tv n?t galvanisk isolator  finnas mellan utrustningen och kabel - tv n?tet. "                2.3.2                  requirements according to this annex,  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a   2.10.5.13                  requirements according to this annex,  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply.                                              n/a   5.1.7.1                  touch current measurement results  exceeding 3,5 ma r.m.s are permitted only for the  following equipment:   stationary pluggable equipment type a  that:    (1) is intended to be used in a restricted  access location where equipotential bonding  has been applied, for example, in a  telecommunication centre; and    (2) has provision for a permanently connected  protective earthing conductor; and    (3) is provided with   instructions for the installation  of that conductor by a service person;   -   stationary pluggable type b   -   stationary permanently connected  equipment                                              n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  24   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       6.1.2.1                  add the following text between the first and  second paragraph of the compliance clause:   if this insulation is solid, including insulation  forming part of a component, it shall at least consist  of either   -   two layers of thin sheet material, each of which  sh all pass the electric strength test below, or   -   one layer having a distance through insulation of  at least 0,4 mm, which shall pass the electric  strength test below.     alternatively for components, there is no distance  through insulation requirement for the   insulation  consisting of an insulating compound completely  filling the casing, so that clearances and  creepage distances do not exist, if the  component passes the electric strength test in  accordance with the compliance clause below and  in addition   -   pass es the tests and inspection criteria of 2.10.11  with an electric strength test of 1,5 kv multiplied by  1,6 (the electric strength test of 2.10.10 shall be  performed using 1,5 kv), and   -   is subject to routine testing for electric  strength during manufacturi ng, using a test voltage  of 1,5 kv.     it is permitted to bridge this insulation with an  optocoupler complying with 2.10.5.4 b).     it is permitted to bridge this insulation with a  capacitor complying with en 132400:1994,  subclass y2.   a capacitor classified y3   according to en 132400  [en 60384 - 14:2005], may bridge this insulation  under the following conditions:   -   the insulation requirements are satisfied by  having a capacitor classified y3 as defined by en  132400 [en 60384 - 14], which in addition to the y 3  testing, is tested with an impulse test of 2,5 kv  defined in en 60950 - 1:2006, 6.2.2.1;   -   the additional testing shall be performed on all the  test specimens as described in en 132400 [en  60384 - 14];   -   the impulse test of 2,5 kv is to be performed  before t he endurance test in en 132400 [en  60384 - 14], in the sequence of tests as described in                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  25   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       en 132400 [en 60384 - 14.]                6.1.2.2                  the exclusions are applicable for  permanently connected equipment and  pluggable eq uipment type b and  equipment intended to be used in a restricted  access location where equipotential bonding  has been applied, e.g. in a telecommunication  centre, and which has provision for a permanently  connected protective earthing  conductor and is prov ided with instructions for  the installation of that conductor by a service  person.                                              n/a   7.2                  requirements according to this annex,  6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2 apply with the term  telecommunication network in 6.1 .2  being replaced by the term cable distribution  system.                                              n/a   7.3                  requirements according to this annex  1.2.13.14 and 1.7.2.1 apply.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  26   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       switzerland  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       3.2.1.1                  sup ply cords of equipment having a  rated current not exceeding 10a shall be  provided with a plug complying with sev 1011 or  iec 60884 - 1 and one of the following dimension  sheets:   sev 6532 - 2 1991   plug type 15   3p+n+pe   250/400 v, 10a   sev 6533 - 2 1991   plug type 11   l+n     250 v, 10a   sev 6534 - 2 1991   plug type 12   l+n+pe   250v, 10a   in general, en 60309 applies for plugs for currents  exceeding 10a.  however, a 16a plug and socket - outlet system is being introduced in switzerland,  the plugs of which are according to the foll owing  dimension sheets, published in february, 1998.     sev 5932 - 2 1998:plug type 25   3l+n+pe   230/400v, 16a   sev 5933 - 2 1998:plug type 21   l+n     250 v, 16a   sev 5934 - 2 1998:plug type 23    l+n+pe   250 v, 16a                                              n/a   3.2.4                  requirements according to this annex  3.2.1.1 apply.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  27   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       usa / canada  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       1.1                  equipment able to be install ed in  accordance with the national electrical code  ansi/nfpa 70 and the canadian electrical code,  part1, and when applicable, the national electrical  safety code, ieee c2.                                              pass   1.1.1                  equipment able to be installed in  accordance with ansi/nfpa 75 and nec art. 645  unless intended for use outside of computer room  and provided with such instructions.                                              pass   1.1.2                  equipment in wire - line commun ication  facilities serving high - voltage electric power  stations operating at greater than 1kv are  excluded.                                              n/a   1.1.2                  special requirements apply to equipment  intended for use outdoors.                                              n/a   1.4.14                  for pluggable equipment type a,  the protection in the installation is assumed to be  20 a.                                              pass   1.5.1                  all iec standards for components identified  in annex p.1 replaced by the relevant requirements  of csa and ul component standards in annex p.1.                                              pass   1.5.1                  all iec standards for components identified  in annex   p.2 alternatively satisfied by the relevant  requirements of csa and ul component standards  in annex p.2.                                              pass   1.5.5                  interconnecting cables acceptable for the  application regarding voltage, current, temperature,  flammability, mechanical serviceability and the like.                  (see appended table  1.5.1)                pass  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  28   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul                    1.5.5                  for other th an limited power and tnv  circuits, the type of output circuit identified for  output connector.                                              n/a   1.5.5                  external cable assemblies that exceed 3.05  m in length to be types specified in the nec and  cec.                                               n/a   1.5.5                  detachable external interconnecting cables  3.05 m or less in length and provided with  equipment marked to identify the responsible  organization and the designation for the cable.                                              n/a   1.5.5                  building wiring and cable for use in ducts,  plenums and other air handling space subject to  special requirements and excluded from scope.                                              n/a   1.5.5                  telephone line and extension cords and the  like comply with ul 1863 and csa c22.2 no. 233.                                              n/a   1.6.1.2                  equipment intended for connection to a d.c.  power (mains) distribution system is subject to  special cir cuit classification requirements (e.g.,  tnv - 2)                                              n/a   1.6.1.2                  earthing of d.c. powered equipment  provided.                                              n/a   1.7                  lamp replacement information indicated on  lampholder in operator access area.                                              n/a   1.7.1                  special marking format for equipment  intended for use on a supply system with an  earthed neutral and more than one phase                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  29   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       conductor.                1.7.1                  equipment voltage rating not higher than  rating of the plug except under special conditions.                                              n/a   1.7.6                  special fuse replacement marking for  operator accessible fuses.                               fuse is not ope rator  accessible.                n/a   1.7.7                  identification of terminal connection of the  equipment earthing conductor.                                              n/a   1.7.7                  connectors and field wiring terminals for  external class 2 or class 3 circuits provided with  marking indicating minimum class of wiring to be  used.                                              n/a   1.7.7                  marking located adjacent to terminals and  visible during wiring.                                              n/a   2.1.1.1                  bare tnv conductive parts in the interior of  equipment normally protected against contact by a  cover intended for occasional remo val are exempt  provided instructions include directions for  disconnection of tnv prior to removal of the cover.                                              n/a   2.3.1.b                  other telecommunication signaling systems  (e.g., message waiting) than described in 2.3.1(b)  are subject to m.4.                                              n/a   2.3.1.b                  for tnv - 2 and tnv - 3 circuits with other  than ringing signals and with voltages exceeding  42.4 vp or 60 v d.c., the maximum current limit  through a 2000 ohm or greater resistor with loads  disconnected is 7.1 ma peak or 30 ma d.c. under  normal conditions.                                               n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  30   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       2.3.1.b                  limits for measurements across 5000 ohm  resistor in the event of a single fault are replaced  after 200 ms with the limits of m.3.1.4.                                              n/a   2.3.2.1                  in the event of a single fault, the limits of  2.2.3 apply to selv circuits and accessible  conductive parts.                                              n/a   2.3.2.4                  enamel coating on signal transformer  winding wire allowed as an alternative to basic  i nsulation in specific telecommunication  applications when subjected to special construction  requirements and routine testing.                                              n/a   2.5                  overcurrent protection device required for  class 2 and class 3 limiting in accordance with the  nec, or for a limited power source, not  interchangeable with devices of higher ratings if  operator replaceable.                                              n/a   2.6                   equipment having receptacles for output  a.c. power connectors generated from an internal  separately derived source have the earthed  (grounded) circuit conductor suitably bonded to  earth.                                              n/a   2.6.3.3                  for pluggable equipment type a, if  a) b) or c) are not applicable, the current rating of  the circuit is taken as 20 a                                              pass   2.6.3.3                  the first column on table 2d requirement:  smaller of the rated                2.6.3.4                  capacity of connection between earthing  terminal and parts required to be earthed subject to                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  31   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       special conditions based on the current rating of  the circuit.                2.6.3.4                  protective bonding conductors and their  terminals of non - standard constructions (e.g. pwb  traces) evaluated to limited short - circuit test of csa  c22.2 no.0.4.                                              n/a   2.6.4.1                  field wiring terminals for earthing   conductors suitable for wire sizes (gauge) used in  us and canada.                                              n/a   2.7.1                  data for selection of special external branch  circuit overcurrent devices marked on the  equipment.                                              n/a   2.7.1                  standard supply outlets protected by  overcurrent device in accordance with the nec,  and cec, part 1.                                              n/a   2.7.1                  overcurrent protection for individual  transformers that distribute power to other units  over branch circuit wiring.                                              n/a   2.7.1                  additional requirements for overcurrent  protection apply to equipment provided w ith  panelboards.                                              n/a   2.7.1                  non - motor - operated equipment requiring  special overcurrent protective device marked with  device rating.                                              n/a   2.10.5.12                  multi - layer winding wire subject to ul  component wire requirements in addition to  2.10.5.12 and annex u.                                              pass  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  32   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       3.1.1                  permissible combinations of internal  wiring/external cable sizes for overcurrent and  short   circuit protection.                                              pass   3.1.1                  all interconnecting cables protected against  overcurrent and short circuit.                                              pass   3.2                  wiring meth ods permit connection of  equipment to primary power supply in accordance  with the nec and cec, part 1.                                              pass   3.2.1                  permitted use for flexible cords and plugs.                                              n/a   3.2.1                  flexible cords provided with attachment  plug rated 125% of equipment current rating.                                              n/a   3.2.1                  any  class ii equipment provided with 15 or  20 a standard supply outlets, edison - base  lampholders or single pole disconnect device  provided with a polarized type attachment plug.                                              n/a   3.2.1.2                  equipment intended f or connection to dc  mains supply power systems complies with special  wiring requirements (e.g., no permanent  connection to supply by flexible cord).                                              n/a   3.2.1.2                  equipment with one pole of the dc mains  supply connected to both the equipment mains  input terminal and the main protective earthing  terminal provided with special instructions and  construction provisions for earthing.                                              n /a   3.2.1.2                  equipment with means for connecting  supply to earthing electrode conductor has no  switches or protective devices between supply                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  33   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       connection and earthing electrode connection.                3.2.1.2                  special markings and instructions for  equipment with provisions to connect earthed  conductor of a dc supply circuit to earthing  conductor at the equipment.                                              n/a   3.2.1.2                  special markings and instructions for  equipment with earthed conductor of a dc supply  circuit connected to the earthing conductor at the  equipment.                                              n/a   3.2.1.2                  terminals and leads provided for  permanent con nection of dc powered equipment  to supply marked to indicate polarity if reverse  polarity may result in a hazard.                                              n/a   3.2.3                  permanently connected equipment has  provision for connecting and securing a field wiring  system (i.e. conduit, or leads etc.) per the nec and  cec, part 1.                                              n/a   3.2.3                  permanently connected equipment may  have  terminals or leads not smaller than no. 18  awg (0.82 mm2) and not less than 150 mm in  length for connection of field installed wiring.                                              n/a   3.2.3                  if supply wires exceed 60 c, marking  indicates use of 75  c or 90 c wiring for supply  connection as appropriate.                                              n/a   3.2.3                  equipment compatible with suitable trade  sizes of conduits and cables.                                              n/a   3.2.5                  power supply cords are required to be no  longer than 4.5 m in length.                                 n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  34   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul         minimum cord length is required to be 1.5 m, with  certain constructions such as external power  supplies allowed to consider both input and output  cord lengths into the requirement.                       flexible power supply cords are required to be  compatible with article 400 of the nec, and tables  11 and 12 of the cec.                3.2.5                  conductors in power supply cords  sized  according to nec and cec, part i.                                              n/a   3.2.5                  power supply cords and cord sets  incorporate flexible cords suitable for the particular  application.                                              n/a   3.2.6                  strain relief provided for non - detachable  interconnecting cables not supplied by a limited  power source.                                              pass   3.2.9                  adequate wire bending space and volume  of field wiring compartment required to properly  make the field connections.                                              n/a   3.2.9                  equipment intended solely for installation in  restricted access locations using  low voltage d.c.  systems may not need provision for connecting and  securing a field wiring system. a method of  securing wiring or instructions provided to ensure  the wiring is protected from abuse.                                              n/a   3.3                  field wiring terminals provided for  interconnection of units for other than lps or class  2 circuits also comply with 3.3.                                              n/a   3.3                  interconnection of units by lps or class 2  conductors may have field wiring  connectors other                                n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  35   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       than those specified in 3.3 if wiring is reliably  separated.                3.3.1                  terminals for the connection of neutral  conductor identified by a distinctive white marking  or other equally effective means.                                              n/a   3.3.3                  wire binding screw terminal permitted for  connection of no. 10 awg (5. 3 mm2) or smaller  conductor if provided with upturned lugs, cupped  washer or equivalent retention.                                              n/a   3.3.4                  terminals accept wire sizes (gauge) used  in the u.s. and canada.                                              n/a   3.3.4                  terminals accept current - carrying  conductors rated 125% of the equipment current  rating.                                              n/a   3.3.5                  first column of table 3e requirement:     rating of the circuit under consideration.            3.3.6                  field wiring terminals marked to  indicate  the material(s) of the conductor appropriate for the  terminals used.                                              n/a   3.3.6                  connection of an aluminum conductor not  permitted to terminal for equipment earthing  conductor.                                               n/a   3.3.6                  field wiring connections made through the  use of suitable pressure connectors (including set  screw type), solder lugs or splices to flexible leads.                                              n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  36   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       3.4.2                  separate motor control device(s) required  for cord - connected equipment rated more than 12  a, or with motor rated more than 1/3 hp or more  than 120 v.                                              n/a   3.4.8                  vertically mounted disco nnect devices  oriented so up position of handle is "on".                                              n/a   3.4.11                  for computer - room applications, equipment  with battery systems capable of supplying 750 va  for 5 min require battery disconnect means.                                              n/a   4.2.8.1                  special opening restrictions for enclosures  around crts with face dimension of 160 mm or  more.                                              n/a   4.2.9                  compartment housing high - pressure lamp  marked to indicate risk of explosion.                                              n/a   4.2.11                  for equipment intended for mounting on  racks and provided with slide/rails allowing the  equipment to slide away from t he rack for  installation, service and maintenance, additional  construction, performance and marking  requirements are applicable to determine the  adequacy of the slide/rails.                                              n/a   4.3.2                  loading test for equipment with handle(s)  used to support more than 9 kg tested at four times  the weight of the unit.                                              n/a   4.3.6                  in addition to the iec requirements, direct  plug - in equipment complies with ul   1310 or csa  223 mechanical assembly requirements.                                              n/a   4.3.12       n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  37   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul                    the maximum quantity of flammable liquid  stored in equipment complies with ansi/nfpa  30(table nae.6).                                            4.3.12                  equipment using replenishable liquids  marked to indicate type of liquid to be used.                                              n/a   4.3.13.2                  equipment that produces x - ra diation and  does not comply with 4.3.12 under all conditions of  servicing marked to indicate the presence of  radiation where readily visible.                                              n/a   4.3.13.5                  requirements contained in the applicable  national codes and regulations apply to lasers (21  cfr 1040 and redr c1370).                                              n/a   4.7                  automated information storage equipment  intended to contain more than 0.76 m3   of  combustible media requires provision for automatic  sprinklers or a gaseous agent extinguishing  system.                                              n/a   4.7.3.1                  equipment for use in environmental air  space other than ducts or plenums provided with  metal enclosure or with non - metallic enclosure  having adequate fire - resistance and low smoke  producing characteristics.  low smoke - producing  characteristics evaluated ac cording to ul 2043.   equipment for installation in space used for  environmental air as described in sec. 300 - 22(c) of  the nec provided with instructions indicating  suitability for installation in such locations.                                              n/a   4.7 .3.1                  flame spread rating for external surface of  combustible material with exposed area greater  than 0.93 m2 or a single dimension greater than 1.8  m; 50 or less for computer room applications or  200 or less for other applications.                                              n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  38   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       4.7.3.4                  wire marked "vw - 1" or "ft - 1" considered  equivalent.                                              pass   5.1.8.2                  special earthing provisions and instructions  for equipment with high touch current due to  telecommunication network connections.                                              n/a   5.1.8.3                  touch current due to ringing voltage for  equipment containing telecommunication network  leads.                                              n/a   5.3.7                  overloading of selv connectors and  printed wiring board receptacles accessible to the  operator.                                              n/a   5.3.7                  tests interrupted by opening of a  component repeated two additional times.                                              pass   5.3.9.1                  test int errupted by opening of wire or trace  subject to certain conditions.                                              n/a   6                  specialized instructions provided for  telephones that may be connected to a  telecommunications network.                                               n/a   6                  marking identifying function of  telecommunication type connectors not used for  connection to a telecommunication network.                                              n/a   6.3                  equipment remotely powered over  telecommunication wiring systems provided with  specialized markings adjacent to the connection.                                              n/a   6.3                  overcurrent protection incorporated into                   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  39   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       equipment to provide power over  telecommunication wiring system not  interchangeable with devices of higher ratings if  operator replaceable.                             6.4                  additional requir ements for equipment  intended for connection to a telecommunication  network using cable subject to overvoltage from  power line failures (fig. 6c).                                              n/a   6.4                  where 26 awg line cord required by fig.  6c, either the cord is provided with the equipment  or described in the safety instructions.                                              n/a   7                  equipment associated with the cable  distribution system may need to be subjected to  applicable parts of chapter 8 of the nec.                                              n/a   h                  ionizing radiation measurements made  under single fault conditions in acco rdance with the  requirements of the code of federal regulations  21 cfr 1020 and the canadian radiation emitting  devices act, redr c1370.                                              n/a   m.2                  continuous ringing signals evaluated to  method a subjected to special accessibility  considerations.                                              n/a   m.4                  special requirements for message waiting  and similar telecommunications signals.                                               n/a   nac                  equipment intended for use with a generic  secondary protector marked with suitable  instructions.                                              n/a   nac                  equipment intended for use with a specific                   n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  40   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       primary or secondary protector marked with  suitable instructions.                             nad                  acoustic pressure from an ear piece less  than 140 dba for short duration disturbances, and  less than 125 dba for handsets, 118 dba for  headsets and insert earphones, for long duration  disturbances.                                              n/a   nad                  equipment connected to a  telecommunication and cable distribution networks  and supplied with an earphone intended to be held  against, or in the ear is required to comply with  special acoustic pressure requirements.                                              n/a   ee.5                  ul articulated accessibility probe (fig.  ee.3) required for assessing accessibility to  document/media shredders, instead of figure 2a  test finger.                                              n/a    

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  41   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       united kingdom  -   differences to iec 60950 - 1:2005 (2nd edition); am 1:2009       2.6.3.3                  the current rating of the circuit shall be  taken as 13 a, not 16 a.                               considered.                pass   2.7.1                  to protect against excessive currents and  short - circuits in the primary circuit of direct  plug - in equipment, tests according to 5.3 shall  be conducted, using an external protective device  rated 30 a or 32 a. if these tests fail, suitable  protective devices   shall be included as integral  parts of the direct plug - in equipment, so  that the requirements of 5.3 are met.                                              pass   3.2.1.1                  apparatus which is fitted with a flexible  cable or cord and is designed to be conn ected to a  mains socket conforming to bs 1363 by means of  that flexible cable or cord and plug, shall be fitted  with a "standard plug" in accordance with statutory  instrument 1786: 1994  -   the plugs and sockets  etc. (safety) regulations 1994, unless exempte d  by those regulations.     note: "standard plug" is defined in si 1786: 1994  and essentially means an approved plug  conforming to bs 1363 or an approved conversion  plug.                               appliance inlet  provided for models; a  detachable power supply cord  in compliance with national  requirements will be provided  by the local distributor.                n/a   3.2.5.1                  a power supply cord with conductor of 1.25  mm2 is allowed for equip ment with a rated current  over 10a and up to and including 13a.                               appliance inlet  provided for models; a  detachable power supply cord  in compliance with national  requirements will be provided  by the local distributor.                n/a   3.3.4                  the range of conductor sizes of flexible  cords to be accepted by terminals for equipment  with a rated current of over 10 a up to and  including 13 a is 1.25 mm2 to 1.5 mm2 nominal  cross - sectional area.                                              n/a  

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  42   of 41   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4             iec 60950 - 1:2005   subclause   difference + test   result  -   remark   verdict       this report issued under the responsibility of ul       4.3.6                  the torque test is performed using a socket  outlet complying with bs 1363 part 1:1995,  including amendment 1:1997 and amendment  2:2003 and the plug part of direct plug - in  equipment shall be assessed to bs 1363: part  1, 12.1, 12.2, 1 2.3, 12.9, 12.11, 12.12, 12.13, 12.16  and 12.17, except that the test of 12.17 is  performed at not less than 125 c. where the  metal earth pin is replaced by an insulated shutter  opening device (isod), the requirements of  clauses 22.2 and 23 also apply.                                               n/a      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  1   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       enclosures         type   supplement id   description   photographs   3 - 01   overall top view   photographs   3 - 02   overall bottom view   photographs   3 - 03   overall top view without enclosure   photographs   3 - 04   overall side view without enclosure   photographs   3 - 05   overall printed wiring board view   photographs   3 - 06   overall printed wiring board view   photographs   3 - 07   overall top view without enclosure (jpw1100kb1200f01,  jpw1100kb1300f01, jpw1100kb1500f01, and  jpw1100kb1600f01)   photographs   3 - 08   overall bottom v iew without enclosure (jpw1100kb1200f01,  jpw1100kb1300f01, jpw1100kb1500f01, and  jpw1100kb1600f01)   photographs   3 - 09   overall top view without enclosure (jpw1100kb1200f01,  jpw1100kb1300f01, jpw1100kb1500f01, and  jpw1100kb1600f01)   diagrams       schematics + p wb       manuals       miscellaneous   7 - 02   national differences  -   japan   miscellaneous   7 - 03   national differences  -   appended page for as/nzs60950 - 1:  2003+a1+a2+a3   miscellaneous   7 - 04   manufacturer declaration   miscellaneous   7 - 06   diagram for heat sink   miscellaneous   7 - 07   transformer_ 3025579001a   miscellaneous   7 - 08   transformer_ 3025579002a   miscellaneous   7 - 09   national difference for china   licenses       marking plate   13 - 01   marking plate label   marking plate   13 - 02   marking plate label   marking plate   13 - 03   marking plate label   marking plate   13 - 04   marking plate label      

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  2   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markingplate id 13 - 01        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  3   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markingplate id 13 - 01        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  4   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markingplate id 13 - 02        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  5   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markingplate id 13 - 02        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  6   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markingplate id 13 - 03        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  7   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markingplate id 13 - 03        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  8   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       markingplate id 13 - 04        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  9   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 01        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  10   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 02        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  11   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 03        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  12   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 04        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  13   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 05        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  14   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 06        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  15   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 07        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  16   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 08        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  17   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       photographs id 3 - 09        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  18   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 02        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  19   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 02        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  20   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 02        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  21   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 02        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  22   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 03        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  23   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 04        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  24   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 04        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  25   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 06        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  26   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 07        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  27   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 07        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  28   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 07        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  29   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 07        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  30   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 07        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  31   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 07        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  32   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 08        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  33   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 08        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  34   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 08        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  35   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 08        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  36   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 08        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  37   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 08        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  38   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 09        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  39   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 09        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  40   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 09        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  41   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 09        

 issue date:   2012 - 09 - 24   page  42   of 42   report reference #   e300305 - a33 - cb - 4       enclosures         this report issued under the responsibility of ul       misc id 7 - 09        
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